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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL,

DEPARTMENT OF TILE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington., September 27, 1915.
SIR : The value of the schools, and especially of the schools for

younger children, depends almost dtholly on -the ability, knowledge,
and skill of the teachers. Like every other/omplex and difficult art,
the art of teaching can be acqukred only through careful training
and the, conscious application of miderlying principles. The con-
sciousness of these facts has given rise in all culture countries to
schools maintained at public cost for the purpose of giving young
men and women preparing for teaching such instruction in principles,
methods, and 'devices, and such practice in their application as will

,noble them to begin the work of teaching with some degree of cer-
tainty of success. In ttis country such schools are called normal
schools. Although the United States has done less for the prepara-
tion of its teachers than other countries in proportion to expendi-
tures for education and to numbers of children in school, there are
in this country 235 StIte normal schools, with a total attendance of
about-89,537 students Gild an annual expenditure of $8,970,377. These
figures do not include municipal and private normal schools. A
decade and a half ago appropriations for the support of these State
normal schools were $2,510,934 and the annual enrollment of 1u-
dents was 44,808. Because of the large expenditures for normal
schools and a growing appreciation of the importanceof their place in
our systems of public education, there is an increasing general desire
for some intelligent accounting of their organization and work. For
this reason and for the purpose of laying a foundation for such
detailed studies of many specific phases of their organization and
work as will aid in such modifications and' readjustments as may
seem desirable, Dr. Charles H. Judd, director of the school of educa-
tion of the University of Chicago, and Dr. Samuel C. Parker, dean
of the college of education of the University of Chicago, both special
collpborators in this bureau, have, at my request, made a general
preliminary study of these schools and have reported the results of
their studies in the accompanying manuscript. I recommend that
this manuscript be published,as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education
under the title "Problems Involved in Stimdardizing State Normal
Schools."

Respectfully submitted.
P. E. Ct.ssrox,

Conielission;r.



PREFACE.

This study of the State normal schools of the United States was
undertaken at the request of the Bureau of Education in tile summer
of 1914. The material upon which the study is based was furnished
by the authorities of the State normal schools and of State depart-
ments of education in the fall of 1914, in response to a request sent
from the Bureau of Education.

The plans for the bulletin were carefully organized by the authors
working together. Chapters I and II and the concluding chapters
were written primarily by Mr. Judd. The remaining chakters were
written primarily by Mr. Parker. Each author revised his chapters,
however, after they had been read and criticized by the other. As a
consequence thebulletin presents a unified treatment of the whole
topic. For the chapter on Administrative Control, Mr. D. R. Ilenry
carried on in the spring of 1915 a rather elaborate study, based on
an examination of the educational codes of all of the States and corre-
spondence with many of the officers in charge oft the normal schools in
the States. Mr. J. B. Shouse rendered valuable 'assistance in connec-
tion with certain of the statistical parts of the study.
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PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN STANDARDIZING STATE
^ NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Chapter It

INTRODUCTION: SCOPE OF THE BULLETIN.

Normal schools not now stAndardized.Normal schools differ
from each other very widely in organization, in admission require-
ments, in'eourses of study, and in modes of instruction. The explana-
tion of this lack of uniformity is to be found in the fact that notrnal
scholds have never been a part of the 'system of higher education
evolved in this country. Normal schools have grown up in isolation.
While the colleges have been in the closest touch with each other
through the organization of entrance examination boards and ac-
crediting institutions, while high schools have been brought together
by standard definitions of units, normal schools have stood apart.
The typical normal school derives its financial support from legisla-
tive appropriations, receives its students without competition from
a territory over which it exercises exclusive control, and has no diffi-
culty in placing its graduates in posiiions which they regard as
satisfactory. Furthermore, so urgent has been the demand in the
country for teachers that school boards and superintendents have not
been able'to make rigid selections, with the result that standards of
training have not been forced upon the normal schools from without.

Organization determined by accidental causes, often per8onal.
In a situation where relative isolation has not compelled normal
schools to define themselves to others there has been the largest
opportunity for the play of personal influences. A strong president
has often dominated the policies of a.normal school.to a degree that
is almost unbelievable. The faculty sometimes has little or no voice
in determining the courses or the modes of admission. There is no
State authority in most of the States which is strong enough to de-
termine what shall be done in normal' schools. The result is that
within a single' State there are the widest variations. One president
with the ambition to develop his institution into a degree-granting
university goes on his way, while hisneighbor uses the funds granted
by. the, same legislature to develop a normal school which loudly
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announces its objection anting degrees and limit.4 its activities
rigidly to the training o ementary teachers.

External causes stim ating movement toward standardization.
In recent years a number of causes have begun to break\ down the
isolation of the normal school. First and foremost is the\desire of
normal graduates to enjoy the advantages of higher edunation in
universities and colleges. The growth of sum ner schools' at uni-
versities and the frequent transfer of norm .hool graduates to
college ail graduate coi.r:q show with clearness the desire of teach-
ers to enjoy the advantages of all kinds of higher education. Nor-
mal schools, drawn into the current of higher education, haveTheen
called upon to announce more, definitely their requirements for ad-
mission and to describe the content of their courses. What is a
course in methods of teaching arithmetic? Is it a review of the
course given in an elementdry school or is it a discussion of4he peda-
gogical principles on which such courses are arranged? What is a
course in practice teaching? Does such a course require of the student
any study of material, and does it afford him any adequate critical
discussion of his work? There has been a sliarp -and at times un-
friendly clash between normal schools and colleges in the effort to
secure answers to such questions. The normal school often takes the
position that it administers 915r high-grade courses, while the col-
leges express-a frank doubt as to the value of these courses for mature
students. .

Traditions and relations of normal schools unique.Perhaps the
diSagreement between normal schools and colleges can best be illus-
trated by the widespread dispute regarding foreign languages. The
normal school has been historically related to the vernacular school,
and its officers have had little patience with classical or even literary

:courses. The traditions of the college are of a totally different type.
Sp long as no students passed from normal schools to colleges they
normal schools were at liberty to hold to the vernacular, but as soon'
as normal-school graduates sought admission to higher institutions
the controversy was on.

Effect of parallel development of departments of education in
oollegerand universities.A second reason why normal schools have
&gen called upon to define themselves arises because colleges and uni-
versities have in recent years entered the field of teacher training
through the' organization of departments of education and colleges
of education. . In the State universities the demand for preparation
of high-school teachers has bees-heard, and generous provisions have
in many cases been made for the work of preparing such teachers.
The normal schools 'have looked upon this organization of teacher-
training coursesNis undesired competition. Conversely', the ,univer-
sity authorities hive been Critical.Of the courses in the normal schools,
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and the issue has been sharply drawn. Incidentally it may be re-
marked that college departments of education have usually been sub-
jected to the closest scrutiny and sometimes to violent criticism by
other college departments because of their supposed inferiority. It
may even be admitted that entrance requirements in the departments
of education have sometimes been lower than those for other.college
departments in the hope of meeting the competOon of normal
schools, and courses of inferior standard in the college have been
tolerated for like reason. All of these disputes'and efforts at Aust-
ment have aroused a general inquiry about teacher-training courses
which a generation ago would have been without interest except to
a small group of specialists. Now the pioblem is known to all who
are interested education, and the discussion mint go on until some
satisfactory conclusion is reached.

General demand in all social in8tilutiong for higher efficieney.The
explanation of the current demand that norma14chools standardize
themselves would not be complete without reference to the general
causes which are leading all over the country to surveys and careful
examination of all kinds of educational institutions. Costs of educa-
tional organizations are so high and the volume of educational activity
is so great that society is demanding as never be/ore a reasonable
accounting. In the meantime the scientific methods of studying edu-
cational results have been so far perfected that the inquiry into educa-
tional efficiency can be made most pointed. Normal schools can not
longer,be isolated, even if they will. Society at large is interested in
them as in other institutions.

SAtematic surveys of normal schools. Slirtney of Pennsylvania
normal.sehools.Systematic surveys of normal schools are few in
number. In 1912, E. 0. Holland' published the results of a careful
study of the Pennsylvania normal schools. He describes the organi-
zation entrance requirements, curriculum, exa minations, stddent body,
andCticulty. The normal schools of Pennsylvania were at that time
privately owned. Their entrance, requirements were very low, de-
manding only elementary educ ion of candidates for admission.
The curriculum was elementary nd administered with laxness. The
examinations were perfunctor and excessively leniept. Holland
makes it very clear that radical hanges were imperatively demanded.
Some of these changes have'been made since the appearance of the
report.

Survey of Wisconiin normal echoole.A second extensive survey
was made by A. N. Farmer,' under the direction of the State Board of

I The Pennaytieuila State Normal Schools and Public School. System.. By Ernest Otto
Holland. Publisbed by Tgachers College, New York City, 1919.

*Conditions and Needs of Wisconsin's Normal Schools. By A N. Fanner. Issued by theState Heard of Public Affairs, 1914. Democrat Printing Cn, State Printer, ,Madison, Wis.
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Public Affairs, of the normal schools of Wisconsin. This voluminous
report contains a mass of details. It gives at great length extracts
from reports and answers to questions. It. presents in full recitations
which were taken down by stenographers who visited normal classes
for the purpose of reporting the recitation. In the appendix are

_tables giving the results of examinations of students, tables of costs,
length of service, training of members of the faculties, and other
matters. The body of the report gives an account of the organiza-
tion and administration of the normal schools, the student body, the
faculties, the training school, the course'of study, and the iwxle of
conducting instruction. There is a summary of findings placed at
the beginning of the report.

History of the Wisconsin gm-nal-school system.The Wisconsin
system is one of the best-equipped and most highly centi:alized normal-
school systems in the country. In his historical sketch former Presi-
dent Salisbury' has shown how this system grew .up after repeated
efforts to develop, in connection with the Slate university, such nor-
mal courses as the State needed. The present survey shows that there
has been much confusion resulting from a division of interest within
these schools between academic and normal courses., Furthermore,
there are great variations in the administrations. There is evidently
it marked preponderance of influence on the side of the president as
contrasted with the faculties, and there is some evidence that stand-
ards are disregarded in the efforts to keep up numbers. In spite of
the original close relation between the normal-training movement and
the university, the present relation of the normal schools to the uni-
versity is not clearly defined.

For the purposes of this report it will not be necessary to give any
further account of the Wisconsin survey. The facts brought out in
the later pages of this report confirm the impression made by the
Wisconsin survey that there is almost entire lack of standardization
of normal schools.

Statement by president of-tite Carnegie Foundationtof the problem
of teacher training.It may be remarked in passing that the Car-
negie Foundation is engaged in an extended survey of the normal
schools of Missouri and Indiana, as set forth in the following extract
from the report of 1914: a

For several years the Foundation has considered the desirability, ,of conducting
a systematic Inquiry, into the present status of the training of teachers for
elementary, secondary, and vocational schools. This problem, of vastly greater
import to the countryNat large than any other existing phase of&struction, has
presented a continuous challenge and, as a whole, has d. man analysts.

vItistorleal Sketch of Normal XustructIon in Wisconsin. By Albert Salisbury, 1893.
Pabliabsd to Whltewater. Wle

'Ninth Annual Report of the fleet and of the Treasurer of the Carnegie rounds-
-Ude foe the Alisatreasielit of T 1914. Pp. 16-11-
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The training of teachers in some form constitutes the capital factor in thesuccess. of what Is financially and socially the major undertaking of everycommunity. It is a problem of enormous bulk. At the same time It differs
from the same problem in such professional fields as law, medicine, and engi-
neering in that tunong elementary and secondary school teachers professional
consciousner is nearly lucking. No organized group of teachers speaks, plans,
or labors adthoritatively for the profession as a whole. Such State or National
associations as exist are huge, vaguely constituted( aggregates, wholly lacking
in definition of aim and membership. Under such'conditions the real problems
of the teacher cun not focus sharply and be clearly understood by the teachers
themselves in their collective capacity.

.
This lack of professional consciousness is due, undoubtedly, to the meagertraining usually required as well its to the casual and temporary nature of the

employment under the conditions prevailing in America. All of these elements
unite to place the teacher in marked dependence upon local provision and circum-
stance; individual initiative is discounted, and reliance la placed upon a moreor less readily regulated " supply " of passive-minded instructors. .It is this localized character of the task of preparing teachers that has
finally determined the form of the contribution which the Foundation hopes tomake to this subject. Little by little the States of the Nation are realizing theoneness of the educational undertaking which faces them and are discovering
that they can expect to cope successfully with it only by creating a skillful and
mobile central authority to operate and control the entire undertaking. Of this
great single educational enterprise In each State, the portion that is most vital,that overtops all else inIts decisive importince, is that of selecting and training
teachers. The solution of the State's problem as a whole is measured largely'
by the solution of this portion of the problem. It is emphatically a State task
to-day and will doubtless permanently remain so.

It would seem most helpful, therefore, for the Foundation to approach the
qtukstion from a standpoint as nearly as possible identical With that of the StateItself: If it can succeed In a few States, or in one State, in appreciably illumi-
nating tlisltuation in its legislative, administrlitIve, and Institutional aspects,
the results should prove of value not only for the particular State concerned butby analogy for all States possessing similar uonditions.

This it hopes to do. ,The governors and the department of public instruction
of two typical States of the Middle West, Indiana and Mi...souri, have Inviteltibe
FoUndation to examine the situation that exists with regard fo the training ansupply of teachers in their respective Commonwealths. To these formal

/Itt%

Invitations have been added many requests and pledges of cooperation on the
part of local authorities in gchools, colleges, and universities. With the assist-
ance of the Institutions and officials involved and of the teachers themselves, It
Is believed that facts of great importance can be brought together and certain
questions answered that are fundamental to the successful administration df
the States' school systems: What Is the source, the nature, and extent of the
general and professional training 'of the teachers to-day employed? What arethe arcumstances of age, sex, experience,, and reward? What are the facts
In respect to the annual' supply required ITS the various grades ,of positlea?
What is the degrEe of adjustment between training ond service? Bow do
present institutional agencies meet the apparent demand of the State in point
of character of material, of quality of training, and - quantity otproduct? What,
finally, is the legislative and administrative background that conditions the
State's prevent management of its problem? In all the above particulars, what
Is the Mitotic:al ihrepectivesuid what the strength of preaent.tenciencing
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From such a review and comparison of conditions there can scarcely fall to
emerge numerous points' at which the present procedure can be improved and
strengthened. The opportunity also of making a precisely Parallel study of two
fairly similar State units should make the results especially helpful.

Vermont report.The report of the Carnegie Foundation on the
State survey of Vermont, publiOed in 1914, includes an account of the
normal institutions of that State and a criticism of these institutions.

The studies of normal schools above referred to are made, it will
be noted, by 'agencies which are external to the schools themselves.
The authorities which have charge of the normal schools have been
very slow in making the kind of study of their institutions which
would define with clearness the place of these schools in the educa-
tional system.

Studiel of State normal schools- by local State ogicia18.Material
for studies and in some cases detailed examinations of normal-school
problems are given in a few State reports. Two of these reports
will be described, namely, the one by State Supt. Morrison, of New,
Hampshire, for 1911-12, pages 135-158, and the one by Commissioner
Snedden, of Massachusetts, for 1912-13, pages 17-36 and 188-194. '

Each of these reports is an ideal survey ; that is, it is an 'objective, -

precise study made by a thoroughly qualified educational expert, who
is regpobsibleipr the best development of the whole educational situa-
tion under investigation. Hence he is sympathetically interested in
the condition of the whole, but has no personal preference for any
part:

Excellent report by state. Supt. Morricon, of New Hamplaire.
Supt. Morrison treats the following topics precisely; that is, in terms
of exact, reliable statistics reduced to a percentage basis where
desirable: The proportion of trained teachers in. the State, the supply
of trained teachers, the constituency of each of the existing normal
schools (with maps), sections of the State at present unprovided
the condition of the normal schools. This report is supplementary
to similar studies made in Other biennial reports, especially the one
for 1907-8 and the last report foi 1913-14.

Mr. Morrison writes that "the State has a comprehensivc sormal
policy which contemplates the training of the entire teaching force
of the elementary schools."

Excellent report by Coramiseioner Snedden, of Massachusetts. --In
the Massachusetts report for 1912-13 Mr. Snedden devotes a chapter of
19.pages to discussion of the work of the normal schools of the StSte.
He gives excellent historical, and statistical tables, which show in
usable, precise form almost all the information that anyStudent of the
situation might desire concerning enrollment, graduation, and com-

IA Study of Mutation It Vermont. Pteparad and publthbed by Use WW1% Ptheada
Son for the Advancement of Teaching. Pp. 111-124.
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parative per capita costs. He gives accounts of conferences of repre-
sentatives of the 10 State normal schools and the State commissioner
to consider " proposals for increasing the efficiency of the normal
schools in training elementary school teachers." Six of these pro-
posals are'discussed. Extensive use will be made of Mr. Snedden's
data in this bulletin.

iGood statistical tables by Supt. Evans, of 3fimouri.Among the
State reports which contain thorough and useful statistica data,
organized in common terms for comparative purposes, is that of Mis-
souri for 1913, prepared by State Supt. Evans. On page 488 Supt.
Evan gives for each of the fivepormal schools of the St the num-
ber of students of high- school rank mid the number of co ge rank,
further subdivided into first, second, third, and fourth year' students
in each of these ranks. For anyone who has tried to find out from
ordinary reports just 'what the normal schools of such a State as Mis-,;.-
souri.iire doingin the way of giving high-school ant(' college training,
this one page' is very illuminating. It will be reproduced in a later

-chapter on numbers of students in the normal schools.
Other State reports.Other useful State reports received were

those of California, Idaho, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
New. Jersey, North Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Some of these contain elaborate reports from the presidents of the
various normal schools inthe State, but little general interpretative
and comparative treatment by a central State officer. Very often the
report prepared by each normal-school president is so constructed as
to give an impression of the Ugness and importance of the school,
instead of giving precise, relic e, objective data that can be readily
used for comparative purposes. It would be well if all States would
publish such usable and illuminating comparative reportt as those of

. State Supts. Morrison and Evans and Commissioner Snedden. '
Comparison. of students of normal schools and colleges. Reference

may be made to special studies which have been useful in the present
investigation. There is a study carried out by Mr. Shallies,' of, the

-State Normal School of Plattsburg, N. Y., to determine the quality of
students who enter the New York normal schools. Mr. Shallies se-
cured from.those high schools of New York which sent graduatei to
the normal school in the ft9r 1908 a full recosd of all graduates. He
then arranged these gra:Elates in groupsisonis to be able to compare
the group which went to the normal seho&with the group which went
to college, the group whickyent into business, etc. The results of this
comparison make it clear that studenti who enter the normal school
tire, oh the average, of a lower grade than those who go to college.

'The Distribution ot 'Sip-School Graduates Atter Lotting School. G. W. Shaine..School Review, Vol. EXI (1918). pp. 81-01.
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Certain other studies which have been made in particular matters
are utilized in subsequent chapters of this monograph.

Meaning of the term " standardization."These studies indicate
that there are.'productive methods which can be employed in the
study of normal schools. It is not the aim of this report to suggest
that normal schools in different regions be made uniform. A normal
school such as that in Milwaukee, Wis., drawing its students chiefly
from that city and distributing its graduates for the most, part into
the city schools, is of necessity a very different school from the Kirks-
ville (Mo.) Normal School, which draws its stIdents frcm towns
and villages and sends its graduates to rural and town schools. It
may eveli be desirable to hare wholly different types of entrance re-
quirements and wholly different courses in two such institutions. If
so, it is important that these needs be clearly defined and the stand-
ards of both schools be set up after deliberate scientific consideration.

The eastern normal school originated as a secondary school.

Again, there can be no doubt that the development of normal schools
has been very different in different parts of the United States. In
New England, New York, andTennsylvania the normal school grew
up as an institution of the rank of an academy. Indeed, in New Y ork
and Pennsylvania the normal classes wet° parts of the academies
down result is that the eastern normal
seldom, if ever, strives to become a college. The courses are car-
ried on to the entire satisfaction Of faculty and State o ers at the
level of junior-college or high:school courses, and credit s, forthe
most part; not asked of the universities for this normal wor .

Relation. of western normal schools to universities.In the Middle
States a wholly different tradition arose. As indicated above, it
was from the first regarded as a function of the .University of Wis-
consin to gain teachers. The same is true' wherever there are State
universities. The university departments of education usually did
not flourish, because the review courses which seemed to be needed did
not seem to be of university grade, and there was not at that time
scientific material for courses in the scie'rice of education. 'When nor-
mal schools grew up as separate institutions they were not academies
as in the East, nor have they been recognized ig the State universities
as coordinate institutions. An example of the university's attitude
is seen in the fact that the University of Michigan for a long time
refused full -credit to graduates of the State normal schools. The
normal schools in many of the Western States, including Michigan,
on the other hand, have not been satisfied to rank lower than the uni-
versities. They have the right'to grant degrees and,have been eager
to exercise and enlarge this right. In the newer States the normal
school,has had the.tradition'of the college.
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The uncertainty of purpose and organization Mrs increased with
growth of normal schools. The western normal school has, on.the
other "hand, in many cases made no effort to become a college. The
kind of students which it could command and Ehe urgency of the need
which it had to supply have dictated a type of organization wholly
different from that of the State tinivk :.sity. The example of the New
England norinal school undoubtedly operated to make some of the
western schools satisfied with high-school standards. Furthermore,

.the normal school has in some cases consciously accepted in sparsely
settled or frontier communities standards of admission which were
recognized as different Jroni those of either the'urban high schools
or the State university. Thus confusion has grown and standards
have been set aside in this development. It is now time raise all
of the questions at once and to seek an answer. Is the normal school
to be of higher rank than the secondary school ? Is it to be taken out
of competition with the secondary school? Is it to be taken out of
competition with the State university ? In short, what is the place
and what the legitimate work of the normal school?

This monograph merely outlines the problem of standardization
of State normal schools.One further comment is necessary in re-
gard to the present report. The studies made have led to definite con-
clusions regarding the form of organization desirable in normal
schools. It is evident that not all the possible facts have been can-
vassed. It is probable that some officers of normal instituteKns will not
agree with the conclusions. It is emphatically to be urged that those

who are not satisfied with the pregent work undertake the neces-
sary amplifications of this study. The study n ims merely to demon-
strate the necessity of a broader investigation.

Finally, the limitations of this report may be further defined by
the statement that this bulletin is restricted to a study of State nor-
mal schools. Some restriction of the scope of the study was neces-
sary in order to simplify the problems and to secure a field in which
comparisons could be ventured. This restriction eliminates a .con-
sideration of the work of closely related institutions, such as city
training schools, county normal schools, and teachers' trainingcourses
in high schools. These institutions have been described, however,
in other special bulletins issued by the Bureau of Education. County
normal. schools and teachers' courses in high schools are discussed
in a bulletin by A. C. Monahan and R. II. Wright, entitled "Train-
ing Courses for Rural Teachers" (No. 2, 1913), and city training
schools for teachers are described by Frank A. Manny in Bulletin
N. 47, 1914.1

See oleo Bel. No. 48, 1914, " Edielroey and preperation of romlechool Mutters," and
Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1914, Vol. 1, pp 1-1 16: 191b. Vol. I. p. 82.
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Chapter II.
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF COLLEGES AND

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Relation of normal schools to colleges a vital problem in the
North Central States.One of the most vigorouslydiscussed prob-
lems is that of the relation of the normal school to the college or
university. As indicated in the preceding chapter, this problem
comes to the surface for 'historical reasons especially in the States
of the North Central territory. Here there are a number of normal
schools which aim to take on full college or university standing. It
is appropriate, therefore, in 4,1iis territory to make a comparison
between the normal schools and the other institutions which receive
high - school graduates and continue their education.

The normd school, has its special problems.Lest the motives of
the following study should be misunderstood, it should perhaps be
explicitly stated that it is not assumed in this report that a normal
school should pattern its organization after that of the college. It
is merely pointed 'out that in certain respects normal schools and
colleges differ fundamentally.

Report is based on. returns from majority of schools.This'com-
parative study of certain normal schools and colleges is based on
returns made to the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. Table 1 shows the distribution by States of
the normal schools included in this study :
TABLE 1.--Stato normal schools In various Stales considered, and number

reporting to the North Central Association.

t

States.

Included
In report of
Commis-
stoner of

Education.

Report ing
to-North
Central
Assocts-

Lion.

Colorado
Illinois
Indbish.
Iowa
Korsoa.
miebtian
11111510511
MillINIEL
1101201111
Nsbrasks
North Dakota.

8M20111.
South Dakota
Whoostoto
Wyoming

'Dotal

,

/

,

2
5
1

I

3
4
5
5
1

4
3
4

6
4
S

l 0

'

1
5
1

I
3
3
1

1

4

2
2
3
3
2
3
0

IA 36

16
I Included as part of do NW. 1111111111i ty.
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Academic training of faculties.The returns for both colleges and
normal schools should show how many members of the faculties have
advanced degrees. Table 2 gives the results for 63 colleges and uni-

ersities on the approved list of the association for 1914 and 32 of
the normal schools indicated in Table 1. The second column reports
for the doctor's degree held .by college faculties; the third column
for the master's degree held by college faculties; the fourth and
fifth columns' for the normal faculties and the degrees of doctor and
master, respectively. Thus the second column should be read as
follows: There are two colleges which have less than 9 per cent of
their faculty holding the doctor's degree. There are 11 institutions
that have between 10 and 19 per cent, 16 that, have between 20 and
29 per cent, and so on. The third column of the same table should be
read as follows: There is 1 institution that has less than 9 per cent of
its faculty with the master's ree; there is 1 institution that has
between 10 and 19 per cent, and so on.

TA flf.F. 2.Adranced di greets held by membera of faculties.

Percelnlage of faculty.

Colleges
versities.

l'h.

and uni- Normal schools.

Master.' 17.7 Master .6

0 to 9
10 to 19
20 to :XI
30 to 39
10 to .19
50 to :19
00 to 40
70 to 79
la3 to SI)
90 to 100

2
11
16
13
6

10
2
3

1

I
1

2
7

11
11

22
a
2

a
6
a
7
6
40

Nine not reporting. I Three not reporting.

For colleges:
Average per cent of doctors 34
Average per cent of masters 67

For normal schools:
Average per cent of doctors 7
Average per cent of masters 31

This table makes it very clear that the academic qualification of
normal faculties is very different from that of faculties of even the
small colleges. It is not argued that university degrees should be
required, but it is evident that Ilormal schools must give heed to this
sharp distinction when discussing the admission of .their students to
college with full credit for normal courses.

Sizes of normal faculties less than those of universities, but above
those of most small colleges.Table 8 shOws the sizes of faculties,
indicating the gross membership of these faculties. The table dim,
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ributes the institutions according to the increasing size of thit
faculties:

TABLE 3.Distribulimt of institution; according to size of faculty.

Classes of institu.

Number of members In faculty.

3
0

a a
a
0 a S

3
a

Colleges and universities having
numbers given

Normal schools having numbers
given

21

9

11

9

6

4

2

3

2

2

2

U

2

0

4

0 0

2

0 0

3 8

0 1

This table shois that the normal school is to be classified as he-
longing, in general, with the small college in point of size. It is not
equipped for instruction as is the great university. A few of the
normal schools have reached the level of large colleges, as shown by
the fact that one has a faculty of bet*een 90 and 99, two between
60 and 60.

Normal-school faculties work many hours.Table 3A, taken in
ct anection with Table 3, reveals a fundamental difference in policy
regarding the hours of service expected of metnbers..tif the faculty.
Each institution was asked to report the number of members of the
faculty who have more than 18 hours a week of teaching. In the
normal schools it is practically universal. Among the colleges and
universities there are 36 which report no members of the faculty
who work 18 hours. Where the colleges and universities repoit more
than 18 hours, they usually qualify the report by stating that it is
only officers in charge of shops or laboratories who have the long
hours. In several normal schools all officers have the long hours.

TABLE 3A. Distribution of institutions showing number of officers who teach
over 18 hours per week.

am soot Institutions.

Number of members of facity who teach more thaik18
hours per week.

None. 1 to 4 6609 to to
10

20 to
39

30 to
39

40 to
49

60 to
ea

Mays sad adverilties nyorting numbers
14=isolkodi report)ng numbers given

36
0

19
9

6
2

3
8

1
7 6

2
6

0
1

12
1

-The table regarding hours of work is illuminating. It sholdr, in
the first plow, why candidates for teaching positions prefer to get
into oolleger. Thehouto,ot work in normal schools are much longer.
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In the second place, this table explains in large measure why; the
faculties of normal schools can notend do not carry on as muck pro-
ductive work. If normal schools are to help teachers in service to
prepare courses of study and to test their results, they must have
more leisure than they now have.

Salaries are good.-The average salaries paid to members of the
faculty gre set forth in Table 4:"

TABLE 4.-.4 mrage salaries in North Central colleges and normal schools.

Salaries.
Univer-
sities
and

colleges.

Normal
schools. Salaries.

Unlver
elites
and

colleges.

Normal
schools.

$900 to $999'. 1 61,900 to $1,999. 9 3$1,000 to $1,099 3 s $1,700 to $1,799 9 3$1,100 to 81,199 4 lilt 1 $1,80010 $1,899 a31,2(010 81,299 s 2 $1,900 to $1,999
1$1,300 to $1,399 0 1 $2 to $2,069 1$1,4(e) to 81,499 7 5 $2,100 and over 2 3111,500 to $1,509 6 3 No information 10 7

- Material resources.-In general, -aa4dieated in the table on
average salaries, the material resources of the normal schools arevery good. Direct comparison of Capital is difficult, because most
colleges depend on private endowments, while normal schools are
supported by legislative grants. The following tables (Tables 5
and 6) give the facts, however, ina form which shows the satisfactory
financing of normal schools. Table 5 shows the distribution of en-
dowed institutions in the North Central States. This table does not
include any normal school, but establishes a basis of comparison.
The income from an endowment of $250,000 is not likely to. exceed
$15,000. The college is supported further, as the normal school is
not, by tuition fees. All told, however, there are many colleges
which have a gross income of less than $50,000.

ABLE 5.-Productire endowment of colleges and mimed universities.

Endowment. indite-tom- Endowment. Instill'.

11100,000 to $149,00011100,000
16160,000 to $16,3,000
11200,000 to $249,000
11260,1200 to $399,000
$300,000 to 1340,I300
ammo ton/19,000

1

0
10

4
2
0

$400,000 to 8449,000.
16460,000 to $499,000
MO 1 ., to $999,000
$t , . i=ver
No 111'

a

4
a

11
9
7

.,0 Table 6 compares the North Central normal schools with similarly
located State institutions. Here it should be noted that there are
usually several normal schools in a State, so that the aggregate ex-
penditure on normal schools, when all normal institutions are con-
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sidered, is much greater than the figures in Table 6 would at first
sight indicate:

.
TABLE 6.Annual income of State-supported institutions in North Central States.

.
Amount of Income. Culver.

'Wes.

Colleges
°f alffl-culture

and
mines.

Normal
schools.

Leis than szpo
825,000 to 649,000
$60,000 to $NOW
875 000 to 1199 000 .
siod,000 to sii4000
$125,000 to 9149,,000
$150,000 to $199,000
6900,000 to 11249,000
160,000 to 9299,000
$1100,000 to 13199,000
11400,000 to $499,000
$500,000 and over
No Information

0
0
1

0
o
0
8
1

1

1

0
6
3

2
3
1

0
o
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

Number of courses.Table 7 shows how many courses are given
in a year by t'he approved universities and colleges of the North Cen-
tral Association and by the. normal schools. The magnitude of the
normal schools is made evident by this table.

TABLE 7.Number of courses given annually.

Number of courses.
o

Unlver-
all

dand
colleges.

Normal
schools.

Less than 25
25 to 49
50 to 74
76 to 99
100 to 124
126 tole
150 to 174
175 to 199
200 to 299
300 to 399
400 to 499
600 and over
No Information

..j

1

.

t

3
9

10
9
6
3

r 3

5
2
8
7

1

6
6
a
1
1

2
3
5
1

2

Ratio of faculty members to number of students.One other 'tem .

of internal organization may be made a subject of comment. The
ratio of faculty members to students is about the same in normal
schools and colleges, as 'shown by Table 8. The organization of
normal schools is seen to be like in kind to that of the colleges.
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TABE 8.Distribtition of institutions according to ratio of faculty members to

students.

Students per faculty member, Univers!.
ties and
colleges.

Normal
schooLs.

0 to 4.9
15 to 6.9

2 27 to 8.9 r 39 to 10.9
11 311 to 12.9
11 213 to 14.9
14 3lrto 16.9
10 817 w 18.9

6 419 to 20.9
8 121 to 22.9
3 .123 to 24.9

225 to 29.9
430 to 39.9

240 to 49.9
20 to 69.9

1No Information
2 6

Summarizing this comparative study, it may le sa'd that in
material resources, in lumber of courses, and in ratio of faculty
to students, normal schools are directly comparable to selected lists
of universities and colleges. In training of the faculty and in 'the
tasks imposed on faculty members, normal schools suffer seriously in
comparison to colleges..
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Chapter III.

PURPOSE, NUMBER, AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBU-
TION OF SERVICES OF STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Normal schools exist for 'the State, not for the student;.To
a student of American normal schools the first broad questions wliich
arise concern the purposes of these schools, the number of schools
maintained in each State, and the geographical (listrilmtion of the
services of the schools within a State. These three items are inti-
mately related. An excellent expression of the relationship is con-
tained in the following quotation from the report of State Supt. Mor-

4`rison, of New Hampshire, for 1911-12, page 151. After discussing
the possible location for'new normal schools in the State, he says:

It will perhaps be feCognimq that the foregoing discussion is all based upon
the theory that normal schools exist for the State and not the reverse.
They are not established primarily to afford opportunities to young women who
aspire to teach, but rather for the purpose of furnishing trained teachers for the
common schools. Their establishment becomes purely a matter of finding ways
in which they can serve this purpose tolie best and most economical effect.
No community has any claim upon the State for the location of a new school
within its limits. Every school should be so located lis to provide the best
prospect of enabling a section of the State to educate and train Its own teachers.

Almost the same statement. occurs in the report of Commissioner
Snedden, of Massachusetts, who says (1912-13, p. 74) :

The normpl schools do not exist for the sake of the young people whom they
educate; filly were orgatilml for the purpose of training teachers for the public
schools. Their further development must be controlled by considerations as to
what will prove the most effective and most economic means of training an
adequate supply of teachers for the Commonwealth us a whole.

This standard applies in settling all normal-school issues.It
might seem to some readers unnecessary to reiterate the 'point of view
expressed in the. two quotations, but, as a matter of fact, in almost
every State it is necessary to keep constantly in mind this idea of
securing the most effective and economic means of training teachers

..kor the whole. State, in order to combat hied influences and ambi-
tions and to avoid the waste of State funds.

Determining the location for new normal schools; four factors.
There are many instances of normal schools. lifebesc un-

22
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fortunately I ated, owing to lack of foresight or to the temporally
strength of loc I political' influences, and these unfortunate locations
are not infrequ tly referred to and dinussed by State authorities
who take an obje tive view of the needs of the whole State. Among r
the most importan considerations in locating most normal schools are
the following: (1) \ Each one.should be so located as to serve a well-. defined area of population. (2) It should be centrally locateil,.jz the
area,. which usually should have a radius of about 50 miles from the
normal school as a center. (3) It should be located in the most con-
venient railroad center in this area. (4) It should be located in a
town large enough to provide more than adequate practice-teaching
facilities for any number of teachers that the area might need at any
time in the future.

Balancing of these factors usually needed.Needless to say, not all
these conditions could be completely satisfied in locating every normal
school. Number 2 must of ten,he violated when there is a large met-
ropolitan area located on the edge of a State. In such a it4s. e, how-
ever, the location of the school on the edge of the area lislisually
compensated for by the fact that the city is an excellent railroad
center.

afortanate location of normal schools in small towns.All these
conditions have been violated in the establishment of some normal
schools. In fact, it is not uncommon in normal-school catalogues to
find idealized descriptions of the location of the school in question
in a small town far from the distractions and temptations of city
life. While this monastic-seclusion may have some obvious advan-
tages, the disadvantages Of such a location for a school that is to
serve a large area of the, State most economically and ,Afetively are
of much greater importance. Sometimes a State normal school
which is supposed to serve a large, well-populated area is located in
a town of only 2,000 to 5,000 population on a single railroad, when
only a few miles away is a city of over 20,000 located on several
railroads.

Critical study of normal-school zones of New Hampshire..-LAn
excellent ,discussion of the above conditions as they determine the
location of new normal schools in a single StateNew Hampshire
is found in Supt. Morrison's report for 1911-12, pages 141-151. The
accompanying map shows the two zones from which the two existing
normal schools draw most of their students.

Poor location of the Plymouth school.The long irregular zone
running up along certain railroad lines in the middle of the map is
inteequately served by the Plymouth Normal School, as shown in
fie following quotation (p. 144) :

In.connection with Plymouth, it should be said that the school can not point.
bly fully serve the sone from which It now draws student& Twenty per cent
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of the Plymouth enrollment at present comes from the city of Manchester alone.
The zone contains Hve cities, three of them the largest, In order, In the State,
besides a number of large towns, something like two-fifths of the entire popu-
lation of the State. Now, Plymouth is up to its maximum enrollment. No
amount of building or physical enlargement of the school can provide model and
praCtice schools, which are the vitals of successful normal-school work. The
trustees at present limit the enrollment to 150. But even this is much too large
for 4he -miat effective work. .

Better location of the Keene seho&.Ori the other hand, the nor -
mal school at Keene, N..H., is 'better located to serve its constituency.
The contrast with the poor location of Plymouth is brought out in
the following quotation (p. 146) :

The_Keene zone, as will be seen. is much more normal in typethat is, it
approaches more nearly the character of a circle with a- school at its center.
4.s a ,result, its work for the State will probably always be more Intensive.
I mean by that Oat It will tend to have some students from every town In Its

- territory. This zone requires annually about 90 teachers without previous exile- .44`

rielice. We can without any great exercise of tin, Imagination see the school
'providing this number annually. Hence we can safely say that it Is merely a
question of time when a section of the State southwest of a line drawn between
Nashua and Claremont can provide itself with teaching forces compose(' exclu-
sively of trained/teachers.

The Keene school can train an enrollment of 480 as easily and as, well as
Plymouih.can train an enrollment of 150. There is model and practice material
enough there for the purpose. An enrollment of 250 students under training
would suffice for the neqds of that section of the State.

Description of location of a well-located ni,rmal school.In com-
piling this bulletin an attempt was made to secure from the president
of a well-located normal school the data to fill in tk blanks in the fol-
lowing. The data were not forthcoming, howevel, In lieu of them,
the paragraph is printed with blank spaces which any normal-school
preSident can fill in for his schSol and ascertain if the story which
the paragraph then tells is satisfactory from the standpoint pf the

-possibilities of the School rendering large service :
An example of a (well or Limey) located normal schoOl is the one at

(1) The zone which it serves contains a population of and needs
approximately new teachers for town schools and new teachers for rural
schools annually. (2) The town is centrally located in the area, as will
be seen from the accompanying map. The average radius from the town to
the edg-; of its normal-school tires is approximately miles. (3) steam and
electric railroads place the city in direct communication with parts of
the area. (4) The city has thousand children In its public schools, which
assures adequate (or inadequate) practice facilities for years to come.

Nulnbet of normal schools in a State. Each section must train its
otokteachers.--Closely related to the geographical distribution of the
Serviceiof State normal schools itthe number maintained by a given
State. Logically, since the pur ;WI%f the State normal schools is to
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ZONES IN NEW HAMPSHIRE FR0114 WHICH THE TWO STATE NORMAL
SCHOOLS DRAW THE BULK OF THEIR STUDENTS.
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train teachers for the whole State, the number of schools established
Awould be determined by this consideration. As soon as one begins to
study the question from this point of view, he meets tie " well-estab-
lished principle that all higher educ:Aional institutions draw their
students largely from within a radius of comparatively few miles."
A corollary of this principle as applied to normal schools is that " in
the long run, each community has to raise as manyteachers as it
needs." . Furthermore, the services of a normal school to the different
parts of the community diminish rapidly as one travels away from the
center where itoks located.

Distribution of students when only one State normal school is
maintained.One of the best illustrations of this fact is the accom-
panying map, reproduced from the catalogue of the State Normal
School at Terre Haute, Ind. The latter is one of the few well-devel-
oped States that maintains only one State normal school. It would
appear from the map that the county in which the school is located
and the immediately surrounding tier of counties receive 29 per cent
of the services of the school, although they include only 7 per cent of
the ptpulation of the State. Even if the county in which the school
is located be omitted (since many persons move into the normal-school
town to educate their children), it is found that the immediately sur-
rounding tier of counties receives 12 per cent of the services of the
State school, although these counties include only 4 per cent of the
population of the.State. In ,other words, the region in which the
school is located receives from the State funds Three to four times the
amount of service to which it is entitled on the basis of the population
of the region. The data on which these calculations are based are
shown in the accompahying table.

Proportionate representation of neighboring eounties and the tohole State in the
Terre Haute (Ind.) State Normal School.'

IV
Region. Poplin-

floc, 1910.
Per cent

Population.1910,
Students

to normal.
Per cent

students.

State . 2,700, 876 100.0 3,865 100.0
State, except Vigo and oontiguous mutates 2,508, 893 92.8 2,729 70.8
Vigo end oontiguous cotuttles . 193, MI 7.9 1,126 29.3
Vigo County, seat of normal 87, 930 8.8 861 16.9
Aggregate of altoounties contiguous to V Calmly 106,063 8.9 475 12.3
Counties contiguous to Vigo County, In d

Vermilion County 16, 886 .7 ' 82 2.1
Parke County 92,214 .8 . OS 2.4
Clay County 32,635 1.7 120 3.3
Sullivan County 33,439 1.2 176 4.6

Terre Haute Is located to Vigo County.
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Students if the /ethane State Normal School Ter 1,000 As gelation.

27.

For the State as a whole 1. 4 \
For State except Vigo and contiguous ocuntku 1.1
For Vigo and contiguous counties 5. 8
Vigo County 7.4
Aggregate of all counties contiguous to Vito 4. 5
Counties contiguous to Vigopin detail :

Parke County 4. 2
Clay COM y 3. 9
Sullivan County 8.4
Vermilion County 4.4

For every 1,000 population Vigo and contiguous counties send
to the State Normal School 5.3 students for every 1 from the rest
of the State.

Few normal 'graduates in sections remote from. normal schools,
Further evidence concerning the tendency of a normal school to fail
to serve areas of the State remote from it is contained in the extracts
given below from letters received by State Supt. Kendall from
teachers in the southern part of New Jersey who were high-school
graduates, but had not attended normal school. In discussing the
situation Mr. Kendall says: "The fact is that the State has not done
its duty to the children in that section, because it has failed to provide
adequate facilities for the training of teachers." The following
quotations from letters are typical (report for 1913, pp. 132-133) :

" I do think if there had been a normal school nearer, so I could have gone
with less expense attached, I would have been a normal graduate to-day."

"The reason I did not attend was because of the cost and inconvenience. Had
there been a normal school nearer home, no doubt I should have attended such."

" The only reason why I- did not enter a normal school was because of the
overcrowded conditions at the State Normal School at Trenton, and I could
not enter until the following term after sending in my application."

"The only reason for my not attending The normal school was the expense,
on account of the normal school being too far from ray home."

" I would have been only too glad of the opportunity. to attend Iga normal
school had there been one near at hand. Furthermore, this fall I tried to have
my sister enrolled as a student at the Trenton Normal School, but there was no
room for her. The same condition prevailed at Montclair. I was disappointed.
for I wanted her to attend a New Jersey normal school"

"Had there been a normal school in onr vicinity when I graduated from high
school, I should pave been glad to take advantage of the opportunity."

Data showing number of State normal schools. in each State,In
view of such facts most States have endeavored to meet the needs
of all sections by establishing two or more State normal schools to
serve definite areas. The number of State normal schools maintained
in each State is shown below. Similar data are shown on the map
on page 29.
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Member of State normal sohools in each State.

Alabama_ 7 Maryland 8 Oklahoma 7
Arizona ____________ 2 Massachusetts 10 Oregon 1
Arkansas ____ 2 MicIligan 4 Pennsylvania 18
California 8 Minnesota 5 Rhode Island 1
Colorado '2 Mississippi 1 South Cr rolina 2
Connecticut 4 Missouri 8 South Dakota_______ 4

-.Florida '1 Montana 1 Tennessee 4
Georgia '8 Nebraska 4 T as 6
Idaho 2 Nevada ' 1 h 81
Illinois 5 New Hampshire 9 ,ermont 2

Indiana ____________ 1 New Jersey 3 Virginia 6
Iowa ,11 New Mexico 2 Washington 8
Kansas' 3 New York ' 11 West Virginia 7

- Kentucky 3 North Carolina ._ 7 Wisconsin 9
Louisiana 1 North Dakota .. 4 Wyoming s 1

Maine 6 Ohio ' 4

Uneconomical to maintaiv very small ech.00ls.The multiplication
of normal schools to serve the several districts of the State has, how-
ever, certain disadvanthges when carried too far. These disad-
vantages are those which result from the maintenance of a number
of very small schools, instead M a few which are large enough to
permit the economical development of adequate equipment and the
economical employment of an adequate faculty. It is necessary to
balance these factors Against the arrangements for localizing the
services of the normal schools in order to determine the number of
schools that any State ought to undertake to maintain.

Disadvantages illustrated in Massachusetts. Sonde of the d'isad-
vantages of organizing too many schools are discussed by Commis-
sioner Snedden, of Massachusetts, a State which maintains 10 normal
schools. He says (Report, 1912-13; pp. 72-73) :

In proportion to population, and,especially in proportion to area, Massechn-
settahas more (separate) normal schools thap any other State in the Union. As
one result the State has a larger proportion of trained teachers in the public
schools than any other State; as another, opportunity for normal-school atten-
dance is easily possible to a large majority of the residents of the State,
even in the case of pupils desiring to attend as day students.

But there are disadvantages connected with this multiplicity of normal schools.
Each school must offer rounded program of professional instruction with
proper specialisation of work on the part of instructors. Hence the per capita
expenditure Of a small school Is necessarily large. Again, because of the small
size of each of the normal schools in the State, it is ,dot practicable to pay to
betads.cf departments salaries equal to those offered in other States which have
larger normal schools. The result is that for many years Massachusetts has
been steadily losing. its most expert normal-school teachers. The maximum
salaries paid teachers in the Massachusetts normal schools are: To women,

State collegNs for teachers counted as normal schools.
'Luanda nominal schools alkalised as part of a Mate college or aniversiti.
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$1,500; to men, until recently $2,300 and now $2.500; but larger schools In
other States pay as much as $2,000 to women and $3,000 to men, as heads of de-
partments. The overhead and 4dmInIstratIon charges for a small school are
invariably larger In proportion to attendance than for a large school.

A more &tailed discussion of the larger per capita expense of main.
taining small normal schools will be given in later chapters..

Instruction deteriorates in overcrowded normal schools: Limiting
the attendanoe.In some States the normal schools quickly outgrow
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their facilities. In some such cases the schools continue to try to
take care of all corners, with resulting deterioration in the quality
of the instruction providedA Other States place limits on the number
of students that may be accommodated in the schools. In order to
keep the schools from being filled up entirely by students from the
immediate vicinity, all equitable allotment of students to the several
counties in the normal school district is sometimes provided. The
effect of both of these arrangements is seen in the following excerpt
from the report of the principal of the Trenton (N. J.) State Normal
School. He says (An. Rep. State Bd. of Ed., 1913, p. 439) :

We took for the year a larger enrollment than we really should have taken,
considering the else of our ouilding and the number of our teachers. and yet
we were not able to receive more than half of those who wished to come. The
provision of the law that secures the rights of the more distant counties to their
proportion of the enrollment is wise, but it is especially hard that those living

near us can not all be received.

Railroad fares of students paid in a few States.In a very few

cases the disadvantages of communities located at some distance from
a State normal school are balanced by the payment of the railroad
fares of students. For example, in the 1913 report of the board
of trustees of the Rhode Island State Normal Sch (p. 10) we
find the following paragraph:

Student? mileage and car farmObviously to promote, in some degree. an
equality of opportunity among students of the Normal School residing In differ-
ent parts of the State, an annual appropriation for mileage has been made
by the general assembly since 1871. The first fippropriatl of $1,500 was
Increased to $2,000 In 1890, to $3,000 in 1900, and. to $4,00) 104)2. The

appropriation for mileage Is apportioned among students who r de farther
from the Normal School than a distance practically indicated by a car fare of
5 cents, according to the distance traveled and the number of days of atten-
dance. Though there has been a large Increase in the cumber of students, there
has been no increase since 1902 in the amount of mileage annually appro-
priated by the general assembly. The trustees, however, have found it essential,
in view of the extension of the system of training schools to different parts of
the State, to provide, from the general appropriation for the sc 1, car fares
for student teachers in cases not covered by mileage. Though n t perhaps a
pressing need, an increase In the amount allowed for mileage w Id prove of
pronounced advantage.

This paragraph is followed in the Rhode Island re ort by 12
rules governing the apportionment of mileage and car fares.

Similarly, in the New Mexico Normal University bulletin for 1914,

we find eta following paragraph :
Railroad fare.--A student that will sign a declaration of residence in New

Meade° and an intent to teach in New Mexico may have railroad fare, less $8,
returned after eight weeks' attendance at the Normal University. Students

trilVel oveg shortest practicable route. Take a receipt for every ticket you

bait, '';
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Maintenance of normal schools usually parallels general educa-
tional policy of a State.In most States the establishment of normal
schools has paralleled the general educational conditions and educa-
tional policies of the State. Consequently, in States like Massachu-

. setts, New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, and California, we find strong
normal-school systems. In other Staten such 'as some of those in
the South, the development of normal schools has been retarded,
paralleling in this respect the development of g °neral educational
conditions. The recent intense revival of educate. nal progress in
these sections, however, is generally paralleled by simlar interest in
normal-school education.

Exception8.In a few States the adequate development of State
normal schools was retarded for a long time even though the general
educational conditions were iiiirly good or even excellent. Exam-
ples of such States are Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa. In
some of these cases one important factor, in retarding the develop-
ment df adequate public normal schools was the existence of a large
number of private and denominational colleges or normal schools..,
In the Rep .t of the Commissioner of Education for 1912 Ohio is
shown to ha sortie 37 such colleges; Pennsylvania has practically
the same number and until recently lad in addition about 13 private
(bill so-called " State") normal scEools, the latter receiving State
aid. Iowa has only about 22 private and denominational colleges in
the list and Indiana only 17, but in each of these States a single
powerful State normal school is an additional factor to be considered
in determining why these highly developed States have relatively
inadequate State normal-school facilities for ninny parts of the
States. The situation in Pennsylvania. was thoroughly described in
the study by E. 0. Holland, in 1912, which ,ras referred to above
on page 9. About the time that this study was published, reforms
in the administration of the so-called State normal schools were-bigun,
which will probably eventually result in these schools. serving the
purposes of the State as State normal schools do in most places. In
Ohio two State normal schools were opened in 1902, but grew very
slowly, owing to the fact that private-school interests opposed the
development of an adequate scheme for granting teachers' certificates
to the graduates of the State schools. These difficulties were
eventually overcome, however. Moreover, the State recently opened
two new State normal schools. Indiana still has only one State
normal school, but several very powerful private normal schools or

colleges. From the list in the Report of the. Commissioner of Edu-
cation for 1912, it would appear that the S&t,e of Iowa has no State
normal school, but this is merely due to the fact that the institution
at Cedar Falls is not, ranked as a State teachers' college; hence it
appeais in the list of colleges instead of normal schools.

15007 -16-8



Chapter IV.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF STATE NORMAL
SCHOOLS.

Control to be determined by purpose of serving the State.Since
the purpose of a State normal-school system is to serve the whole
State in the training of teachers, the question of the administrative
control of the State schools in the interests of the State is of vital
importance. The issues which arise in determining the best type of
control are the same as arise in the case of any other State educational
institutions!' The problems are somewhat simpler, however, in the
case of normal schools, because the purposes of these Lchoolsmay be
clearly defined and restricted, namely, to training teachers for the
public schools of the State. Since the, number and kind of teachers
needed in each State can be very easily and very definitely deter-
mined, the larger outlines of the tasks of thetpormal schools can also
be easily drawn. Consequently there should be less scope for varia-
tion in opinion concerning normal-school policies than concerning
the policies of other educational institutions. As a matter of fact,
however, there exists a great fariety among the different States.
These forms of control will be diseased in this chapter in 'two sec-
tions. The first-section contains some of the results of an elaborate
inquiry conducted by Mr. D. R. Henry during the spring of 1915 by
means of correspondence with State educational officials and normal-
school presidents and by an examination of the latest available
printed State codes of school laws. The second section contains an
interpretative discussion by the authors of the bulletin.

Section I. A STUDY OF STATE NORMAL SCZOOL CONTROL.

$y D. E. Resay, Superintendent of liohools, Jeroevoille, IU.

Types of control.Though the systems of control in State normal
school systems differ in details, there seem to be four clearly defined
types, These are:

I. The type in which the authority to control is vested in a sepa-
rate local board of trustees for each normal school. Examples of this
type of control are Arizona, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, New
.Meiloo, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington In

82
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practically all cases there are ex officio members on these boards. who
serve to connect the local and State control.

II. The type in which the authority to control is vested with a
State board of normal school trustees or a State board of education
which has supervision of normal schools, but of no other educational
activities in the State. In 'Alabama, Arkansas, Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Hampshire, South Carolina,
Virginia, and Wisconsin the Stated normal schools are placed under
the management of such a State board. The membsirs of these boardss.
are usually chosen from various parts of the State. To insure a repre-
sentative, body, many of the States have passed measures relating to
the political, residential, and sex qualifications of members. For
example, the Minnesota law provides that " there shall be one director
resident in each county in which a normal school is located, and no
two shall be residents of the same county." Some States determine
the number by congressional district.

III. The type in which the control is vested in a State body usually
termed board of education or board of regents which controls at the
same time other educational activities in the State. Examples of this
type of control are Connecticut, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota, and Tennessee. The authority in this type rests with
this State board as the administrative head of the State school system
or of the higher institutions. The titles of the body.are somewhat
confusing.. ,For example, the functions of the Iowa State Board of
Education ar limited to State institutions of higher education. In
New York the tate boarirof regents is the administrative head of the
publi0 school s tem, acting in all matters not in conflict with statutes.

IV! The type in which there is a dual or cooperative scheme of
control. This type of control is less common and fewer examples
can be offered. hough thestitial characteristic is common to all of
these examples, t'he following cases will show that they vary con-
siderably in detail. Montana has a State board of education in
charge of all State educational institutions. As relates to State nor-
mal school control, there is also a local *lir& of trustees consisting
of three members, two. appointed by the governor and the president
oi the normal school serving 4 ex officio chairman. In theory the
Statapiretrd has 'general contr41 and delegates such powers to the
local board as it sees fit. California until recently has offered an-
other peculiar system of control. A board of trustees was over
each school, and paralleling somewhat the Montana State board.
was a " Joint Board of State Noimal School Trustees" composed of
the governor, the superintendent public instruction, and the presi-
dents of the,State normal school rds. The joint board has been

4.
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abolished by the recent sessinp of the legislature, and its poweri
have been lodged in the State ,board of educatiumlientucky still
retains a similar type of control. A local board of regents has
general control and management of a normal school, adopting need-
ful rules and regulations, appointing or dismissing officers, fixing
compensation, etc., while the duty of the " Normat Executive Coun-
cil" is to "prescribe the course of study to be taught in each State
normal school and the educational qualifications for admission to
and graduation from the same." he council is composed of the
State superintendent of public ins uction and the " head executive"
of each State normal school. W t Virginia offers a typically dual
type of administration. The S to normal schools are under the
management of two State bodies the "State board of regents" and
the " State board of control." 'he former board consists of four
members appointed by the governor and the State superintendent
of public instruction. The State board of control is composed of
three members, all appointed by the governor. It is to be noted
that the State board of control is in charge of the business manage-
ment of the State normal schools, while the board of regents is the
administrative head in all educational matters.

In theory New York has the State-local type of control. Local
boards of " not less than 3 nor more than 13 " meml,rs are placed over
each of the 10 State normal schools. As was stited in a paragraph
above, the State board of regents is actually. the administrative head
of the public-school system. The local boards are purely advisory
bodies and their local management is subjett to the commissioner of
educaWn and the board of regents. In commenting on the place of
the local boards Mr. Thomas E. Finegan gays:

Local boards were established when these /Institutions were first organized'
and before the State board of regents had general supervision of all educational
matters throughout the State. Since the educational work of the State was
Unified and the State board of regentirsvas made the general legislative educa-
tional body of the State, there is not the reason for local boards_ in chailte of
educational institutions that previously existed. You will readily understand,
however, how difficult it is to abolish local boards after they have once been
established.

Appointment, tenure, and sixe of boards.The following. meth-ode
of appointment Were noted: Appointment by governor; by governor,
with confirmation of one of the houses; by governor, with approval
of both hoimes; by legislature; by State board of education; and by
popular vote. The predominant method is to recognize the governor
as the executive head of the State and the one responsible to the
public, and td check the arbitriiry exercise of the appointing power
by requiring confirmation by the legislative department.of the State
government and specifying certain qualifications. South Carolina



and New York place appointment-with the legislature, in Pennsyl-
vania the State board of education appoints, and Michigan makes it
a matter for popular vote.

The tenure varies from 2 years in Connecticut to 12 in New York.
In Massachusetts and Pennsylvania the term is 3 years; in California,
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota,'Ne0
Mexico, and Virginia, 4 years; in' Idaho, Nebraska, New Hampshire,
Ohio, and Wisconsin, 5 years; in Alabama, Colorado, Iowa, Mary,-
land, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Ore-
gon, South Carolina, South Vakota, Tennessee, and Texas, 6 years;
in Arkansas, 7 years; in Newt Jersey, 8 years; and in New York, 12
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Qualifications of members of boards; t
cations.An examination of data under this head reveals that few
States specify qualifications for board members other than the re-
strictions relative to residence, polities] party, sex, and relationship
to institutions. Later legislation reveals, a tendency toward the
selection of a board composed of persons w are somewhat prepared
for the work they are to do. Indiana and his merely provide that
their boards shall be composed of "coal - t persons," but Iowa
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law specifies that " they shall be selected solely with regard to their
qualifications and fitness to discharge the duties of the position."
Oklahoma is more specific, and requires that two of the appointive
members shall be practical school men who shall have had at least
four years' experience in actual school work, two years of which
shall have been in the State of Oklahoma. South Dakota laws con-
tain the following provision: "They shall be persons of probity and

wisdom and selected among the best and best-known citizens."
The Maryland lay/ requires that "members must be of high char
acter, integrity, and capacity." The North Dakota (1915) legisla-
tion provides that the State board of regents " shall consist of five
members, all of whom shall be equally qualified electors and tay
payers of the State, appointed for their fitness and ability to effi-
ciently serve the people of the State in such capacity." Under this
provision the board is composed of two business men and farmers,
a lawyer, a former governor and business man, and a physin.
The Iowa board shows the following composition: Lawyer, editor,
engineer and contractor, two bankers, and a merchant and banker.
This board selects from outside its own membership a committee of
three, called the finance committee. This body has charge of all the
financial transactions of the institutions under the management of the
board. According to Mr. W. H. Gemmill, the secretary of the State
board, the finance committee performs the executive functions oft
the board, and in reality is "the eyes and ears of the board." This
committee was formerly composed of two editors and Mr. Gemmill,
who was superintendent-of schools at Carroll, Iowa. Of course the
members of the finance committee devote their entire time to com-
mittee work. A discussion of the composition of these boards is not
offered-te prove that the bodies in these States are of higher char-
acter than in those where no qualifications are required. The dis-
tinctive feature is that they are chosen to perform a definite function
and are compensated for it.

Opinions concerning value of types of control.Letters were ad-
ressed to .a number of State educational officers and normal-school

.. presidents requesting statements of their opinions concerning the
best type of normal - school control. Naturally, most of the replies
contained statements approving of the form of control now existing
in the State in question. The reasow given for this approval are
often illuminating, however, and valuable comparisons between sev-
eral States are often included in these &plies, a number of %which
VS quoted, in part, below.

Principal J. M.. Green, of the Trenton (N. J.) State Normal
Schools, concludes, "I am of the opinion that it is an advantage to
have all the State normal schools of the State under one board."
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Mr. W. H. Gemmill, secretary of the Iowa State Board of Educa-
tion, writes :

While the single board of education for the management of the State educa-
tional institutions has been In existence only a few years. yet I assure you that
the results already secured have far exceeded the expectation:4 of the framers
of the Measure. The people of this State are convinced that the statute is a
wise one, and the State board of education has the confidence and support of
the leading people among all classes.

President G. E. Maxwell, of the Winona State Normal School, of
Winona, Minn., summarizes the advantage of control by a single
State board for normal schools in this paragraph :-
. Our unit hoard for all norm', schools has proved n very excellent arrange.
meat. It serves to bring a well-conceived and harmonious budget to the legis-
lature, which has not failed In several sessions to appropriate every cent asked
for. It unifies the schools, prevents unsafe end disorganizing forms of conqr.t-
tition for students, maintains uniformity of standards of admission, Instruc-
tion, and graduation.

President John H. Keith, of the State Nornial School at Oshkosh,
Wis., says:

My judgment is that the single board for the control of the normal schools of
the State works out very effectively. I had formerly been used to a board for
each school, as in Illinois. There are, of course, certain advantages in having
a hoard of trustees for each school. Tliere are also certain disadvantages.
My judgment is that the single board for all normal schools of the State Is
preferable.

Mr. Keith adds this comment:
. .

Perhaps the greatest merit of the system as It has appeared in Wisconsin Is
that the normal schools have not had to take any backward step. A nonpaid,
nonexpert board haft to be convinced that a proposal meets a social need and
that it Is a .wise, sensible method of meeting it. When the board is thus eon-
vinced,, mistakes are infrequent.

President Charles Mc Kenny, of the Ypsilanti (Mich.) State Nor-
mal, bays:

In comparing the administration of Michigan normal schools with that of
other States, I think I am warranted in saying that the administration of the
State board has been relatively efficient.

The Michigan State board is peculier in that it has only four mem-
bers and is elected by pdpular vote. In regard to the latter feature
Mr. Mc Kenny comments:

I am Inclined fo think from observation in Michigan and Wisconsin that, so far .
as these two States are concerned, at least as good a quality of men has been
chosen by popular election for regents of the university and for members of the

consin to similar boards. * While theoretically a board of four Is not
State board of education in Michigan as was appointed by the governor of .Wls,

Ideal, as there is always a possibility of a deadlock, the practical wnrkini out qr
the problem In Michigan for the past 15 years has been in all respects creditable,

I
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A criticism of unit control is made by Principal H. H.-Roberts, of
the*Las Vegas (N. Mex.) Normal University. Mr. Roberts states:

For the past five years this institution has been practically governed by thee
president. The board of regents meets from time to time to prow upon his rec-
ommendations, bfit each employee is employed and dismissed with the full assur-
ance that his actions would be approved by the regents. Previous td that the
board attempted to govern everything. Since the new regime the school has
grown frOm 227 pupils for the nine months to practically 400, and the summer
school from (39 to 430. I am convinced that the less the board has to do with the
operations of a school the better it is for the school. If the president can not
control the school, they should dismiss him and secure some one who can.
I do not believe in a single body over all the Institutions of the State. There is
only one possible conclusion of this, and that is that some one will dominate the
whole board to the advantage of one Institution. Initiative could do little under

'dons.

Commissioner of Education David Snedden, in commenting on the
Massachusetts system, says:

My conviction Is that the training of the teachers for the public schools of any
particular State should be under one authority, even though several schools dis-
tributed- through the State are devoted to the work. It might he well to have.
local advisory committees of citizens.

President E. W. Bohannon, of the Duluth (Minn.) State Normal
School, offers the following argument in favor of a single State
normal-school board. Mr. Bohannon says:

I have had experience in educational work in four StatesIndiana, Illinois,
Massachusetts, and Minnesota. It is my judgment that the administrative
system for the normal schools In Minnesota is decidedly better than that in
the other States mentioned. I think it is advantageous to, have these
schools in charge of such a board rather than a State board of education
intrusted at the same time with other responsibilitles,,of an educational char-
acter. They are more likely to show initiative and ft less likely to become
mechanized, stereotyped, and bureaucratic. It is mo/e ntnediately incumbent
upon them to acquaint themselves with the demand, made upon them and to
devise ways and means of meeting them. .They are more likely to experience
the impetus to effort that comes from doing things on their own initiative. I do
nqt believe there are ,nny: public boards which render so high a grade of
service as the nonsalaried board, when rightly constituted. I know that no
salary could obtain for Minnesota the quality of service which the State
normal school board has rendered, and I am perfectly certain that a State
board of education would not be composed of men who would render services
of like value. The duties woul.l he too heavy for n nonsalaried honrd.

An excellent judicial discussion of the advantages of control by
lotal boards versus control by a single State board is contained in
the following quotation from a letter written by President David
Felmley, of the State Normal University at Normal, Ill. In this
S&te at present control of each' school by a separate local board of
trustees prevails. Writing concerning his own board, Mr. Felmley
says:

Because of the site of the board and ita Infrequent meetings, great authority-
is placed in the hands of the president of the institution. He is expected to
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recommend all appointments and dismissals of teachers, all increases In salaries,
etc., and his recommendations are acted upon without amendment. In 15 years
only one case has occurred in which recommendations of this kind were not
promptly ratified, usually with very little discussion. In that case, after some
tliscussion, the president changed his recommendation, which then was indorsed.

While the centering of power and responsibility in the hands of the president
adds much to the promptness and directness with which things are brought to
pass, nevertheless there are certain disadvantages in our system. The Infre-
quent meetings of. the board and the large size of the board both tend to diminish
the sense of responsibility in the members and their active personal interest
In the institution. Yet it must be said that some lumbers of this board have.
In spite of these tendencies, been of very high service to the institution. ,This
has been due to the high character of the men who have composed the board
and to the fact that usually half of them are active teachers and superin-
lendents and to the long terms through which they have continued in office.
Judge Green, of Cairo, served for 41 years; Supt. E. A. Gastman, of Decatur,
for 36 years; Mrs. Ella Flagg Young served for 25 years; and many others
for more than 20 years.,

I am inclined to believe that a board of six, such ns is found in connection
with the younger normal schools, chosen from the territory ininvIlately tribu-
tary to the normal school and holding' more frequent meetings, likely to be
a more efficient body._

The efficiency and economy commission of Illinois has recommended one board
for the five State normal schools. The normal school president; themselves are
inclined to prefer the present arrangenients, for they believe that 35 men, resid-
ing usually in as many different counties and with the interests of h single
institution at heart, are more likely to feel the personal responsibility for the
welfare of that institution, are

and
likely to interest school boards in employ-

ing normal school graduates prospective .teachers in attending normal
schools than if a single board of a few members is charged with the entire
responsibility.

It is believed that the total expense of the present board of 35 is no greater
than the expeni of a unit board of 9, If they give the same measure of atten-
tion to the various normal schools as is now given.

On the other hand, it must be confessed that the normal schools find great
difficulty in securing unity of procedure in entrance requirements, in graduation
requirements, in their definition of a unit of credit, in their fees required of
students of different classes, in the amount of credit given to work, in bther r
iri tktutlons, etc.

While it is not desirable that the State normal schools of Illinois should have.
Identical courses of study, it is important that they should have equivalent
courses of study and that the units of credit should be equivalent and inter-
changeable. This we have been unable to bring to pass under the present
organization.

an extreme plea for the absolute local autonomy of each
normal school with no restrictions from any central State authorities
may be noted in the following quotation from a letter by..John R.
Kirk, president of the Stfite Normal School at Kirksville, Mo. In
Missouri each normal school is controlled by a lociri board of trustees.
Mr. Kirk says:

There la no direct relation of the normal school to the St e boaid of educa-
tion. This is fortunate, since the normal school Is closer to its constituents
(the people, the school boards, and the public schools) than any State board of
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education can Possibly be. Each normal school, therefore. adapts Itself to the
community which It Is appointed to Serve, and no normal school is obliged to
conform to what the other normal schools of the State find themselves required
to do. -

I might say, in conclusion, that the normalichools of Missouri, by virtue of
their organization and great freedom, are among theinost fortunate in the coun-
try. They are not dominated by [a State] commissioner of educattos s.
They are not subordinated to the Stute,aniversity asMormal Behan in many .
other States are. They have no respellor the traditions of those men and
institutions who think that the normal schools should offer a short cut to " pro-
-fessional edlication." Missouri normal schools stand for the idea that the
normal-school graduate should be introduced to his profession by the normal
school and should thereby be placed on a par with the graduate of the medical
college and law school so as not to need recasting and relabeling by a university
or any other institution.

Conclusions.I. The results of any study of this nature are only
further evidence, but not unquestioned, of the general tendency toward
administrative centralisation. The tendency of hc,ent legislation is
evidence of the general movement to centralize responsibility and
power in normal school control, and, in fact, in all educational mat-
ters. Any review of legislation would be impossible in this paper,
but the facts relating to the most recent legislation may be briefly
enumerated. At least two States have passed during the present year
legislation providing for greater centralization of power. California
has abolished her joint board of normal school control and vested
its powers in the State board of education. North Dakota has a new
law creating g State board of regents, a body which is to take over
the functions of the former "State board of normal school truitees"
and to have charge of the higher institutions of the State. A normal-
school president in North Dakota says, in explaining the change of
control, that " it was unnecessary duplication and extravagant use
of money that led to the board of regents."

IL The recent legislation indicates a demand for educational quali-
fications for the appointive member( of the administrative boards.
There seems to be a recognition of the fact, that such bodies to be
efficientimsthave clearly defined functions tnd be composed of per-
sons who are capable of administering the business. Ex officio boards
are rightly passing away.

III. Though there are widely different views, my own investiga-
tion causes me to favor a single board given sufficient power and so
organized as to act effectively as the administrative head of the State
public-school system. To meet the objections of extreme centraliza-
tion a local advisory body properly constituted and organized might
well work in conjunctiod with such .a State body.

IV. The Status of the cincipal or president of the normal school
:ahoulei be determined. . Though the study does not make this a major

t m the itivoptigetios, *Se at once is impressed with' the issue.
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The prominent fact is that principals possess all degrees of power
and responsibility. New York and Connecticut represent two ex-
tremes. In New York the principal is responsible to the commissioner
of education for the general management and direction of the school.
In regard to Connecticut Mr. Charles D. Hine, secretary of the State
board, says: There is no State supervision of the normal schools.
The principals substantially control the schools. They are not in
accord except in the strong purpose to he unmolested."

Section II. INTERPRETATIVE DISCUSSION OF FACTORS IN ADMINIS-
TRATIVE CONTROL OF STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

In the preceding section of this chapter a concrete discussion of
the present status of State normal school control was presented by
.Mr. Henry. his study was based on State educational codes and
wide correspondence with educational officials. In- the present sec-
tion the authors of the bulletin present their own interpretative dis-
cussion of some of the factors involved in the administration of
State normal schools.

Types of governing authorities of State normal schools.Among
the existing forms of governing authorities of State normal schools
as described by Mr. Henry, many types are found, each of which in-
volves some one of the following elements, or combinations of several
of them :

1. State superintendent or commissioner of public instr
(a) With relatively permanent tenure, or
(b) Elected for a short period of years.
(c) Chosen because he is an educational expert, or
(d) Elected because of political affiliations.

2. State boards of education or State educational administrative
bards or State normal school boards. These may vary in the same
ways as indicated under number 1.

3. Local boards of trustees.
4. The principal or president of a single normal school.
5. The faculty of a single normal school.
Local boards of trustees usually do not determine educational

policies.As a rule, a local board of trustees in charge of a single
normal school plays very little part in determining the educational
policies of the school. For the most part such boards are not com-
posed of persons who are in a position to know the educational needs
of the State. They generally supervise the expenditure of the State
funds and are often active in soliciting such funds from the legis-
lature. They usually approve automatically any educational policies
put up to them by the more purely educational officers, such as the
president of the normal school. Consequently, the part'played by
local boards of trustees will not be considered further in this chapter.
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Faculties usually not composed of general educational experts.
Probably in most normal schools the most influential parties in de-
termining the policies of the school are the faculty and the president.
It is commonly assumed that the faculty of an institution is best
qualified to determine its general educational policies. In some
instances this may be true, but in many it is not. The teaches in
higher educational institutions, including normal schools, are not
employed, as a rule, because they are.general educational experts, but
because each one is presuwably an expert in some specialized subjects
or in several rebted subjects. The individual teacher usually has
little interest or competence in general educational problems. In
nearly all questions of general policy that arise, his point of view is
determined by the interests of.his special department. Consequently
legislation by such a group of specialists becovies largely a problem
of balancing the wishes and claims of a group of specialists. Even
if the result were determined by mathematical averaging (as is some-
times the case), the courses of study and other products of faculty,
deliberations would not correspond to the real needs of the prospec-
tive teachers attending the normal school. The ,natter is made.even
worse, 'hoViver, when certain dominant personalities in the facblty
secure a disproportionately large recognition of the chinis of their
departments, resulting in overemphasis on some one, subject, such as
the history of education, or psychology, or nature study, or art, or
any other subject. Furthermore, special difficulty is sually encoun-
tered under schemes ofilaculty control in securing a proper develop-
ment of the practice teaching situation, which, as will be seen in-the
next chapter, is one of the most importpint factors in the successful
training of teachers.

Normal-school president is molt
often, even when the faculty is nominally in con

dominant influence in man

of the educational poltcies of a normal school, these are really deter -

.mined by the president. So powerful is this presidential control in
some American schools that their characteristics are generally attrib-
uted to the presidents (or principals) by outside educators who are
familiar with them..Under this type of leadership some of the schools
have served the interests of the State admirably, sometimes for a
whole generation under one president. When such a map is a com-
petent general educational expert and administrator, objectively in-
terested in the educational welfare of the whole State, he usually
succeeds in maintaining a normal school with ii course of study nicely
balanced according to the real needs of public-school teachers, and a
practice-teaching situation in which all of the efforts, of the instith-
fiat are centralized and by which all departments are tested..

Celina State educational officers sometimes supervise normalsupervise .
iiiiitot&-.--ris some States a central educational authority ofi,he State.. . . a.,
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supervises to some extent the activities df the normal schools. This
authority may reside in some type of State board or in the State
superintendent. The possibilities of such authorities modifying the
normal-school situation in a State are well illustrated in New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, and Kansas.

New Hampshire normal school changed through action of State
superintendent.In New Ilampshire the law requires that " the super-
intendent of public instruction in his annual (biennial) report shall
state the condition of the' [normal] school '(schools), the terms of
admission and graduation, the times of the commencement and close
of the sessions." Acting under this law, State Supt. Morrison in-
cluded the following items in his report for 1911-12 (p. 156) concern-
ing the normal school at Plymouth:

Finoseial.In the last report of this °Mee (1900 -10) the following statement
was wade:

" The management of the Income of the Plymouth school has for some time
been growing lax and In some items extravagant. The mutter has been called
to the attention of the trustees, and I have no reason to doubt that they will
take prompt steps to correct the evil."

On December 28, 1910, after several weeks of careful investigation, I addressed
a communication to the board of trustees, culling attention in detail to what
leemed to be extravagant and unauthorized expenditure of the public funds.
The matter was taken up by the board at a meeting held early In the month of
January, and a firm of expert accountants was employed by Gov. Bass. The
report of the accountants)revealeil a very untoward condition of the finances of
the institution, involving entirely improper use of public money, as well as
numerous unauthorized expenditures extending over a period of years. The
matter received prolonged consideration by the board, and the accountants, as
well as the principal and his attorney, were heard. On July 16, 1911, the prin-
cipal's resignation was accepted.

The Keene finances were meMiline well conducted.
The entire arrangemebt for financial administration at Plymouth was changed.
In discussing the educational policies of the State normal schools,

Supt. Morrison describes the steps taken by the State department to
improve the course of study and the quality of the teaching in the
two State schools. This descliption will be quoted in a later chapter
on course of study.

Critical studies of Mama etas normalfichools, directed by Conkmissioner
Snedden.In M achusetts we find State Commissioner

Snedden attacking the problems in a njuch larger normal-school
situation than that of New Hampshire. In his report for 1912-18
he describes the initial steps in getting the normal-school autherifes
to make a critical study of their own practices. The need of such
critical study and the .possibility of a central State authority's went--
ing the cooperation of local normal school authorities in improving
their own activities are tactfully suggested (pp. 24-26) by Mf.
Snedden'in the following paragraphs:

Marked differences haveAslwaye existed among the nornial schools as regards
courses of auds and requirements tor prudes teaddag; Each school has ex-
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hibited considerable Individuality in the matter of its alms, means, and methods
of instruction, thus often reflecting the particular educational philosophy of the
principal or the composite opinion of the stronger members of the faculty.
Within reasonable limits this is an excellent policy. It Is not desirable that
all the schools should be of one pattern as regards their courses and methods of
instruction, although, as suggested elsewhere, general standards as to aims end
practices should be agreed upon by all schools, after which departure from such
standards may be made by individual 'schools as matters of conscious and
purposeful policy.

It is not practicable in this report to indicate in detail the differences which
have hitherto existed among the norinal schools in their programs of pro-
fessional training. Some of these differences have arisen from praiseworthy
attempts to do experimental work in new and complex fields of education. In
other cases practices established by accident or for temporary reasons have
become fixed as customs, the educational, value of which must he carefully tested
from time to time.

All educational practice Is now In proCess of slow transition from a primitive
stage of development, in which customs accidentally Initiated, or formed by
slow growth, have prevailed to a stage wherein intelligent planning and the
measurement of results shall give the basis of a more scientific formulation and
control of courses of instruction, methods of teaching, and general supervision.

Because of these changing conditions the commissioner, the principals, and
varlouslgroups or special teachers In the normatichools have, during the last
four years, been holding n series of conferences at which existing programs of
normal-school instruction have been subjected to chreful examination in order
to discover means of making these programs more effective.

These conferences have revealed n wide divergence of views on almost eyed
phase of
its work,
fdou and

al-school instruction. Each school, In one or more divisions of
long followed practices which seemed to it valid. The discus-
ysis involved in these conferences resulted temporarily in a

Measurable unsettling of convictions, often lifelong, held by many teachers.
This disturbance has now wholly tilubsided, but In all the schools a fine and
sound professional spirit has been shown In the effort to revise normal-school
programs In the interest of greater efficiency. Some of the proposals to this
end, now under consideration, are discussed In the following section of this
report -

Because of the complexity of the problems involved In training teachers. it
is as yet too early either to Indicate positively the prevailing formsof ineffi-
ciency in normal-school programs, or to state concretely proposed Improve-
ments. A scientific attitude necessitates careful and painstaking study of
these problems. Existing practices can not, with safety, be discontinued or
hastily modified. It Is, however, highly important that the principals and
teachers in the florins' schools shall show that they are alive to the need of
steady improvement In educational practice, and that, individually, and
eapecially by joint effort, they shall continue to give time and effort to the
discovery of ways and means to secure greater efficiency.

Kansas State normal-school syetem changed by the State adminte-
trative board.The third example which we shall note of a central
general educational authority modifying the normal schools of the
Stiteis the work of the State administrative board of Kansas. This
board .was \organized in 1918 to ha, administrative charge of all

higher uistztutio> of the State. It is a salaried
.04 Pltm.:114.
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board, but the members of it are not educational experts. The board
has been very active in reorganizing the normal-school situation,
in the State, and some statements of its procedures are contained in
the following quotations from its official reports.*Its general plan
of administration is described in the foil wing paragraphS:

In nem dance with the direction of the law, we organized on March 20, 1913,
and although there was no provision to pay our salaries, we found it neces-
sary to spend all our time in the schools until July 1, when we took full
charge. We met with the retiring boards and worked on the catalogues and
courses of study submitted to us by the faculties, passed on the budgets and
nominations made by the presidents, and had the necessary work which We
were directed to do in shape on July 1, 1913, when the old boards went out of
existence.- Since that time we have been In continuous sessifin.

The board of administration, as soon as it organized, called in the heads of the
institutions for a conference and announced to them that it would hold each of
them strictly responsible for the internal management of his institution and
would not attempt any unnecessary internal management. As it visited the
schools, it completed its work by reelecting all members of the faculties recom-
mended by the presidents and tilled vacancies upon their recommendation. The
board has consistently followed this jinn from the beg!nning.

The board has met with the presidents each month and thoroughly can-
vassed the question as to"the kinds of teachers to he employed In the schools
and all other problems involving their welfare, and we wish to express to
Chancellor Strong, Presidents Waters, Butcher, Brandenburg, and Lewis our
gratitude for the way they have put aside their individual interests and advised
with the board for the good of the system as a whole.

CONSOLIDATION OF BUSINESS OFFICES AND PURCHASING DEPARTMENTS.

The hoard found that each of the institutions was maintaining elaborate busi-
ness offices and purchasing departments, and for economy and efficiency in buying 4.
consolidated them all at Manhattan until room could be secured in the statehouse.
it is thus able to do the work for all the schools at what it formerly cost to do the
work at one school. The saving is thousands of dollars. Instead of purchasing
at retail and in small tots, we have Joined with the hoards of control and cor-
rection, buying In large lots direct front the manufacturer. We thus save the
difference between the manufacturer's price and the retailer's price --a large
item of saving for the State.

* 7NIFORM REGISTRATION SYSTEM.

We have put 'In agimitorm system of registration and record keeping and

4evaluation
of

one school to anoth r, so that they will be able to take up the system without
cret , and can now transfer clerks and students' grades froms

trouble. We have able installed in all the schools an up-to-date system, by which
it 7 possible to refer promptly, and without expense of time, to the grades
of every person who attends the Institutions. We have been put to a great deal
of trouble and expose in searching through odds and ends of old records in
some of the institutions, frecnently having to go back to the old class books of
instructors to find the grades of students who desired to complete their work
In that or other Institutions. A careful system of keeping these all- important
records In than Institutions would have saved thousands of dollars.
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ADMISSION TO THE NORMAL, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY, AND MOH-SCHOOL
. VISITATION.

mow*

The institutions of higher learning In the United States are pretty thoroughly
standardized. In order that the institutions[ -under our control shall maintain
their standing in these associations and make their degrees of any value, it is
necessary not only that they shall do good work themselves, but also that they
shall know and certify the work of preparatory schools whose students they
take without examination. They must either examine the school that is prepar-
ing the student or examine the pupil when he appears for admission. The first
plan has become the accepted one, and when we began our duties the university,
the agricultural college, and the normals each maintained a separate system
of visitation In the high schools. The. result of this system Nvits that the repre-
sentatives- of all these institutions would frequently visit one high school during
the year, and none of them reached every high school. We established a corn -
tnittee on school relations td do the work of visitation systematically.

Michigan and Minnesota.The three examples described above,
namely, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Kansas, depict situa-
tions in which specialized, salaried State officers took an .e part
in the control of State normal schools. The operatio of another
type of central control is seen in the cases of Michigan and Minne-
sota, where a tumsalaried,. special, central State board has charge of
the normal schools of each State, and this board in each case is in-
fluenced more or les:s by recommendations from the presidents of the,
State normal schools. Sometimes the board appears to follow the

. recommendations of the presidents of the several schools, and in other
cases to act more independently. An example of the actions of the
Michigan board is given below on page 117 (concerning special
teachers) and of the Minnesota board n pages 102-104 (concerning
training high-school teachers). More omplete historical descriptions
of typical developments in cases w re the presidents of the State
normal schools have cooperated wit such a central board of control
would be illuminating in determin g the value of this type of admin-
istrative arrangement. To some servers it would seem to be the best
type, since it may involve a con ttee of educational experts (normal-
school presidents) presenting 3 nt recommendations to a responsible
board .which represents the p ple of the State and the interests of
all sections of the State. It probably desirable to have the State
superintendent of public inst dtioa an active member of the board

. which controls the normal sc ools in order to bring to the assistance
of this board such expert servi es as he and his office can render.



Chapter V.

PRACTICE-TEACHING FACILITIES.

An important factor in determining success of normal school.
One of the most important factors in determining the possible and
actual success of a normal school is the practice-teaching facilities.
This fact is generally recognized and admitted by most normal-school
authorities, and has been referred to in Chapter III, where one of the
four conditions which was emphasized in determining the location
of a normal school in a town, was the possibility of expanding the
practice-teaching facilities so as to take care of any number of stu-
dentsAat may come to a normal school.

Zone of mnal school should be limited by practice facilities.
Where a .Ling normal school is unfdrtuitately located so that the
limit of equate practice-teaching facilities is reached, the State
authorities should take cognizance of this fact, place a limit% on the
attendance at the normal school' and a proportionate limit on the
funds devoted to its mai/atm-mace; so restrict its zone or district that
the latter will be adequately served; and proceed to establish a new
normal school, so located that it may always provide adequate prac-
tice faCilities for the area it isIo serve. .

New Hampshire normal schools is planned.That the development
of the normal-school policy of a State may actually follow these lines
is shown in-the report of State Supt\ Morrison, of New Hampshire,
from which quotations have already \teen made. In the notation
concerning the Plymouth Normal Sch (see above, p. 23) r. More
rison stated that the practice-teaching fa lities restrict the wth of
this school to 150 students and are hard] a equate for this umber.

_According to the same report, the public sc ols of Plymout enroll
about 300 to 350 children who are 14 years o ge and under. the
other hand, Mr. Morrison estimates that the Keene Norm4 S ool
could take care of an annual enrollment of 480. The public sChoo of
Keene enroll from 1,100 to 1,200 children 14 y4rs of age and un er.
From these figures it would appear that Mr. Md'rison estimates that
the schools which are available for practice purposes of a normal
school that'maintains only a two-year course for high-schoot gradu-
ates should contain from two and, one-half to three, times is many
pupili as there are students in the normal school. The amount' of

'Vlaeori8-4
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prSctaces.- which Mr. Morrison contemplates is contained in 'els state-
ment that "each student before graduation must `make good' by
teaching ne -half of each school day for 18 weeks in the practice
schools; b *ng responsible for the conduct of classrooms for that time."-

--,.(p 153.)
`Standard ceded for amount of practice teaching per graduate.
The last pa t graph suggests that, in order to carry out the policies
described abo et it is necessary to determine some measure or standard
by which the ctice-teaching facilities of a town can be measured.
Obviously the step in determining this standard is to ascertain
how much practi teaching should be required of each normal-school
graduate, and thOconditions under which it should be done.

Practice-teaching conditions should approximate real conditions.
To take up the question of conditions first, it is generally admitted
that the closer these approximate the real situations as they exist in
ordinary public schools tie better. This means from 40 to GO children
in a room divided into not more than two sections. A further condi-
tion is the possibility of Placing a practice teacher in charge of this
situation for a somewhat: continuous periodfor example, every
morning for from 4 to 18 weieks. This does not mean that all the prac-
tice teaching in a given normal school need be done under these condi-
tions, Since a student may irofit a great deal from teaching much
smaller groups of children fOr a half hour a day for several weeks.
But to get the be8t results, themore continuous practice under typical
school conditions should also 6 provided. It is provided in a great
many situations; hence' it can \ be provided, and all normal schools
should beso located as to 'make possible such provision. As long as it
is easily possible to secure the b t conditions, thefe is no justification
for being atisfied with inferior p. ovisions.

Artifici training school plus b8idy of local_ public schools.
The two pes of conditions described above, namely, small groups
of child under somewhat artifict 1 conditions for initial practice
teaching plus' regular fut rooms for \longer continuous teaching un-
der real pu 'lic- school conditions, are secured by constructins large
training or practice school under thedirect charge of the normal
school, and aking arrangements with the local city authorities for
practice teac mg in the regular publieschpols. Such an arrangement
is usually e ted by State subsidy of some form to the local public
schools. Th subsidy may take a variety of forms; for example, it,
may involve e normal school's paying an increase of salary to certain
Of the tvache whb act is critic teachers, or paying all of the salaries,
of such critic achers, or increasing the Salaries of all teachers, etc.
In addition the subsidy, the. normal school sometimes furnishes
gratis expert s t s rvision for part or all of the activities of the public
schoolsthat are used for practice teaching. In a few cases the public

STANDiRDrZINO STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.
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schools are placed entirely under the directi4 of a normal-school
officer.

Examples. Mayville, N. Dak:, using town schools (1912).The
following are typical examples of arrangements for practice teach-
ing in public-school systems. The 1912 report (p. 64), for the State
Normal School at Mayville, N. Dak., states that:

The public schools of Mayville have continued to he used as the practice
department. For eight months of each school year the normal school has
paid each of the grade teachers and the principal of the public schools from
$20 to $25 per month, in addition to their regular salaries, and the local board
of education $62.50 a month toward meeting the expenses of heating and
Janitor service in the public-school building. The total cost per year to the
normal 8600 has been about $1,700. In return for this outlay the normal
school has been permitted to let tle members of its senior class, under the
direction of the normal-school superkisor of practice, observe and teach in the
grades at certain hours of the day throughout the eight months of the year
when both schools are in session. The supervisor of practice has received the
assistance of the public-school principal and grade teachers in the management
and instruction of the senior class.

New Hampshire contracts give State charge of local practice
schools.In New Hampshire
contracts with the local communities give the normal schools the use of the
entire elementary system In the town of Plymouth walla the city of Keene for
model and practice purposes.

At De Kalb, Ill., a town of 8,000 population
nil practice teaching is done In the city schools. Two scllooli are used for thispurixam. One of them is in the norms' trtilning seho,4 building; the other isin one of the city buildings. Each Is an eight-grade school.

The director of the training department is also superintendent of
schools otthe city.

Providence, 1?. 1.; normal training school plus many " training
stations" in public schools.Finally, one of the most completely
developed practice teaching situations, as far as facilities are con-
cerned, is that of the State Normal School of Providence, R. I. The
regular enrollment of the normal school for 1913-14 was 460 students,
all high-school giduates. The number in the graduating class for
1913-14 was 134. To provide practice teaching facilities for this
number the normal school has a training school of its own, 9 other
"training stations" in the public schools of Providence, and 15
"training stations" in neighboring towns. The official description
of this elaborate system is Oven in the following quotation from the
catalogue for May, 1914 (p. SO) :

TES SCHOOL OF OBSZAVATION.

The school of observation, on the first floor of the normal building, com-prises a kIndergiirten' and eight grades, with one room for each grade and
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one ungraded room. There are about 40 pupils in each of the regular grade
rooms. Most of these children come from the city district adjoining the
building. Others from outside the district may be admitted on the payment
of tuitton at the rate of $32 a year for the kindergarten and primary grades or
$40 a year for .gftgamar grades.

The course of study in this school. is similar to that in the Providence public
schools. The same subjects are taught and the same books are used. Iii addi-
tion, much time is given to various forms of practical training. The girls have
sewing in grades 5 and 8, and cooking in grades 6 and 7. The boys have wood
and metal work or printing.

An effort has been made to connect the manual training as closely as possNe
with elementary science, in which many of the boys have become greatly
interested. -

The functions served by the school of observation are as follows:
1. It furnishes opportimity for the students of the normal school to see good

teaching. It supplies illustrative material for class discussions on methods.
Lesson plans may here he tested and criticized from experience, instead of on
a theoretical or imaginary basis. It is to the normal school what the clinic
is td the- schoo.1 of medicine. It helps to keep the work of the normal school
on the right basis by constantly magnifying the practical instead of the
theoretical. It gives a worthy ideal to the prospective teacher.

2. It furnishes under the most helpful and encouraging conditions an oppor-
tunity fins the young teacher to begin her practice teaching. For one hour of
the day the school may be used for this work. The rest of the (lay the children
spend under the regular grade teachers. By having this preliminary practice
so closely connected with the study of methods, something more is added to
the discussions than could he gotten from okservation alone. At the same time
the student has an opportunity to do her first teaching in It most 'stimulating
environment, and with little responsibility for the general discipline of the
room. Her first effort may thus be given to a masterly presentation of her
tiubject, unhampered by needlessly disturbing conditions. She gains 4,10 ntldence
in her own ability, learns to be critical of herself and to accept criticism from
others, and in a measure gets the professional point of view, which is, essen-
tially, that by coutinued endeavor and the wise use of aids of various sorts, it

possible to continually improve in skill and general teaching ab!lity. She
b ught to a recognition of the fact that good teaching is fundamontal ti
disc line. It follows that the young teacher is here trained to emphasize the
eesen tl Matters, and that she is well fitted for the next step in her preparation,
the tra ing school.

3. It Is = meeting place for theory and practice in the school itself, offering
to teachers n the different departments facilities for testing themselves and
their own m ods in the light of experience with the children for whom the
work is intend

4. It should ill. :trate for those teaching elsewhere the methods and courses
recommended by t normal school. The school of observation should be the
model school through Which the State may present, as far. as possible, its ideal
of a satisfactorypublic. (tool. It should not attempt to carry on its work ex-
pensively or to include ourses which may not to advantage be included in
other public schools. Its a should be to show. how a course of sttali that is
truly efficient in its results m at the same time be conducted with economy.

5. While the main function.. of the observation school are those ex essed
above, 'it Would not fulfill its did to the. State if It did not provide oppor nity
for the study and evaluation of n ideas which seem to give spocial pr Ise

inof ta* Its work with ithe Moni material is in illuitration of this 014
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THE TEALARTI.L3:...

The training schools are established by contract local authorities.
At present there are 24 such centers established as follows:

a .Greilem for
practice.Barrington : Lincoln Avenue School 5-7Bristol:

Oliver Schoid 1,5Walley School 4, 5
Burrillville: Harrlsville School__ 2, 4
Central Fulls: Garfield Street School__ _ 1, 6Cranston :

Eden Park School
4, 6

Meshanticut Park School__ 1-7
East Providence Grove Avenue School__:. _ 8, 4Pawtucket :

East Street School 1,3
Prospect Street School__

_ 6, 7Providence:
Bridglinin School

5, 6
Doyle Avenue Sch4ol_ 5,6
Branch Avenue School 3,4Grove Street Schobl

2, 3Regent Avenue School_..
1, 3Temple Street School A, 3,4

Thayer Street Gramtintr School 5.7
Willow Street School

'1, 3Camp Street School 1-4
South Kingston: West Kingston School
Warwick: Apponaug School 4, 5Westerly : Bradford

1-4Woonsocket :
Pothler School 3,4Willow Street School

2. 4
Each training school has a critic teacher nominated by the trustees of the

normal school and elected by the school committee in the town or city in which
she serves. Two of the regular shooluslIns are set aside for student teachers
under her direction. Here the young teachers receive a thorough training In
the actual work of the whoolrosm for a 1411 half year of apprenticesh,IIL

This system of training embodies to a remarkable extent the recommenda-
tions of the "Report 5f the Committee of Fifteen on the Training of Teachers."
After the first preliminary teaching in the observation school, student teachers
are trained, not by making them assistants or substitutes or by giving them small
groups of children, but by placing them in charge of regular schools under such
conditions as they will meet after graduation. Here, during .the five months
of training, they are thrown on their own resoftrces to a large extent. Theylearn to master the work of one grade and teach with due regard for the
development of the children ; and they spin that close contact with child life,
so essential to a good teacher, which can be gained only by one who is in %,charge of her own children.

The West Kingston Training School, of which a plan is shown fon page 52],
is intended4o be a model of what rural schools should be. When constructed in
1812 it, took the place of four Single-room buildings, and it is a clear demoastra-

dillikommorinoor
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flan of the possibilities of consolidation. The children are transferred to and
from the school by carriages. The. building Is arranged as Indicated by the
plan of the ground floor. The problems of lighting and heating have been very
satisfliorily solved; the closets are on the main floor; in the basement are a
kitche and manual training shop, which have b ,-...ti adequately equieped at
very small expense, and a hot-air engine for pimping the supply of water.

The school is near the West Kingston railroad station and cud easily be seen
as one passes on the train.

Calculation of standard for measuring practice facilities of a corn-
ekt-munity.The examples given, are typical of the arrangements.

made in normal schools to sect conditions for practice
teaching, namely, conditions that approximate as closely as possible
the real public-school conditions that will confront the new teaoher
when she secures a position. This discussion of cynditions was in-

L

111.

se

O
3.Plan of model rural school of Providence (It. I.) State N.,rmsi School, located at

West Kingston.

traduced in connection with the attempt to secure some standard
by which the practice-teaching facilities of a locality could be meas-

,.'ured. The other factor entering into the determination of this
standard is the amount of practice teaching to be required of each
student. To simplify the calculation we shall assume that this is the
amount to be provided for each graduate in a two-year normal
course for high-school graduates.

Minimum, 100 hours per graduate; ntaxintiim, 0 half days, per
gradudte.To begin our analysis we need a- fairly representative
minimum and a fairly representative maximum of the amounts of
practice teaching that would be considered necessary by normal-
school authorities. As 'a fair maximum we may take Morrison's
figure for New Hampshire; namely, teaching one-half bf each school
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day for ong semester or half year, being responsible for the conduct
of the classroom for that time. As a minimum we may use the
minimum amount agreed qpon by the representatives of the normal
schools of Ohio, and which seems to fulfill the legal requirement in
that State, namely, 100 full hours of actual teaching. This may be
reduced to the basis of half days and weeks by estimating the num-

/\13er of hours in a regular school day. If 5 hours of teaching is
considered equivalent to teaching a regular school day, the mini-
mum of 100 hours would equal 20 full schAol days, or 40 half days.
Forty half days are equivalent to one-half of each school day for
eight weeks.

Minimum, 4 weeks of whole days; maximum, 9 weeks of whole
day8.Aa maximum and minimum amounts of practice teaching,
then, we would have the following figures as the amount of prac,
tice teaching to be required of each graduate: Maximum-18 weeks
of half days, equivalent to 9 weeks of full days. Minimum-8 weekv
of half days, equivalent to 4 weeks of full days.

Each group of children may train two-thirds or one-half times.
to 9 practice teachers a year.--7Assuming that the regular school

year is36 weeks long, we can easily' calculate from these figures the
number of practice teachers that could be accommodated by one group
of children, providing all of the teaching of the children is done by
practice teachers.

With themtaximum. amount of teachingnamely, 0 weeks at full
days-one group of children may accommodate 4 practice teae a in

. a year.
With the minimum amount of teaching namely, 4 weeks Clf full

daysone group of children may accommodate 9 practice teachers in
one year.

Not all teaching may be practice teaching,- corrected estimate.
It is not likely, however, that all the teaching of a.group of children
will be done by practice teachers. No community is likely to permit
more than half of the teaching in the public schools to be practice
teaching. Moreover, diany normal schools regtrict the amount per-
mitted in the training school ; for example, in the quotation from the
Rhode Island Bulletin given above, it was limited to one hour It day
with each group of children. Most training schools permit more
than this; however, probably not more than two-thirds of the teach-
ing is usually practice teaching. Hence, in order to secure a mono
correct estimate. of the practice beaching opportunities afforded, by a
single group of children, we must differentiate the specializectirain-
ing school from the ordinary public school in which some practice

. teaching is permitted. In the training school it may be that two-
thirds of the teaching will be done by practiceteachers, and in the
public school, onehalf by practice teachers.
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According to this revised estimate we secure the following stand-
ards:

In a training school where two-thirds of the teaching is done by
practice teachers, each group of children will accommodate annually
two-thirds times 4 to 9 practice teachers.

In a public school where one-half of the teaching is. done by prac-
tice teachers, each group of children will accommodate one-half
times 4 to 9 practice teachers annually.

From 20 to 40 children constitute a " group."With these figures
(namely, two-thirds or one-half times 4 to 9 practice teachers an-
nually for each group of children) it is only necessary to decide how
many children should constitute a group in order to determine the
practice-teaching facilities available in any community_ If- we take
our point of departure for this estimate from the idea that the condi-
tions should closely approximate real school conditions, we would
say each group for which a practice teacher is responsible should
consist of either half or all of a room containing about 40 children.
Except in, specially constructed training-school buildings (where
there are " group " rooms) the practice teacher would orobably have
to be in charge of a full room.

On the basis of these assumptions, with the standards obtained
above, the following table is secured showing the number of prac-
tice teachers which a given number of children may accommodate
annually :

Special training- school building. Twenty children to a group,
each group accommodating two-thirds times 4 tO 9 practice teachers
annually, two-thirds of-the teaching being done by practice teachers.

The numbers of children which will Accommodate annually certain
numbers of practice 'teachers in special training-school buildings are
as follows:

100 children, 13 to 30 teachers.
200 children, 27 to 60 teachers.
300 children, 40 to 90 teachers.
400 children, 53 to 120 teachers.
500 children, 67 to 150 teachers.
600 children, 80 to 180 teachers.
700 children, 93 to 210 teachers.

Regular public-whool building.Forty children to a group, each
group accommodating one-half times 4 to 9 practice teachers annu-
ally, One-half of the teaching being done by practice teachers.

The numbers of children which will accommodate annually certain
numbers of practice school-teachers in regular public-school buildings
are as follows:

120 children, 6 to 14 teachers.
160 children, 8 to 18 teachers.
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200 children, 10 to 23 teachers.
240 children, 12 to 27 teachers.
280 children, 14 to 32 teachers.
320 children, 16 to 36 teachers.
480 children, 24 to 54 teachers.
640 children, 32 to 72 teachers.
800 children, 40 to 90 teachers.

1, 280 ghildren, 64 to 144 teachers.
Measurement of community practice facilities of typical normal

schools.With these figures as a basis, anyone can proceed to esti-
mate the possible practice-teaching facilities in a number of typical
normal schools, using as a basis the figures for school population and
average daily attendance in the public schools of the community' in
which the school is located as given in the report of thelignited States
Commissioner of Education. As a matter of fact, many of the nor-
mal schools do not actually enjoy such facilities as woukrbe indicated
by these theoretical calculations, owing to the fact that they have
training schools with relatively few children, or they have not suc-
ceeded in making arrangements whereby they can utilize half of the
time in the public schools for practice-teaching purposes. As a con-
sequence some normal schools have outgrown the most liberal esti-
mate of practice-teaching facilities at their command, while others
will soon do so if they begin to provide the number of trained teachers
needed in their districts.



Chapter VI.

STUDENTS AND GRADUATES.

Numbers significant only in relation to educational policy.To
Ittirpw the absolute number of 'students .in the various State normal
schools is of little impbrtance. On the other hand, to be able to relate
the number of students to their rank, to the practice-teaching facili-
ties of the locality, to the scheme of certification in force in each
State, and to the cost of instruction would be quite instructive in
,determining the value of various types of normal-school policy.

r Reliable data even on attendance are difficult to secure.Unfor-
tunately, up to the present time it has not even been possible to
secure reliable published figures of the absolute- size of most normal
schools in terms of the number of students under instruction at any
one time. This is due to the fact that so many normal schools simply
give in their catalogues and published reports the number of different
students enrolled during the year, including the summer term. In-

weeks, the data merely confuse instead of enlightening the reader.
Exceptional and excellent statistics by Supt. Evans, of Missouri.-7

The possibility of making a clear and illuminating report on normal-
school attendance in a State where there are many short-term students
to complicate the situation is illustrated by the accompanying table
from the 1913 report of State Supt. Evans, of Missouri. -

[Missouri] State Normal Sehooletatiattes [1912-13].
(A model table oonoeming students and faculty.)

MIS.

Kirksville. Warree nsburg. Cape Girardeau. Springfield. YaryvMe.

High-
scraukhool

cal...
rank.

High-
scranhook.1

cou,..,.
ri.`k:

High-
seranhook.1

0.41,,,,,
ran°k"

High-
seranhook.1

cou....
nucr

High-
schrankoo.1

,,,,,,..,
wrank..°

Students
fall Setup o 1 :

__,_.--,--
e

First year SO 110 101 203 70 96 108 94 78 47
Second year 100 60 100 133 75 66 91 67 64 84
Third year 120 75 47 17 66 10 71 19 31
Fourth year-- 111 46 68 1 53 3 54 6 84

Total.. 381 290 816 354
---,

253 174 324 166 197 81

Btndentseorolled Ln
Winter term of
191343:

First year 60 102 109 196 97 99 118 93 89 61
Second year, 110 80 108 162 70 65 102 81 52 35
Third year 120 66 66 20 67 13 80 19 82
Fourth rm., 196 45 68 42 5 66 6 47

Toisi OS 812 330 87i
e.

266 189 366 ' 199 990 86
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[Missouri] State Normal School atatiaties [1912-13]--Contlnued.

.57-

Years.

Kirksville. Warrensburg.

College
rank.

Cape Girardeau. Springfield. Maryville.

nigh-school
rank.

College-rank.
nigh"school
rank.

nigb'school
rank.

College-rank.
nighschool
reek.

College
rank.

,11,,ig,,,h-,"'''''''rank.
College
rank

Students enrolled In
spring term of 1913:

First year 15 110 105 205 223 76 225 119 40 61Second year 80 80 102 178 92 64 231 88 37 33Third year 103 80 60 33 46 61 118 22 20Fourth year 103 45 77 49 3 94 8 36

Total... .... 301 315 344 416 4101 ' 20( 668 237 -133 94

Students enrolled
from September, ,:.,
1912 to May,1913:

First year 75 135 135 235 251 90 271 197 77 70Second year 145 95 144 175 100 84 239 168 88 40Third year 195 93 108 41 73 61 180 26 38Fourth year . 183 52 120 5 70 3 133 8 62

Total.. 598 375 507 456 494 238 823 397 265 119

Studenbi enrolled In
summer term pf
1913:

First year 35 190 . 199 442 161 128 240 218 65 101Second year -. 130 140 232 187 96 71 217 164 105 31Third year 153 100 189 76 53 35 254 44 89Fourth year.. 170 60 109 3 65 9 206 32 124

Total....... 488 490 729 708 375 241 917 458 383 132

1.11borouri] State Normal Schoolsiatistie.411912-131--Contlnued.

. Kirks.
vine.

Warren..
burg.

V
Cape 171-
mrdeau.

Spring.
held.

May-
vale.

.
,

Men in faculty, regular term
Women in faculty, regular term .
Total number in faculty; regular term ,
Men In faculty, summer tetra
Women in faculty, summer term.,
Total number In faculty, summer term
Students attending all the year, Sept.,1912, to May,

1913
Number enrolled, toll term, 1913, who were enrolled

preceding year
Number enrolled in 1912 wbo gold four-year high.

school diplomas
Number enrolled in 1912 who had no experience In

teething
Number enrolled in 1912 who had lass than two years'

experience. -f
Number enrolled 14912 who had two and less than

five years' experiehte
Number enrolled in 1912 who had five or more years'

experience

Number of different persons enrolled In 1912:
Male

, Female ..... ..
'Total

Number enrolled frornSeptember, 1912, to August,
1913, In the following course/3:

Education
Vocal music
Agriculture
Nature study
Cooking
Plabl sewing .

FreDN=Vrawing a
Mechanical drawing
Elementary kand work
Woodwork
Forge and machine shop work

31
25
66
37

Irl

436

360

470

700

390

290

SOO

26
25
51
34
31
66

499

305

396

898

439

416

241

18
19
37
18
12
30

330

210

415

492

238 .

211

131

16
17
83

`" 23
28
49

363

347

ra
429

632

709

248

16
10
25
20
19
39

1611

116

130

408

128

134

106

652
1,027

470
1,515

373
699

781
1,237

165
617

1,679 1,994 1,072 2,018 7E2

1,450
900
500
100
60
50

400
15

160
400
20
a

3,634
666
969
164
172

04104

489
32
69
54
66

1,738
566

... 294
28

124
236
63

486
68

117
178

04

4,123
810
618
79

266
91

137
1,360

41
431
es

953
202
269

lee
V

203
17

206
110
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[Missouri] State Normal School statistics [1912- 15]- Continued.

Kirksville. Warrensburg. CaPde w' Springfield. Maryville.

; fi
... If '' ...

.g 9
e` s

t3 7i
t
4 T.'

si 11

.S t. N
a ii m co a. rr- cc 14. it m a co co w tt m sit

Average daily attendance .. ,.,, I ,76 .1 1 74 1,41541 42557 57 433 481 1,21 27. 466
Number of daily recitations . FR21 i 1 4. 184 177 17 1., 114 122 11 11811 11 156 224 7 7 03
Highest number of pupils

enrolled in any class e 4 4 4 4 .1 51 51 84 4 43 51 64 4 3 lib
Least number of pupils en-

rolled in any class 7 10 3 3 3 1 1 1 4 5 7 1 6 5 5 5
Average number of pupils

per clan 20 23 20 IS 1 31 17 1 1 19.1 19 24 18 18 14 22

Average age in years of those
"attending 21 22 20 21 21 26 1 20 21 21 21 24 lii 20 20 22

This report is remarkable for the number of interesting things
that can be learned from it. It gives practically every kind of infor-
mation that anyone might want concerning the registration of stu-
dents in any normal school in the State. For example, take the school
at Warrensburg. According to the ordinary method of reporting,
Warrensburg would be reported as having 1,994 students (different
persons enrolled) during 1912-13. But a glance through the col-
umns shows that, the average attendance in the fall, winter, and
opring terms was only 660, 687, and 746, respectively, jumping up
to 1,415 in the summer. Furthermore, by glancing elsewhere in the
table we can see that about half of these students are of high-school
gradei: e., in the fall term there were 354 college students, or about
the same as the number in the larger Massachusetts normal schools.
Moreover, the analysis of this number of college students in the fall
term shows that there was only one senior (fourth-year student) and
17 juniors (third-year students). The rest were freshmen and
sophomor Unf tunatcly, this 'report does not give the number of
graduates in arious courses offered.

Need average attendance to measure number of students. One of
the most important and most useful figures giyen in this Missouri
table is the average daily attendance for each term. This figure, is
also given in the tables in Commissioner Snedden's report for Massa-
chusetts which will be used in a later chapter. It is AI figure that all
.school authorities are now familiar with as the standard basis for
reporting attendance in elementary schools. Its utility as a basic
measure in such reports, for making various calculations and corn-
parisons,- is generally recognized. It would be just as useful for
normal-school authorities, and until it comes into common use in
normal - school reporting there is little prospect of securing reliable
otsamparative measures of most normal- school activities.
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Students of high-school rank reduce professional efficiency.The
proportion of high-school and college students in a State normal
school is important from the standpoint of serving the State's pur-
poses, for which most normal schools are established, namely, train-
ing teachers for the State rather than furnishing a convenient form
of general education for certain communities. In other words, if
normal schools have to spend a portion of their funds and energy in
giving general high-school instruction, to that extent they are handi-
capped in their efforts to give special professional training for
teachers. Hence, if the high schools of a community are capable of
providing the necessary high-school instruction, it would be unnatural
to find students of high-school grade in the local normal schools. If
the high-school situation of a State has been inadequate, but is im-
proving, a parallel elimination of high-school students from the
normal schools might he expected.

Examples of professional improvement through elimination of
high-school pupils.Good examples of this process of gradually
raising the normal-school standards as local high schools improve are
found in the reports of a number of States.

Idaho.In Idaho, for example, the improvement in the Albion
Normal School is described in the 1912 report o: the State superin-
tendent in the following words (p. 29) :

The last two years have seen a rapid advancement In educational work of all
kinds in southern Idaho. The high schools are growing rapidly in numbers, and
those established are strengthAing their courses of study. In a few years prac-
tically all students will be enabled to secure the greater 'part of their high-school
work in their home schools, with the possible exception of the work in science,
advanced manual training, and advanced domestic science, proper laboratory
facilities for which are too often wanting in the sfnaller schools. These in-
creased facilities have already relieved and will relieve the State schools from
the necessity of providing for the high-school training of many students who
formerly were compelled to secure their high-school training at a State insti-
tution, if they secured It at all. The result bos been a distinct change In the
class of students attending the State Normal School at Albion. At the time
of the opening of the school in 1895 there were not a half dozen real high, schools
In the State; and it is thought there was not a high-school graduate among the
students enrolled the first year. The students were compdlled to take up even
seventh and eighth grade work because they had not had opportunities to get
that work. In consequence,-the lower classes far outnumbered the higher classes
and the heaviest enrollment was in the preparatory department, which was
really doing seventh and eighth grade work.

Each year the students have offered better preparation in their work as the
schools of the State have offered better facilities. The preparatory department
has long since been dropped, and the few students applying for work formerly
done in that department are accommodated in the training school. Each year
the number of students asking for high-school work has decreased, and each
year the number of high-school graduates enrolled has increased. It is
the policy of the school to relieve itaelf of all high-school work as rapldly.as the
advancement of the school facilities of the State will permit and ultimately to
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require high - school graduation for admission to all court- Every teacher in
the common schools should be a high-school graduate, wag. at least two years
of professional training in addition to his high - school work, and that Ideal is
being.rapidly approached, more rapidly than many may realize.

Loui.9iana.--.--Another good example of this progressive elimina-
thin of students of high-school grade from the State normal schools
is found in the report of the Louisiana State Normal School for 1914
(p. 11). It reads as follows:

Prior to the opening of the summer quarter in 1911, the requirement for
admission to the Normal School was the completion of the seventh grade of the
public schools. At that time the course was ad anced a half year. In June,
1912, the standard was raised another half yo bringing the requirement for
admission up to the completion of the eighth ode or first high-school year. In
December, 1913, another advance of a half ar was made. Therefore, during
the last three years, the normal course of st tly has been raised by one and one-
half years of public-school work. On Jun 1, 1914, another advancement of a
half year will be made.

The effects of this raise in standard are twofold, to wit :
1. Better training of students, arising from a more advanced grade of pupils

and an emphasis on more advanced subjects of instruction. The changes have
made possible the introduction of higher courses in mathematics, the languages,
and all the sciences ; and the relegation to the lower terms of mahy branches
of high-school grade which were formerly taught in the most advanced classes.

2. An arrest in the numerical growth of the student body, a condition that was
anticipated. The effect in this direction of advancing the standard ofierurric-
alum is revealed by the fact that the enrollment in the three lowest terms
(those that have been eliminated) was 181 during the spring term of 1911.

Virginia.` Similarly in the report of the State superintendent of
Virginia for 1911-12 appears the following statement in the report
of the president of the normal school at Farmville (p. 442) : .

The marked improvement in the rural schools.has, ton great extent: eh gbd
the personnel of the new students who enter each year. 4nstead of being for
as in the past, to titter a year of review work in the public-school brunches, e
are now able to enter practically all our students not lower than the second year
of the academic course. The professional courses, open to graduatesrof approved
three and four year high schools, enrolled a larger number than ever before.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island admit ody high-school gradu-
ates.As examples of States that have completed the 'process of
eliminating high-school students there are the normal schools of Mas-
sachusetts and Rhode Island, which have reached the point where they
are open only to high- school graduates. In disussing this fact Om-
missioner Snedden, of Massachusetts, says in his report for 1912-13
(pp. 23-24) : .

The requirements for admission to the normal school have long constituted h
serious problem. When students were received from the elementary schools,
as was once the case, the normal-school courses were, as a result, mainly ace-
.demlc, rather than professional, in character. Massachusetts was one of the
flist fitter to raise the standards of admission to normal schools by requiring

gradttatiOn as a condition for entre Rte.
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Graduates of high schools on the approved list of the New England College
Entrance Certificate Board, or of high schools approved by the board of educa-
tion, are now admitted to the normal schools on certification. Applicants not
holding certificates are required to take an examination, the questions for which
are prepared under the direction of the hoard. Through this inspection and the
accompanying testing of the work of the smaller high schools, the board has
been able to raise to some extent the standards of high-school instruction
throughout the State.

High-school graduates must also pass entrance examinations in ele-
mentary school subjects in Rhode 1 sland.Theilhode Island Normal
School report for 1913. gives a general discussion of the -raising
of standards in order to secure more effective results from available
facilities in the training cf teachers for the State (p. 14). The
report states that as early as 1906 steps were taken to eliminate
high-school students in order, to make room for distinctively normal
students. In 1913 the standards were further raised by establishing
for high-school graduates a series of entrance examinations in the
elementary-school subjects as described in the following paragraph
(p. 25):

By a recent vote of the trustees it has been determined that all students
entering the Rhode Island Normal School hereafter shall be given Caeries of
tests in the elementary subjects, and that serious failure in two or more c9,
these subjects will disqualify for admission. All courses at this school will pre-
suppose a good working knowledge of the essentials. Reviews in these ele-
mentary subjects should, therefore, be taken In the high schools rather than in
the Normal School. e,

Tests will be given in the following subjects:
In arithmetic, for accuracy and facility In the use of numbers, including

simple fractions, decimals, and percentage, and for correct solution of the
ordinary problems required of children in elementary schools.

In English, for command of correct and clear English and for knowledge of
the elements of grammar.

In history, for the main facts in the history of Rhode Island and of the
United States, and a general ability to give clear and logical answers.

In geography, for a general understanding of common-school geography, In-,
chiding location, physical features, climate, industries, and commerce.

In drawing, for nature and object drawing, mechanical drawing, design, an
history of art, as indicated in the requirements for this subject.

These examinations will not he severe. They will be designed to test genera'
ability, accuracy of thought, and logical presentation of material, rather than
mere memory of fact.

The examinations for admission in September may he 'taken either in June
or it%September, on the specified dates. For admission in January they may be
taken in June, September, or January. Entrance examinations will not be
given at any later dates than those Indicated. Students desiring admission
must therefore present themseltfes at one of these regular examinations.

Chart of advancing standards in Rhode Island. The accompany-
ing chart reproduced from page 24 of the 1913 Rhode Island report
shows. the change in the quality of the students registered in the
normal school. It appears that in 1808 less than half of the students
(100 from a total of about 220) were taking the full normal course
for high-school graduates. In 1913 practically all of the students
were enrolled in this course.
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General contrast shown.The contrast between the conditions de-
scribed id Idaho, Louisiana, and Virginia, on the one hand, and
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, on the other, is a contrast between'
relatively undeveloped educational situations and highly developed
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urban educational situations. As an intermediate example the normal
schools of Illinois may be cited.

Illinois represents transition In viiminating high-school students.
In Illinois some of the normal schools enroll a large number of high-
school students, while at least one, namely, the De Kalb Normal
School, distinctly discourages students of this type from enrolling.
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In the 1912 report of the trustees of the De Kalb school we find the
situation discussed as follows (p. 5) :

The management has not deemed it wise to attach a high-school department to
the normal school. What is known as the " Lindly " law requires the State
normal schools to furnish secondary Instruction to a certain class of students.
The number coming to this school is small, as the policy of advising such students
to seek high-school instruction near enough to their homei(to permit them to be
with their parents has been followed. When they have decided to enter the
school, however, their legal rights have been secured to them, but the instruction
has been so managed as to prevent any additions to the faculty on their account.

On the other hand, a large number of students of high-school grade
are registered in the normal school at Charleston, Ill., which serves

part of the State in which high schools are not so well developed as
near De' Kalb.

Higher professional requirements for certificates increase propor-
tion of students of college rank.That the laws governing the cer-

. aficating of teachers in a given State may have a very large influence
in determining the number and grade of the students in the normal
schools of the State is shown by the example of Ohio, which has
already been mentioned in an earlier chapter (p. 31).

North Dakota.Another example occurs in the report of the State
superintendent of North Dakota for 1910-12, where the conditions
in that State are referred to in the following quotation from the
report of the normal school at Mayville (p. 216) :

There have as yet beep no graduates from either the five-year course for
eighth-grade graduates or the two-year course for high-school graduates. The
chief reason is that the certification laws of the State do not sot a value upon
graduation from these advanced courses which is enough higher than that set
upon ,raduation from the four-year and one-year elementary courses to make
students desire to take them. .

Minnesota. The increase in the proportion of students taking the
courses for high-school graduates which results from increasing the
requirements for teachers' certificates is well illustrated in the report
of the State superintendent of Minnesota for 1911-12. On page 104
the president of the Winona Normal School writes as follows:

The two years here reported measure the immediate effect of the amended
statute (1909) limiting the value of elementary diplomas to three years without
Indorsement. During the last two years preceding the passage of the law the
per cent of graduates from the advanced course was 42. For the first full two
years since the change the per cent in the advanced course is 72.

Similarly the .president of the normal school at Duluth writes as
follows (p. 111):

The percentage of high-school graduates enrolled and of students electing
the advanced courses is larger than ever before. It seems probable that three-
fourths to four-fifths of the students entering this school hereafter will be
high-school graduates and that practically all will elect thoftork of the advanced
courses.

.\\
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Combined influence of developing high schools and advancing
requirements for certificates.It is quite evident from the above
discussion that the proportion of high-school students in the State
normal schools of a community depends to a large extent on the de-
velopment of high schools in the State and the scheme of certificating
teachers. As long as high schqols are scarce, pupils who desire work
beyond the elementary school will usually be accommodated in the
normal scho. As high schools develop, the proportion of such
students in the normal schools may decrease. Unless the State places
a premium, however, on high-school graduats taking advanced
normal courses, by granting them superior teachers' certificates, the
number of such students in normal schools may not increase rapidly.
Where such a situation exists (i. e., no certificating premium) nor-
mal-school presidents may continue to accept many high-school
students even when the high schools of the community are adequate
to take care of them. As soon, however, as a good certification law
is passed in such a State, so as to gix adequate stimulus to high

'school graduates to take a two-year normal course, the normal schools
will be so crowded with these advanced students that the n al
schools will probably have to get rid of the high-school studen in
order to accommodate the candidates for graduation in the adva
courses.



Chapter VII.

FACULTIES OF STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

,,Supplements statistical discussions in Chapter II.A statistical
discussion of various characteristics of normal-school faculties is pre-
sented in Chapter IL The data given there show the fundamental
general facts concerning the site, academic training, duties, and
salaries of normal school facultieg in the North Central States and
provide comparisons with similar facts concerning teachers in col:
leges and universities in the same territory.

The present chapter will provide a further discussion of the same
type of facts. Instead of statistical tables for a giveR part of the
country, however, particular examples will be cited as the basis of
interpretative discussion of some of the issues involved..

Need competent teachers with cooperative interest in public-
school work.Among the most important characteristics of a nor -
mal- school faculty from the standpoint of serving the purposes of
the State in training teachers are (a) the degree of cooperative
interest manifested by the faculty in the training of prospective
teachers for the real, concrete, detailed tasks which they will under-
take when they begin to teach, and (b) the competence of the teachers
to give such training. Normal-school teachers, should be more inter-
ested in the regular daily work of public schools than in anything
else, and they should be willing and able to cooperate heartily in
giving students training for such work. 'The most important meas-
ure of the efficiency of a' faculty that is composed of competent
individuals is the extent to which this cooperative interest dominates
the work of the normal school. This could be determined objectively
by a study of the productive activities of the faculty and by an
examination of the efficiency of students after they enter the teach-
ing profession. A competent observer coulOrmd out a'great deal
through personal observation. Neither the competence of the indi-
viduals composing'a faculty nor its cooperative interest in 4ormal-
school tasks can be fairly judged, as a rule, from printed catalogues
or reports or from answers to questionnaires.

Certain objective Characteristics easily ascertained froM the
printed announcement'sThere are, however, a number of rather
obvious objective facta,itbout the faculties of normal -schools which.

85
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can be easily determined from printed reports and questionnaires.
These are of sufficient interest to persons engaged in normal-school
work to justify their compilation. These facts inclade the number
of instructors employed in typical schools and their trainng and
salaries. For the present discussion data have been chosen from 'a
few institutions which are typical of different sections of the country
and for which thelflesired information could be secured from cata-
logues or other printed material.

Number of teachers. Large variation in normal schools' of Massa-
chusetts.It is interesting to note that very great variation may exist
in the numbers of instructors employed within the normal schools of a
single State. Massachusetts is an example. According to Conuris-
sioner Snedden's reportifor 1912-43t the 10 Massachusetts normal

'schools employ the tiumbers of instructors indicated in the following
table:

e

Instructors emfiloyed in the ,Massachusetts normal schools, 1912-13,

Location.

Number of teachers in

Total.

...
Normal
school.

Model and
pracice
schootls.

HY= .
9

10
6

14
15
24

Lowell 11 25 36
North Adams 13 20 33
Fitchburg 14 17 31
WWpmorcester 15

19
. 14

9
29
28

Bost= (Normal Art) 20 6 26
Bridgewater 20 13 33
Framingham.. 21 11 . 32

Thus in one State considerable variation is found, 'lamely, from
normal-school tethers at Hyannis for an enrollment of 67 students
to 21 normal-school teachers at Fiiimingham for 315 ,students.

Variation in Massachusetts approximates variation in country 'at
large. There are in the United States only a few State normal
schools with staffs 'smaller than that at Hyannis, and there are not
many (apart from the large city training schools) that employ more
than 21 teachers for work .of strictly collegiate grade with 11 dddi-
tional critio or model teachers, as is done at Framingham.

Large faculty dt Los Angales (Cal) normal school. One of the
largest faculties in an institution whi4 enrolls only students of colt
fegiats grade is the one in the State normal school at Los Angeles,
Cal., According to We catalogue for 1914, this school seems to have
approximately 50 normal-school instructors (not counting student
assistants) and 14 teachers in the traininischeol. .Three supervisors
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of practice teaching are included in the 50. This sta4nAructed 1,405
regular college students during 1913-14, over 500 of whom gradu-
ated during the year from collegiate courses of at least.two years in
length.

Probably largest faculty is at Ypsilanti (Mich.) normal school. -7i.Perhaps the largest Sate normal school faculty is that of the institu
tion at Ypsilanti ch. This school enrolls about 1,500 students
during the regular year,-most of whom are of collegiate rank. To
instruct these students the institution employs about .80 teachers

., in addition to some 15 training teachers in the practice or model
schools. 1

Minimum size which may assure adequate specialization in in-
struction.The most i itant aspects of normal-school work whichk
are influenced by the number of normal-school teachers employed in a
single school are (a) the cost of maintaining the normal school and
(b) the efficiency of the instruction. In order to have efficient instruc-
tion, there should be a certain degree of specialization by the teachers.
For example, the most efficient instruction can not be secured where
one teacher teaches such unrelated subjects as psychology, English,
and penmanship; another, natural science, English, and sewing; and
another, natural science, agriculture, and civics, ,ts is the case in one
!mall normal school. Even more varied assignments are found in
other schools.

Dest4iption of theoretical minimum faculty.in order to secure
the degree of speciali2ation which is desirable, how many instructors
must be employed for the strictly no -school courses and the prac-
tice teaching in an institution aintaining only two-year courses for
high-school graduates? The following list is suggested as a mini-
mum for a small school :

A. One president, who teaches education part time. ..
B. One head of the training school and director of practice teaching, who eel

. teaches education part.time.
C. One teacher of history and of the history leducation.

._D. 'One teacher of geography and nature study. .
.:.-7, E. One teacher of English.

F. One teacher ofrmathematies.
0. Part time of one teacher in each of the following subjects, who also .

teaches his or her subject in the model and practice school:
Art.
Music. _

Manual training.
Home economics.
Physical education. '' -

H. One critic teacher and managing pilncipal of the practice school.
I. Four additional critic teachers, yitica have charge of groups of children

in the practice,school and of groups of practice teachers.
. .
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This makes a. total faculty of 16, divided as follows:
Teachers.

Full time to normal school (Including the president and the director
of the training school) 6

Part time to normal school and part to practice school 5
Full time In practice school 5

_____A

Total 16

This faculty could teach 160 to 175 students. Such a faculty could
probably teach efficiently 150 to 175 students in a standard, general,
two- year.course for high-school graduates and 200 children in a prac-
tice school, and not be at all overworked. These figures are obtained
by estimating that each full-time college teacher should teach approxi-
mately as many periods a week as a student recites and that students
should be organized into reciting sections of 25 each. On this basis
the faculty could take care df approximately as many, groups of 25
as there are full-time college teachers, or the equivalent thereof, on
the normal-school faculty.

Fundamental points in this estimate.This tabulation seems so
simple and self-evident that certain fundamental points in it may be
overlooked. Among these are the following:

1. A few well-organized courses in education.There is relatively
small provision for an instructional staff in education ( which includes
psychology). In ad of many courses in these subjects, there should

of educational trine presented with clear relation to practical
be offered a r.-ew ell-organized ones which contain the fundamentals

teaching situations. Much of the more abstract theoretical material
can be omitted. Especially should the fact be emphasized that the
traditional devotion to history of educatipn andoi abstract course in
psychology is open to the gravest objections.

2. Education taught by practical administrative experts.The in-
struction in education is in charge of the two principal administra-
tive officers, the president of the normal school and the director of the
training school. This is also important. Both of these men should
be well- iq.formed, general educational experts as well as expert ad-
ministrators. They should be qualified to select and incorporate in
the work .in education those discussions that have specific and evi-
dent value in improving school practice, and-to eliminate all other
material.

3. Teachers of special subjects serve in both normal and training
school.The teachers of the so-called special subjects (art, music,
manual training, home economics, and physical education) serve in
both the normal school and the practice school. In almost any small
normal school, one teacher to teach each of these subjects in both
schools ought to be sufficient. Each teacher, as a rule, should be re-

.
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quired to do this instead of using a part of his or her time in the very
expensive instruction of small groups of normal-school students in
special curricula. This topic will be discussed more fully in Chap-
ter XIII.

4. Liberal supply of critic teachers is necessary.The provision for
the supervision of practice teaching seems liberal, but it is necessary.
It is based on the theory that each critic teacher will have charge of
40 children, usually divided into not more than two groups, and that
not more than four hours of practice teaching a day will be permitted
with each group. By this arrangement each group of children will
afford 20 hours of practice teaching a week, or 200 hours of such
teaching in a term of 10 weeks. If one group affords 200 hours, the
two groups will afford 400 hours per term. If each practice teacher is
required to do 100 hours of practice teaching for graduation, the
400 hours afforded two groups in a term will permit four practice
teachers to complete their requirement for graduation in one term.
Hence each critic teacher will be able to offer in one term the com-
plete amount of practice teaclg required by four students. In three
terms (or the full regular ye7r) on this basis she could Provide the
amount of practice required for 12 students. Hence each critic
teacher can train 12 practice teachers a year.

lienceothe five critic teacheis provided in the faculty outlined above se
could take care of 60 practice teachers annually, which is the probable
number of graduates in a two-year course for high-school graduates
which enrolls from 150 to 175 students. A proportionate increase in
critic teachers is necessary as the number of students increases.

Cost would necessitate reduction of above faculty in a very small
school.The above discussion of the minimum faculty for a small
normal school has been organized primarily Worn the standpoint of
efficiency in instruction. The element of cost in instruction is'a more
complicated item to consider. Obviously, if the normal school were
so small that it could not employ each of the above college instructors
approximately 20 hours a week in teaching students in' groups of 25
each, the number of instructors should be reduced, with a correspond-
ing reduction in the degree of specialization permitted. This would
probably decrease the efficiency of the instruction somewhat, but such
a decrease must be contemplated where normal schools are so estab-
lished that they can not secure the best number of students for both
economical and effective instruction.

Training of normal-school teachers. Public-school experience,
academic training, prof e8sional training. ---The second aspect of nor-
mal school faculties to be'considered is the nature of the training of

the individual members. Three obvious items enter into this con-
sideration of training; namely, (I)'experierice in public-school work,
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(2) academic work in their special departments, (3) professional
training in their special departments.

Normal-school instructor's work centers in course of study of local
public schools. Large possibilities.It is highly important that the
detailed concrete nature of the task of a normal-school departmentu.1
instructor be kept constantly in mind. The beginning and end of
his endeavor should be the course of study in his particular subject
in the community (usually a State or district) where the normal
school is located. Specific growth in power to teach this course of
study should be secured in his normal-school students. All ma-
terials and methods which are used should be definitely selected
because they introduce stOents to practical teaching processes that
they can carry out with Classes of the size and type that they will
have in the public schools. While this may seem to. offer a narrow
and unattractive outlook to the normal school instructor, as a matter
of fact it opens up such large possibilities in the way of preparing
textbooks and materials for use in the grades that few instructors
measure up to its possibilities. Many who hold normal-school posi-
tions consider themselves too big for this type of detailed work, and
are inefficient as a consequence.

Best combination of characteristics for successful instructor.
There can be very little doubt that intimate contact with the prob-
lems of public-school teaching is the best possible training for the
normal-school teacher. In general, such contact is more read* and
satisfactorily obtained through teaching experience in the public
schools. In some cases careful scientific observation of school prac-
tices may serve to give the requisite training, but in ordinary cases
such observation is not adequate in duration or intimacy to give the
preparation necessary.

Parallel with practical experience and no less important is thor-
ough training in subject matter and in the fundamental principle of
the science of education. There can be no doubt that the tests of
intellectual competency have sometimes been neglected in the selec-
tion of normal-school teachers. It would be a mistake to omit contact
with schools; it is equally a mistake at this time, when education is

, being studied from the point of view of science, to fall short in rigid
scientific standards.

Salaries. Relative sa2arie8s most important.As a final aspect of
the faculties of normal schools, we shall consider briefly the 'matter
of salaries. .Here again the gross salaries paid fire not so important
as certain relationships between the salaries of different officers within
the same normal school and certain matters of per capita cost, which
will be taken up in the next chapter. However, in order to make
concrete some of the relationships which we desire to discuss, we
shall present certain data concerning the actual salaries paid.
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Massachusetts salaries typical of well-developed artent..For the
Massachusetts normal schools the situation with regard to salaries of.
instructors is discussed by Commissioner Snedden in his report for
1912-18 in the following paragraph (p. 85) :

At the outset of their work In the normal schools their Salaries have not been
largeabout $1,000 per year for women and from $1,500 to $1,800 for men. The
maximum salaries availableusually after many years of serviceare $1,2(10
and occasionally $1,500 for women, and $2,000 to $2,500 for men.

The above salaries are probably for the regular academic year, not
including summer instructions

Idaho salaries typical of small young school.A typical schedule
for a small school is that for the State normal school at Albion, Idaho.
It pccurs in the report of the school for 1911-12 and does not include
summer instruction. It is as follOws (p. 30)

INBTRUCTORB' PAY ROLL, ALBION (IDAHO) STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, 1912-13.

President $8,875
Dean, science 2, 000
Supervisor training, education 2,000
German, Latin 1,500
gAglish 1, 200
Mathematics, dean of men 1, 200
History 1,815
Agriculture, director of athletics 1.200
Manual training 1.300
English, dean of women 1,200
Drawing, librarian 750
Music 1,100

'

Domestic science 1, 200
Grammar-grade critic 1, 000
Intermediate-grade critic, 1,000
Second-primary critic 1, 000
First-primary critic I, 200

Total 23,940

It be noticed that this faculty approximates roughly the
theoretkcal minimum small faculty outlined earlier in the chapter.

Michigan normal-school salaries average high.As a third exam-
ple the eiaLary schedule of the State normal school tit Mount Pleasant,
Mich., ik given. This seems to include summer instruction in the
annual :Wearies. It is fairly typical of the salaries in the Michigan
State no4mal schools and is printed along with those of the other
schools in the 1912 report of the State board of education (p. 59).

4
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Salary schedule, Central Michigan State Normal School.

Members of fatuity.
4

Schedule
salaries,
1912-13.

President
Heads of departimila:

Literature gad-English
Mathematics

*3,500

2,4 IT,

Geography 2,400History and civics 2,400Superintendent of training school 2,300Psychology and pedagogy 2,400Music 2,200Physiology and physical training 2,200Reading and public speaking 2,200Physics and chemistry 2,200Agricultural education (new)
A ;riculture and nature study 1,900Latin and German
Drawing 4P. 1, f400

1,800Biology 1,701Kindergarten 1,200Women's dean 1,200Rural schools (new)

Total

instructors:
30,100

Psychology and education 1,400Physical education 1,400Physical training (women) 1,200Drawing 1,200Mathematics 1,200History and civics 1,150Latin and German 1,150English 1,100Domestic science and art 1,100Manual training 1,200English grammar and rhetoric 1,200Music A 1,200Supervisor of drawing, training school 1,000Harrnony and accompanist 500

Total 16,000

Critic teachers:
First grade 1,200Second grade 1,050Four grade 1,200Fourth grade 1,050Fifth grade 1,200Sixth grade 1,200Seventh grade 1,050Eighth grade 1,200

Total 9,150

Proposed
salaries for

1913-14.
Duplicated

1914-15.

$1,500

2,500
2,300
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,200
2, 401
2,400
2,400
2, 500
2,000
1,900
1,900
1,900
1, 200
1,500
2,000

42,600

1,500
1,500
1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200
1, 200
1,200
1,500
1,200
1,200
1,103

500

16,900

1,200
1,100
1,200
1,100
1,200
1,201
1,100
1,200

9,300

Large salaries for principal officers at De Kalb, 111.-A schedule
that resembles the Michigan schedules in general range of salaries
is` of the State normal school at De Kalb, Ill., except in the fol-
lowing special items, according to the report of the board of trustees
for 1911-12 (p. 21) and a letter from the president: The president
received an annual salary se $5,000 ; the supervisor of training, $4,500 ;

d the professor of pedagogy, $3,450. One primary critic received a
sa y of $2,000, but the other critics received about $1,000 each.

received

An efficient president should have proportionately a very large
salary. - Perhaps the most important relationship within the salary
budget of a normal school that is worth considering is the rela-
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tive amount of the president's salary as compared with those of
the other officers. As indicated in our discussion of the control of
normal schools, the_ president is usually the great' dominant factor
in determining the character of any school.. In order to be a striking
sur,cess, he must be a sort of universal genius as far as the work of
elementary schools and normal schools is concerned. He ought to
know all about the needs of the elementary schools of the State (as
well as the high schools in a few cases), and he ought to be very
well-informed concerning just what should be done in each depart-
ment. of the normal school. Furthermore, lie ought to be able to
select instructors who are competent to do their special tasks as de-
scribed on page 42 and to see that they succeed. With the exception
of the director of the training department, it would appear that the
position of any other member of the faculty is relatively insignificant
as compared with that of the president. In fact, in many schools, the
vacating of the instructorships in some departments for several years
Would have little effect on the efficiency of the graduates of the school.
In view of these facts, if tie president of a normal school is the type
of efficient person potulated above, he deserves a relatively large
sulary as compared with members of the faculty. As an educational
officer he is a much More important leader than the president of a
college or-small university, although as a financial officer he may not
be so important.

Good critic teachers highly important; should command good
salaries.The other relationship between salaries within a given
normal schbol which we shall consider is between the salaries of the
critic teachers and the salaries of the departmental instructors or
professors. The point of departure for our consideration here is the
fact that every normal-school graduate who has had the good fortune
to teach for 100 hours under the careful supervision of a superior
critic teacher has probably profited more in terms of efficiency. from
this experience than from any. 1,000 hours of departmental instruc-
tion in the normal school. This being the case, it is highly impor-
tant that sufficient money be set aside in the budget for salaries of
critic teachers to secure such superior supervision for all prospective
graduates.

Good critic should receive superior grade; teacher's salary, plus
training salary.-7-Just how this *should be paid to individuals involves
a variety of considerations which we can not.carry through to their
logical conclusion here. For example, to begin with, a superior critic
who i \teaching 40 children would probably receive $800 to $1,000 in
a good city system simply foi teaching the children. Hence, this item
ought to be assumed as a part of fundamental training-school main-
tenance to begin with. The question then arises, How much should
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she be paid in addition as a factor in the training of normaschool
graduates I Since she can train only about 12 graduates a year, this
becomes a questio of how much the school is willing to pay for a
service which, as postulated above, is more valuable than any other
service in the school, but is rendered to only a few students. We shall
not attempt to give a precise answer to the question which we have
raised, but shall say in general that some normal schools would
greatly increase their concrete effectiveness by subtracting money
from the salaries of departmental instructors and using it to in-
crease the effectiveness of the supervision of practice teaching.

,i't ,, )
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Chapter \Tin.

NORMAL-SCHOOL COSTS.

Reliable per capita costs commonly used now in public schools
are.r.eeded in normal schoolsDuring the last 15 years the develop-
ment of a standard technique for measuring per capita costs in ele-
mentary schools and high schools has made available each year a
body of reliable, precise information concerning expenditures in
public schools. School officials find this information of very great
value in studying problems of maintenance and expenditure. It is
perfectly possible and highly desPtable to develop the same type of
measurements and technique in State normal schools. Normal-school
presidents frequently attempt to make such calculations by using
data published in the tables in the reports of the United States
Commissioner of Education. The calculations and the comparisons
based on these are usually not valid, however, because the original
data do not permit of the calculation of reliable comparative con-
clusions of the type indicated.

.comparative per capita data of to Massachusetts scbools'furnish
excellent examples for reliable comparisons.An excellent beginning
in the calculation of comparative unit costs in State normal-school
maintenance has been made by COnunis,sioner Snedden, of Massachu-
setts, with the annual expenditures of the 10 State normal schools of
that State. The carrying out of the scheme involves (1) the devel-
opment of uniform methods of accounting which analyze expendi-
tures into fundamental items which are worth measuring, and (2)
the development of uniform, standard methods of measuring attend-
ance in terms of average membership for the year. Both of these
items are clearly evident in the Massachugetts tables which are
printed in the annual report of the State board of education for
1912-13 (pp. 19 and 192-194) and are reproduced below: as
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()/ht 110f1,,11 /11/0/8 ( rtralki MitSMICIL USCIIS dill(1.--11 lS all
eaSY hearten for any 111)111ml-school official who has some understand-
ing of statistical metliods to proceed toseeure parallel data for his
own school and to -work out similar per capita costs. The types of
bookkeeping sheets to he used could he devised by reference to the
headin,o-s of the columns in the lassachusetts tables. Mo,reover, in
view of the general inniortance-of the issues involved, Commissioner
annedden would prohably he glad to send sample accounting pages
to any normal,chool president who .lesires to leveler) a parallel
accounting- system for his own school. In a letter tethe ;tailors.
Commissioner Snetlden st rtes that it is the intention of the depart-
ment to improve on certaindetails of the method, and not topublislt.
the data every year.

th. 1WICS on rerta;n it( ths in the taides.Probably the only
items in these table - that need any special explanation are the follow-
ing: (hi page 76, under s,:.ilaries, wages, and labor, the item "'general
allillinistratitm" should he explained so as to indicate whether it

'includes the principal's salary and the salaries of clerks, janitors,
librarians, etc. The items '' normal School" and "training sehoor"
tIntlet this general heading may include only salaries paid for in-
striation. Another item that needs explanation is the heat.'" re-
(t in the last column on page 77. This seems to include till
receipts; by the normal school of fonds other (lour tliose furnished by
the State, excepting- fees for room and board.

For comparative purposes other schools should reduce costs to 36
or 40 weeks basis.--In compating the per capita costs in his instittt-

'tion with tito-e in the above tallies; any normal-school ollicial must
keep it mind that the above per capita costs reliesent the costs for
one strolcnt of colley;ate grade daring one nvala academic yen,. of
approximately 0; or .;o weeks, not including the summer term. In
normal schools vla.re.a large number of the students.are of :high-
school ilk, this fact should he taken into etknsideration. In schools
where summer terms are maintained and the summer budget is a part
of the regular annual budget, these facts must be allowed for.



Chapter IX.

GENERAL COURSES OF STUDY FOR HIGH-SCHOOL
GRADUATES.

Differentiated general courses for high- school, graduates. The dis-
cussion of the courses of study of..noral schools is complicated by
the fact that some institutions olkr so many different courses of
study; for example, one excellent institution outlines 13 in its cata-
logue. This is probabfy .necessary in schools W here stwlents are
received at any stage of,schooling front the first year of higli school
to the second year o' Nollege, and where several courses of study are
offered for teachers sits special subjects. In normal schools which
maintain only two-year courses for high-school graduates there, are
two standard .general courses which most of the stiukntl follow,
namely, the cowrie for kindergarten-primary teachers and the course
for intermediate and grammar-guide teachers. Only these two
courses be discussed in this chapter. courses for prospective
teachers of special subjects will be discussed in Chapter Xi II.

Recent differentiation of courses for teacher' 'of lower g

awl upper grades. The differentiation of the two-year general
courses for high-sehooL graduates into those for teachets of the
lower tirades and those for teachers of the higher grades is a rela-
tively recoil innovation. For a long time in many schools one
standard general course was taken by all proslieetive el7tentary
teachers, regardless of whether they expected to tench in the lower
grades or the upper grades. This single course \vas made up of some
work suited to primary teacher6, some; to upper -grade teachers and
some of a general character often not suited to either. For example,
the courses in the teaching of reading and handwork frsually etit-
phasized the work of the primary grades, the courses in geography
and history were esp.2cially related to upper-grade work, and the
psychology and history of education were mit related to either.

More specific aims and training now being emphasized.---The
differentiation of the two general courses is part of a movement to

mprovide for more definite and specific purposes in normal-school
training. The problem of training a teacher for the first three trades
of the elementary school becomes a perfectly definite one when care-
fully studied and analyzed. Two year is. a short time in which to
prepare a high- school graduate adequately for such work; hence

1500r 19-0 79
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thergshould he definite assoranee that everything rneluded in the
tout's has sped value ill improving the practice of primary teach-
ers, and no important-aspect of the work of such teachers should 1:)o
omitted from the training. The same things are true of the course
for tipper-grade teachers, but here it is even mote. difficult to give
adequate training in two years; hence several of the more highly de-
veloped normal-school systems are gradually making a transition to
three-year courses for high-school graduates who expect to teach
in the upper grades.

Specific training cmplumized by Morrison. The importance of
8peeific purposes is often overlooked by normal-school authorities,
more especially by flit' departmental instructors; hence i will be
given special emphasis here by means of quotatiairkom the
cessions of State Supt. Morrison, of New Hampshire, and Cointw-
sinner Snedden, of Massachusetts. In an earlier chapter on normat-
:-choot control the part played by Supt. Morrison in modifying the

ork.o f the New I Lnirpshile normal schools was described (see p. -13).
In his report for 1911-12, in, dismssing the modifications introduced
in the course of study, he says Sp. 15) :

In the last loenniat report of this office the theory under which the training
process was [formerly] administered was explained. In brief, ha lividual
freedom and general development were emphasized, and specific training'in
,methods mal school inanag.cinent minimized. This conception of the aining
IWOVCSS was COI111110I1 to kit II schools, and a rgversai of the process has taken
place In the two schools simultaneously.. The theory had come to' break down
In practice. Graduates were found to have acquired considerable'general ability
as teacheos, and after a time, under the oversight and instruction of 'a superin-
tendent, racquired facility in schOolroom routine. They did nut learn how to
teach U1111 how to handle a school.

A 1)1.0;v:1h:is been prescribed the trustees calculated to-give spktlic and
definite training for leaching In the elementary schools of this State. The
State course of study Is made the basis of Instruction In methods, and the same
Is made the etairse of study In the model qild practice schools. Thus, the students
under raining Aro made familiar from thypuutset. with the line of work which
they intnit carry out as telivhers. It Is ltirthe'r provided that each student
before graduation must "make good teaching one-half of each school day
for 18 weeks in the practice 'schools, ing responsilik for the conduct of
classrooms for that time.

# The princlimis have faithfully cari(41 out this program.
It Is too early to'Aport definitely upon results, since at the time of wilting

the graduates liaVe Taught for less Mari six woks. We Aire, howpvcr, In-
formed by the superintendent of schools-in Idanchelitenthat thi seven gradu-
ates of the Plymouth class of 106,,noW teaching In that city, have showp
marked and unusual capacity In the schoolroom'. There Is nothing peculiar In
this. case, and no doubt subi4tantially the same report would come from the
majority of the graduates of 1012 at both rfknaptth and Keene.

It is obvious 'fro% this -report that vague..ieneral purposes and
trailing have been replaced by specific purposes m id training in the
New Hampshire normal schools.

,r
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Need of more specific alimomphasized l y Swedden.One of the
best discussions of this general policy lid of the general principles
that should govern the organization of nrrmal-school courses of study
and instruction is found in Commissioner Snedden's.elaborate report
for 1912-13 on the Massachusetts normal schools, which has been
quoted many times in this 'bulletin. In his, conferences with the
principals and faculty 'v.:present:Aires of the 10 normal schools, the
following propositions were made the basis of the discussion so far
as it affected the ourse of study :

1: The purpose 9 each type of instruction anti training offered in
the normal schools shall be more effectively defined.,

2. Normal-school training should be effectively correlated with the
thlucational practices in town and city schools.

3. Certain of the professitml subjects, especially psychology aull
the history *of educatiOn, should be more effectively taught, if they
are to justify their presence in the curriculum.

4. There is need of a clearer understanding of the needs, limita-
tions, and possibilities of typical normal-school students.

5. The professional training given by the normal schools should he
'differentiated according to the probable field of service in eleMentary
schools to be entered by the prospective teacher.

Trenton principal emphasizes clear dc4iing of normal -stool
methods.This necessity of a more careful determination of specific
values. in normal-school courses of study was frequently referred to
in letters to the authors from normal-school authorities. Thus, the
principal of the State Normal School at Trenton, N. J., wrote as
follows:

I can see how a request sent ti!) normal schools asking them to define the points
In which their work differed from the usual academic workin other Nvords,
asking them to deltue their methodswould pe of very great interest. I think
the generutmind is muddled concerning what is peculiarly normal.

Oshkosh principal emphasizesdiff crentiated departmental courses.
Along the line of more careful determination of the specific values of
notmal-school courses and differentiation accordingly, the principal of
the Stitto Normal School at Oshkosh, Wis., wrote as follows:

I consider It quite essential to find out, first, the extent to which the course
of study Is adapted to the prospective needs of different groups of teachers;
that is, the amount of real differentiation there Is In ii---does everybody have
the sump geography or Is the geography differentiated? because the extent of
this differentiation is a measure of the extent to which serviceable Subject matter
and most highly serviceable methods are taught.

History Of development of differentiated courses in Wisconsin.
The historical devilopment of the point of view which emphasize:3

. speCific professional tsaining in the normal7school courses of study,
instead of general highsehool or collegiate training,' is summarized
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the iqate of Wiscon(;in in the following quotation from the bulletin
published by the hoard of regents of the normal schools of that State
(March, 1915). This 1111641er of the bulletin is devoted to the or-
ganization of differentiated courses in the normal schools. The his-
torical change from short, review courses togeneral cultural courses,
and later to the vocational-professional courses, is _described by Sec-
retar Kittle in t he following, word-i:

'1111:1.1: TY11.%- N011M.\1. SCA.001.S.

1. The early normal schools, from 3(;0,,to 1S95, offered what ware called re-vis or genral rovies. Tly gave 3-week courses, 6-week courses, anti
10-wee l; courses in the contimm branchesarithmetic, geography, history, and
grammar. l'hey cirgattizetl and formulated these jut() a body of common knol--t.
et

lt this iiYclioltivs and ptilagogy playd a must Important part. The
leading man i n t11s.4 t SIM jeCk WIlS called the institute conductor. It was

\\ 1,1.1; to organize the subject matter of the gOnt-mul reviews- and to formulate
the pinipl-; of teaching, and Mutt to extend suit work Into tile ColltIty
tlItt". revicWs :MI the peil;igogy then 11 1)Deareil the 1a;sro(1111 \volt of
the public schils in the tiii:y stipeilltettilents' examinations fur teachers.
Il('nee thy tiurntal Iuu nt(t(1 iit etiews tual i)edagogy and psychology
on :1 pra(.tical

.2. Solite time prior to 11.)00 a taN inuventent began In the normal schools of \V k-
consin. An ikreasing number of teachers, diret or nearly direct, from the
collegys and a niversi t is to in, entployed in the normal schools. host of
tioso wort welt qualiticil olIer broad ,..,,ctioral courses in their citbsett subjects,

t1u courses ia the very hest high schools. Many were well qualified and
wished to offer intenive oursys like those given in 11 College ins tt university.
These teachers brougja scholarship and breadth of view in the normal schools.
But they tntilfortnett the normal school more n-nd more Into a highs school With

. solno college work. l'he culhges and ureiversities in the decade froln- 1900 to
1910 have served as huge magnets to dellect the tormal school front ItS own
special field of service. Under those combined Intittences the nornou sctioot ne-
:tine partly 11u tild-titne normal school, partly the modern high school', and

I artly the college or university.
3. The m..w type of liorillaI school is emerging. It i based on the principle

that the normal school k a vatliial school ; that It Is the best Instrument fur
t ainite4 liitulergartett kathers. prima* teachers, nisi grammar-gratie teachers;
that it may be used to train certain high-school teaches and special teachers;
that its course +If st fitly owl classroom Instruction should he differentiated for
special lines of servico.

S'e Desire for college credit should not eliminate valuable courses.
One cif the factors that inttrfcre Nvith normal-school courses being
limited to instruction that is speeilitallhi helpful to prospqtiye
teachers of certain grades is the desire to secure college or university
credit eNewliere- for. all of the work that a student has talcen in the
normal school. Sin(e universities may hesitate to bide credit for
such courses,as " liandiyorlc for the primry grades," or, " Arithmetic
for the upper grades," normalgehool students who are ambitions for

I leg(! credits may neglect to take these courses, althoudli theyAnay be
important in their luturo teaching. In \Viitopsin, where academic
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junior college courses have been organized in the normal schools, this
danger is appreciated and is commented upon in the following quota-
tion from the 1914-15 catalogue of the Milwaukee State NorInal
School:

All the courses in the normal schmil (with the exception of the college course
and .certain courses In the school of fine and applied arts) are designed to fit
leachers for the schools of Wisconsin. The school Is essentially a vocational
school. The studies In the normal courses are select.sl for the value they arc
believed to havetor prospective teachers, rather than fur their quality of pleas.
lag students or enablink the students at some future time 1.4) obtain rreillt at
college for thee Incidentally, the work done at the normal school may, most,
if not all of it, be made to count on a future college course for those stuikat:,
and it.is hoped there may be many who wish to continue their studies: hat it Is
believed (lint normal students are serious-inhaled. young people who !mow the
purpose of a normal wurse and are willing to do what Will beSt. fit 'diem fur the
work they propose to undertate.

Departmental courses differentiated for prirnary grades and upper
grades.When one compares the differentiated courses of study for
primary teachers and upper-grade teachers,-it may be found that
they are very nuieb alike in the general statement of the amount
of work required in each department, but that the departmental
courses are differentiated for the teachers of different grades. The
latter differentiation is well illustrated in the catalogue of the Platte-,
vale '(Wis.) State Normal School for 1914-15. For example, in
the English department appears "Juvenile literature required. of
all who are preparing to teach in the primary grades," and "Ameri-
can literature required of all students who are preparing to teach
in the upper grades." Another course is " Geography for lower-gra

`teachers," and " Geography for upper-grade teachers ";there ar so
tiimilarly differentiated courses in history, manual arts, ninth
psychology, and education. -

. .
Electives should be restricted to courses specifical preparatory

to grade of teaching elected.If it is true that
high-school graduation is.a short time in which
tive primary-tcacher well, and three years i
training an upper-grade teacher, as post
ter, the question arises whether any e
such courseS. It is quite obvious
ing electives in such highly diff
courses as those described
at igsue in the organ'
schools and colleg
has often led to
normal-sch
In gen
tpc g 'in curtain rades Of the elementary, schools,' nnd'is per-
mitted to lect some his courses, the following restrictionp.should

antics,,

o years beyond
o train a prospee-

rObably necessary for
sited earlier in this chap-

tives shoutd be permitted in
at the question at-issue conivrii-

vntiated
i

And specifically, vocational
.

ye s quito different from the question
ion of general courses of study in high

Confusion of these two types of sttuntions
e. allowing of a considerable rangegof election in

courses where there is no rood reason to justify it.
when a *student is specifically prepiiring himself for

I
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prevail : It should be assured .(1) that lie is neglecting no phase of
the etementary-school course of study for which he needs training;
(2) that all of the courses' which he elects do give specific tritining
lin' the grade of teaching that he expects to undertake; (3) that
his elections have the approVal of a competent faculty adViser who
is free from departmental prejudices and bias.

Lack of common units ;.Hakes statistical statements unreliable.
It was originally intended in this chapter to make a strong feature of

a statistical table showing the percentages of the time devoted to the
Various subjects. in the general two-yea courses for high-school grad-

. mites in a large number of normal schools. Upon a careful study of
normal-school catafogues, however, it became evident that an extensive
and 1', b'ab/e. study of this sort would be difficult to make from the
available data. In the first place, seine normal schools print no tabu-
lated statement of their requirements for graduation.. Others print a
statement of the number of hones per wick, but do not distkiguish be-
tween labonitory'or shop work on the one hand and " prePaii2d" Ny(wk

un the other.- In some such cases, if the item "Drawing * * *: 3
.hours," appears, it may mean any one of the following: (a) Three
hours of studio work with outside preparation; or (b) three hours of
studio work with no outside preparation; or (c) three double periods

-of .studio work with Outside preparation; or (d) three double periods
of studio work with no outside preparation.

In some cases the catalogues state the requirements for graduation
in terms of "units" or " credits." In such instances a reinter may
feel reasonably sure that the recitatip and laboratory or shop hours
have been reduced to a common basis` br credit.

The point under discussion is especially important in connection
with the requirements in the fine and industrial arts and in music:
`The largo variation shown in the percentages of such work required
in different institutions and printed in the table on page 85 is prob-
ably due to the fact that in many of the higher casesthe.thae hours
were not reduced.to eredithours in .preparing the statements pub-
lished in the catalogues, and in the lower eases they were. Hence,
the' calculations are probably reliable only in cases where the cata-
logues give the requirements in terms of units or credits, as at Ypsi-
lanti, Mich., and Terre Haute, Ind.. .

suggeidive table of time distributiom is provided.After con-
siderable unsuccessful endeavor 'to secure extensive, reliable calcu-
lations in spite of the difficulties mentioned above, it was deeitled to
attempt-such calculations in the eases of only a few sebools and to'
submit the results as a sample of what ia'possible under present
conditions.. These results are shown in the tables on page 83. The
experience in malsingthein siiggesta-Oie deSirability of each State
norinal school formulating its units of credit and requirements for

..t

4
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graduation in well-defined, unequivocal terms. such as. the high-
school unit, or the quarterly credit hour, or the semester credit hour.

Percentages of graduation requirements from the two -year courses for high-
school graduates in certain State normul schools.

[Based on gross data shown in table.]
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Chapter X.
0

THE .ORGANIZATION OF PRACTICE TEACHING.
31'

Further discussion of practice teaching facilities.As intimated a
f,number of times in this bulletin, the organization of practice teach -
sing probably constitutes the most important single phase of the
actual training of teachers by normal schools. In view of the
importance of the work, Chapter' V was entirely devoted to the
discussion of the facilities for practice teaching in any given com-
munity as a factor in determining and limiting. the extent to which
II normal school established there could serve the State by training
teachers. This involved an elaborate analysis of .the amount of
practice teaching to be required, the conditions under -which it should .

be carried on, and standards for measuring the amount which a
given number of children might afford. The essential points were
(1) that a large part of the practice teaching should be done tinder
regular school conditions and (2) that every prospective teacher'
should do from a minimum of 100 hours co ft maximum of 90 half
days of actual teaching., Again, in the chapter on normal-school
faculties, the number and salaries of the. critic teachers were discussed
wiqt emphasis on the very great importance of the latter in really
improving the efficiency of prospective teachers.

Four factors to be considered in this chapter.The present chapter
will take up a consideration of the actual organization and conduct

. of practiep teaching. The most important factors in this organi
nation are (1) the director of the training school and his staff of
critic teachers, (2) the detailed priited course of study of the train-

. ing7school, (3) the practical and differentiated character of the de=
partmental courses in the normal school in re tx to the course of
study of the training-School, and (4) a :ireful/ idardized routine .

(described in mimeographed or prin orm) guiding the ad-
ministration of the practice teaching. ',1

1. THE DIRECTOR AND RT)PPE OF TIM TRAINING SCHOOLS.

Director should be a master ,of elementary- and normal-school
Problems.---The director of the training'school is the niost important
officer in a normal school excepting the, president. He sliould possess

87
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many of the same qualifications as were described for the president
on page L. Ile should he thoroughly informed concerning all phases
of elementarysch(wl workthat is, he should be able to.makp a good
klitailed course of study for all subjects in all grades and should have
good critical judgment in the choice of methods. He should have
broad training in education and be qualified to tent most of the
courses in the department of education. Ile should have unusual ad-
ministratie *ability, including both force and tact, in order that he
might ably assist the president in securing 'efficient cooperation ley

all members of the faculty in training prospective teachers for the
real concrete detailed tasks which they will undertake heti they
hegin to teach.

hin dot- should hare full charge of /it iaing school and depart-
Inc ;i1 of educatien.If he is such it competent person as here de-
scribed, he should be given full charge of the training school and of

the department of (including psychology), subject only to
supervision by the president. In view of the importance of his posi-
tion, if he is thoroughly competent every effort should be made to
keep hint for many years of service.

. t

Directors salary should be larger than any other instructor's.
Hence his"..salary may justly be 50 per cent larger than that of any
other instructor in the faculty, since the loss of a competent depat-
melital teacher is not one-tenth as serious in the continuous efficient
conduct of the ining of teachers in the normal selfool as the loss
a copeteta, director of th$training school. In thechapterensatVies
we noted. one example of the recognition of the superior value and
services of such a director of the training depa etment; namely, in -the
Stale normal schooL at De Ralb, Ill., where his salary was $4,500,
tymptred with $5.000 for the mesident, $3,450 tot: the professor of
pedagogy, $,530 for most heads of departments. The undoubted
superiority of the organization o; the practice situation at De Kalb

'certainly-justifies this large salary. Some of the detailsof this or-
ganization will be discussed in later sections of this chapter.

Cqmpetent critics needed; each should supervise only eight prac-
tice teachers at one time.The importance of the immediate assist-
ants of the director of the traiintlepartment,, namely, the critic
teachers; was emphasized' on page 73 and the number needed in. 11
typical faculty was discussed on page 69. It was estithated that
under the best conditions for the children one critic teacher could
supervise only 1'2 graduates a year if these,did all of thOhOteaching
(100 hours) under one critic (see pages 68 fo 73). This would mean
1.practice Acta:hers a term- for each eritic. If each praCtice teacher
taught only half-of her 100 hours under One critic. (5' hours a week
for 10 weeks) and did the remainder.under anothCr critic, each criticr

i
41,
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could supervise during 1 week 4 practiceteachers for each of the 2
groups of 20 pupils under her charge, making a total of b practice
teacher per Ric teacher. In normal schools, where the importance
of practice teaching is recognized, critic teachers arc not assigned
more than 8 practice teachers at one time and in sonie places not mor9
than 4. On the other hand, printed reports of gome schools show as
many as 15 to 20 practice teachers under the direction of 1 critic
teacher at one time, and oral reports are occasionally given of critic
teachers having charge of 25 to 30 practice teachers at one time.
Obviously this is absurd, when one takes into consideration the
needs of the children and of the practice teachers and the available
energy'of a critic teacher. The teaching of the children uncle} these
conditions must be far inferior to that in the best public idschools ar
the supervision far inferior to that which a beginning teacher would
receive under a good building principal in a good ptiblic-schoul
system.

Competent supervision and Critictsm require unusual skill.-The
greatest art in teaching is the skilled supervision-of teaching. Hence
competent critic teachers must be unusually well-qualified persons.
They must be good teacher4themselves, must be able to analyze teach-
ing so as to descifibe it and discuss it with pnicticuteachers, and must
be able direct teachers under conditions of iniusual nervous

_art-in-VI-Ali cal' for thecxercise of gireiat tact and discretion.
Needless \-co say, the personal factor is such a largo dement in the

matters disci ed in this section of tho chapter that ezaunples from
normal schools must be omitted. In the next section, on course oft
study, however, !Platers are so objective that examples can be:safely
gih.

2. *COURSE OF STUDY OF TIIE TRAINING SCHOOL

'Good printed Bourse Trice necessary even thanin city schools.
The second factor in detenmining the efficiency of the practice teach-,
ing in a normal school is the existence of a detailed printed course of
stoelY of the 'training school. The importance of such a course of
study in improving the efficiency of State and city school systems;is
general' recognized. In such systenis the teachings of a single
group of children in the .reguhir. subjects isgisitally -done byAfne

teac lor a year. If-a detailed printed course of study is important
in such Cases, it is obviously of much greater importance in a tivittinft
school where a single group of children. may have anywhere from 4
to 60 different teachers in the regular subjects during ix year. Apart .
from the efficiency of the training of the practice tcacherf4 the welfare
of the children demands some such definite guide for practice.

Welfare of the children emphasized i7& Neiu Ilamolfire
.schafls.7-This elms() of the subject js well preSented in the: report' of
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State Supt. AlorrH)n, of New I lampshire, for 191 1-1 2 (p.:1 1:1).
discussing the model and practice schools at the Plymouth And Kcenp
State Normal Schools he says:

It swam be understood that the state has an obitgAtton to tte people of
Plymouth mid Neene'lw l'01111PctiolleXith these schools which ought tit be ohstifiVed
to t 1:l' uttuu,t. The 1101111:11' schoMs proper are the Slate's min affair, Ina the
school district; of Plymouth and Keene entrust their children to the agents of
the State in order that the Stata may train teachers for servirr ill over the
state.

. .

In the last report of this office the criticism was made that white the schooling
which the children received tooled to malie them mentally alert,lt left them far
front ellPalliV ill any of the specific: arts of the schoolrouni. No:course of study
was followed and nohodv.. could I el! at any given time \VIACOM' the schools
were making good their expectations or nut.

In connection with the reorganization which the austees2adopted, It was
COIT(Tt this defect. The model and practice schoUtS, viewed simply

us piddle schools, are, In little condition to-day than at any-time in recent years,
at least so far as the arts fundamental to all education are concerned. They
till ateraae writ with lit. hest class of sehook of the State, but they can mil he

he 1 lai hest of their cms.4.

State or city course of study should be followed.The course of ,
study adopted by the trustees of the New Hampshire normal Schools
was the State course of study, and it was made the basis of the wcirlc
not only ill the madel and practice schools, but also in the normal
departmenialclasses. It is clear that this is a desirable basis for
procedure in States where there is alt efficient central State depart-
ment of education and a Ivell-standardized course of study. '11

next best step in adopting a standard course of study for a train g
school is to follow the main outlines of the course in operation the'
city in \Odell the normal schopl is located; if the city school re to
be used at all fur practice teaching purposes, as is necessity in most
places. Such modifications as are necessary. can be it e by the
director of .training. .

Close Coordifortion with city schools at pc Kalb, 1 ---Perhaps the
best example of the practice just described is the c rse of study for
the training department of the State nortind "ol at De Icallt,,1111.
This was prepared under the directiw) of C.,1i McMurry; director.
of the training department there until'401fi, who is largely responsi-
ble for waking this one of the best traiiii.ng departinents in the coun-
try. Thu relation of the coiursu study`to the city schools, as well
as certain other important aspects of the., training situation at De
Kalb, are brought out in the followkig quoluitSon from the intredue-
tony statement_ by 'Prof. eMurry (p. 3 of QtAirse of Study) :'t

The training deportment of ie Northern IlliddleStnte Normal loot Is-pro-
vldvd for Lt two houses, Oil n completo and well-equipped b Ing on the
enOhius ittal.the other the DU den SOMA on ,Sovlh IfIrtit St; , De Kalb.
Each of thcse schools Serves regular wurll school for th it and Intsthe

.
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,
sumo supervision as t c tiler ward schools of the city. About 000 chi:den are
provided for In the hoots,.

As a rule every eg Mr schoolroom is provided with a critic, who closely
directs and sum. ses he work of the student. teahers Will) Instruct the chit -'
dren In her coo T4e principals of buildings, besides the duties of genera
management, re nfor,ceithis careful Supervision of Class instruction. The lessons
ore so carefu platnied and organized beforehand that student teachers are
generally obi to II il their way untidily into effective teaching. ,

Two ten of tea fling, im half-day time, ore the regular rmuirements fur
student te hers before grzaduation. Room churl., or the .etteral management
of all ch ses in it rooim/4 required for one of these torts. Each student In
trainin is required alt to attend "critique lessons," that is, illustrative exer-
cises nth regular classes given by the room critics or by. other experleneed
Wart rs. Litter these lessons.are fully discussed y students mat Critics.

e heads of deportinentslihd other regutarrachers hi .11; o normal school
p tielpato freely In the training-school work, either by advice or direction of

Intents In special departnrents, such as music, drawing, manual arts, litera-
ture, history, nature study, arithmetic, etc!, and also by presenting and dis-
cussing critique Ittsons. -

telie following course of st tidy has beetcarefully worked out 1..y the superin- ,

tendon and teachers, Odell by the nopoolschoul Instructor.; lo thoir siweial
departments. Many ()elite more tmliorttutt tapirs or mulls of study loive been
elaborately worked out and the material thus brhught into shape has been re-
duced to printed or typewritten form for the ready use of teachers in all the
schools of the city. The same course of study Is followed hi MI the'schools of
De Kalb, and the training schools thus approxhnate closely, in material and
methods, the usual work of schools.

The DelCalb course of study.The Deg Kalb course of study is a
pamphlet of 83 pages and consists of very brief concise statements
concerning the general character of the work in each subject, followed

..

by detailed. descriptions of the topics taken up in each grade. The
outlines of some of the more unorganized or neuk subjects, such as
nature study, are especially full and detailed.

Weady-mnde .outlipes assist practice teacher to concentrate on
technique of teaching.The second sentence in the last paragraph
quoted above described one unique -phase of the work at De- Kalb
which is especially valuable, namely, the accumulation of oatlineS,
references, illustrative and other materials that the practice teacher
can make ready use of in getting_her subject matter in shape for
teaching. The assumption qt the basis of this plan is that the prac-
tice leacher should be in a position to concentrate most of hex time,

"energy, and attention on the technique of teaching. The practice-
teaching period of astudent's education is certainly not the time Vhen
she should be mastsfingihe subject that she is to teach. This should
be definitely provided for in the departmental courses which should
precede the'assigninent to teaching. .

The general plan of organizing the material of practice-teaching'
units referred to above wok described at length by Prof. Melfurry in
a paper rend -.at the meeting of the nt5rinal school section ofte!
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National Education Association in Cincinnati in 1915 and wlticlt is
printed in the proceed higs of tli? association.,

Sample course of tudy of training schools.Among other courses
of-study:for traini schools are those from the State normal schools
at Salem, Mass., Harrisonburg, Va. (1912), Carbondale, III. (1914),
Winona, Minn. (1909), Warrensburg, Mo. (1910), Normal, Ill. (1912),
and Chico, Cal. (1911).

II' inona course of study prepares for'rcal Minnesota conditions.
Tire course of study. from Winona, Minn., was published in 1909 as
wrevision of earlier editions. Of 1903 and 1907. The endeavor to re-
late the course of study to, real school conditions in Minnesota is
expressed in the following quotation from, the preface (p. 4) :

In us istin to motlernize the course of study for elementary schools we realize
that a normal school must not go too far from the. commonly accepted course of
study,lest student teachers be handicapped by being thrown Into situations too
strange, \viten, after graduation, they begin their Independent teaching. Conse-
inientlytbis courseof study is not so much no expression of what we might like
to do its it Is a statement of what seems practicable in the schools of Minnesota.
That is to say, we try to have In our elementary school for the observation of our
student tenehers, not n course ihnt Is ti iswetleally ideal there could be such),
but one that is usable lit any graded school III the State.

(Itico (Cal.) course of study.In the foreword of the Chico (Cal.)
course.of study (1911) it is stated that this is the first printed course
of study that the training school as such has had, and that its pur-
pose is-to erye as a suggestive working manual:for the use of super-
eisorm-and student teachers and to develop more coordination and
correlation between the normal school and the training school.

Detailed courses of study for geography al Chico.Other signifi-
cant publications from Chico are two bulletins dealing with the teach-
ing of geography, by C. K. Studley, supervisor of geography.', The
first has two parts entitled "Map Geography and Journey Geog-
raphy for Beginnere The second bulletin is entitled "Geography
for the Fifth and Sixth Grades." These were published in 1912 and
1913 and include. about 150..pages of detailed directions and outlines
for teaching geography. In the preface it is stated that these courses
of study are all the outgrowth of the.work in the eleinentary depart-

. merit of the Chico State Normal School and are intended- -to serve
as a labor-saving device for teachers.
. The last sentence suggests the main issue in this section of.the
chapter, namely, the development.of veil definite detailed courses of
study as trite second important factor in/the effective and econothical
administration of practice teaching.

.

l'IRACTIGAL "DIFFERt:NTIATED EPAWInti:NTAL 'COURSES.

Differentiated departmental courses shOuld -prepare - directly
for practice teadhing.The third factor in developing an effective

I
/
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practice teaching situation is the organization of practical and dif-
ferentiated departmental courses Nvhich are focused directly on the
subject matter and methods of the part of the clement:try school in
which the prospective teacher expects to teach. The general im-
portance of giving this type of instruction was emphasized in the
preceding chapter on course of study. Its religion to the practie
teaching is even more obvious and important. :Chem may be some
chance that the student who has been given a certain type of course
in primary geograffkk.will not have an opportunity to reach such
work in the school system in which she is employed; but if the nOaial--
school courses and the training-school courses are correlated, as they
should Iv, the practice work in geography would certainly be along

the same lines us the normal hoot courses in geography.
Cornclation nag be secure by having instraciors teach in both

schools.The simplest. administrative methiNtof secUring this copre-
lation is to require instructors to teach in both places,. namely, in the
normal school and in the tr,airtng school. This arrangement is not
uncommon in the normal schools of the North Atlantic States. For
example, in the catalogue of the Salem (Mass.) SVe No'rmarSchoid,
we find the following paragraph in a discuss& of the training
schools (p. 16) :

In !dunning the AructIon In these schools the aim is to-c,onn ect it as closely

its possible with the work In the normal school, to the,end litat the methods of
teaching here may exemplify the theory which the normal- school students are

taught. In the training school q large part of the instruction is either super-
vised or actually given by normal- school -Instructors, and instruction- iti:the
normal school Is largely bused on directed observation wl ilk trolding tiernixtment
lu particular subjects as well as In the theory of education.

President should insist on correlation of work of normal and train-
ing schools.In general, it is the task of the president of the normal'
school to make sure that the course of study of the- traiOlg sehmd
does correspond roughly to average cotrrses of study of thse -district
that the normal school serves, and to make equally sure that all
normal-school courses prepare definitely and thorottklily for the
successful teaching of thl.iourse of study. x - ,

Normal-school instrue. or must patiently master details of his
subject.-2--The greatest fliCulty is Mind in. the fact that so !finny
normal-school instruct rs feel that They are too big for the .detailed
work required in such a scheme.' "As,it matter.of fact, the positions
are too big for the instructors. Definitely and thoroughly to organat
the material of- any elementaiy-school subject 1s a big achievement.
But it is a big achievement that requires patient mastery of ninny
details. Hence, amormid-pchool -instructor w o is nut energetic upd
persistent is , likely to spend his time telling low it shoulebedone,
instead of organizing materials so as to help teachers to do ft.
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i, Possibilities in normal-school positions illustrated by achie've-. ments of Charles McMurry.The possibilities of a normal-schoolinstructor achieving big results by careful, persistent detailed workare well illustrated in the many practical publications of the formerdirector of the training school at De Kalb, Ill., namely, Prof. Charles
McNfurry, who has done more in formulating the material of instruc-tion in several subjects than most departmental normal-school instruc-tors have done in their own special subjects.

If the departmental courses give students a body of organized mate-rial and methods which are of practical value, the third factor in theeffective organization of practice teaching will be provided for. .
.1. STANIMIZOIZED IIOUTINE FOR ASSIONmENTs AND SUPERVISION.

Saves time and confusion in a complicated social situation.Thefourth factor in time effective 'conduct of practice teaching is theorganization of a standardized routine for assignments, preparationof material, supervision, and reports. This routine .should- be con-cisely described in a mimeographed or printed handbook for practiceteaching. A practice-teaching organization is a very complicated
sociol situation into which new members are being,introduced con-stantly. In order to save confusion. and to economize time, if for'noother reasons, such a handbook should be provided.. It saves muchreiteration of directais orally and eliminates many possibilities ofmisunderstanding. It is of great help not only to new practice
teachers,-bdt also to new critic teachers.

Content and value of handbpok for practice' teaching.Such ahandbook should contain the fundamental regulations goVerningpractice teaching, information concerning the routine of the elemen-tary school, directions for lesson plans, and a concise formulation of
the fundamental points in the technique of teaching to which practice
-teachers and critic teachers should give attention. Such an outlineof the points in technique is especially helpftil to new critic teachers,
who are often at great loss to know how to analyze and discuss with
practice teachers the teaching vhieli the hitter do.

nest :11doulboole )111,tislted L y Milurry.Again in this field we
find the. best production to be one from thope 4:alb Normal School,moody, thultandbook o f Practice Inc Teachers, by CharlesMalurry,
published in 1914. (The Macmillan Co.) In view of the fact that
anyone can easily purchase this book, it need' not be described.
Other handbooks for practice teaching are published*by- the State

'normal schools at Platteville, WVis. (1901 and 1907); Peru, Nebr.(1905 and 1909) ; and Chadron, Nebr. (1913).
Progressive reforms need efficient management to succeed.In

general, normal-school instructors ore likely to be carried away with
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enthusiasm for progressive reforms in education which they have
vaguely conceived, and fail to realize that the success of progressive
reforms depentg upon the efficiency with which reformers apply prin-
ciples Of business management in organizing and standardizing their
instruction. A. well-organized handboolt describing such an organi-
zation for practice teaching is the fourth factor in securing effective
conduct of this most important phase of normal-school work.

Some descriptions of practice-teaching organizations. In order
to put the reader 1mn touch witty a few examples of practice-teaching
situations, this chapter will conclude with ptotations from typi-
cal normal-school publications or reports. Attention is called to the
examples already described in the chapter on practice-teaching facili-
ties, namely, those in the normal schools at Mayvilk, N. Dak;
Plymouth and Keene, N. H.; De Kalb, Ill.; and Providence, IL I.
(p. 49) -

Practice teachin,-, at Charleston, 111.The following quotations are
front the 1913-14 catalogue of the State mlitia,' school at Charleston,
Ill., which ranks high among American normirl schools. It Main- .

tains its .own training school. The catalogue states that :

At present the school has eight critic teachers, one for grades 1 and 2. one
for each of the other six grades, and a special teacher for the work in history'
(p. 10).

. .

The critic teachers do the greater part of the teaching, BA', because it is
believed that experience In teaching is valuable only when based on sound edu-
cational principles, which are illustrated by a teacher of marked ability directing
a well-trained class. Observation of the expert, followed by practice, mid this
again by observation should be the rule (p. 17).

A considerable part of the teaching Is done by the studeitt teachers. All
students graduating from the normal school are required In their senior year to
take throughout the year a course in practice teaching. Ftlit this purpose ale
school your is divided into four quarters. Each quarter the list of student
teachers Is divided Into us ninny' groups as there are critic teachers, and one
group is assigned to each critic for the quarter. By the critic teacher Mit-stu-
dent is assigned to teach a particular subject in her grade. Each quaker the
student is assigned to a different grade, usually two grades In anivant:st of his
previous assignment, sad tb n different subject, until the fourth quarter, when
the student's preference for grade and subject is considered. .

In the beginning of the first quarter the student &mikes plans for teaching the
lessons in. his assigned subject after discussingthe subject matter with the critic
teacher, butler, about two -weeks the teaching Is done by the critic teacher. the
student opserving. Gradually the teaching is turned over to the student, the
critic teacher observing, and discussing the lessons.and lesson plans before. nd ,
utter the student tench* the lesson. Rath critic teacher holds one gentral
meeting each week with her group of student!, hesides'apecial conferences with
Individuals, She also does. as much of the teaching throughout the quarter as
seems to her necessary to keep the class up to standard and to furuish the stu-
dent opportunity to obServe expert teaching (pp. 34 and 35).

15007 °
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Practice teaching at Emporia, Kane. The following quotation
from a typewritten report kindly furnished by President Butcher, of
the State Normal School at Emporia, Kans., in the fall of 1914, shows
how a scheqie somewhat similar to that described above works in a
large, well-organized normal school with a small training school,
containing approximately 180 children, divided for practice-teaching
purposes into 15 groups of about 12 pupils each. The report reads,
in part,'as follows:

Student teachers. Our group of student teachers this semester consists of the
follpwing numbers: Kindergarten, 5; primary, 26; first intermediate, 19; sec-
ond intermediate, 22; grammar grades, 25; athletic coaching, 3; high school,
15; a total of 115. Considering this work from primary to the grammar course,
inclusive, we find that the number of groups of children permits only an average
of 31 hours per week of actual instruction for each student teacher. This stu-
dent teaching continues for a period of 18 weeks, making thus an average of 63
hours of actual instruction in the training school for the life certificate. This
student teaching is supplemented by systematic observation under the direction
of the critic teachers lu certain types of work other than that taught by the stu-
dent teacher. Except in the case of teachers of unusual skill the student teacher
continues with the same teaching throughout his term of 18 weeks. Exception
is made to this rule if for any reason inappropriate assignment of teaching has
to be made at the beginning of the term. Of course, In the majority of cases
this assignment for the 18 weeks comprises throughout the entire time more than
one type of work. For example, teacher:. may be teaching drawing and arith-
metic or physical training and language.

1
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Chapter XI.

THE TRAINING OF RURAL TEACHERS.

Two recent bullptins of the Bureau of Education devoted to this
topic.The training of teachers for rural schools constitutes an
important part of the work of State normal schools in certain sections
of the country where from 50 per cent to 75 per cent of the students in
the normal school become rural teachers. In view of this tact it would
be quite appropriate to devote a special chapter to a disc,ussion of the
courses of study for such teachers were it not for the fact that the
Bureau of Education has issued recently two special bulletins which
contain a thorough review and discussion of the whole problem of the
training of run t1 teachers. These bulletins are No. 2 for 1913 and No.
49 for 1914. The former is entitled "Training Courses for Rural
Teachers," and was prepared by A. C. Monahan, of the Bureau of
Education, and R. H. Wright, of the State Normal School at Green-
ville, N. C. The second bulletin is entitled " Efficiency and Prepara-
tion of Rural School Teachers," and was prepared by H. W. Foght,
specialist in rural-school practice of the Bureau of Educatiqn.

Some State normal schools intensely interested in training rural
6 teachers.The general interest manifested by the normal schools in

the training of rural teachers is described in the following paragraph
A from page 30 of Mr. Foght's study :

. The normal schools should, theoretically at least, be able to prepare teachers
for all kinds of schools. Practically, however, they have not always been able
to do 60. The demand for trained teachers in the city and village schdols has
in most sections of the country been so great as to absorb all the energies of the
schools, leaving little or no time to consider the needs of rural communities.
Certain geographical sections of the country, notably the North Atlantic division,
have now little genuine agricultural life. Here, naturally enough, the normal
schools do not devote rdiich of their time to rural teachers. In such agricultural
sections as the North Central and South Central divisions, on the other hand,
rural teachers are in the majority. Now that educational ideals are undergoing
great changes in these sections of the country, it is tvasonable to expect that
the normal schools will be prompt to respond to the new needs. These schools
have always been ready to adapt themselves to prevailing conditions. In a
sense theyikre so near to public thought all the time as to be " more nearly
today an tual exponent of public sentiment than any other public institutiont of equivalent magnitude." The best evidence of this is that the normal schools
situated in the agricultural sections of the country are at this time straining
every energy to be of greatest assistance In rural-teacher preparation.
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Normal-school efforts supplemented by teacher-training courses
in high schools and county normal schools.Obviously,the training
of teachers for all of the rural schools of a given district of the State
is entirely too large a problem for the normal school which serves this
district.. This fact has been keenly realized in recent years in a num-
ber of States, and arrangements have been made to organize teacher-
training courses in local high schools or county normal schools. A
complete description of these courses is found in the bulletin by Mon-
ahan and Wright, mentioned above, which also contains (on pp. 11
to 35) a description and summary of the courses for rural teachers
offered in the State normal schools. In the bulletin by Mr. Foght,
the discussion of the work of State normal schools in,this line is
brought down to a later date. Owing to the ease with which these
bulletins may be secured and the fact that they are now quite gen-
erally known to persons interested in the training of rural teachers,
no further discussion of the organization of such training by State
normal schools will be provided in this bulletin.



Chapter.XII.

TRAINING OF HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHERS AND CONFER-
RING OF DEGREES.

Constitutes a small part of the work of a few State normal
schools.The .,raining of high-school teachers is a problem in which
a few normal schools have manifested intense interest. For the most
part, however, State normal schools are training relatively few high-
school teachers as compared with the number of elementary teachers
which they train. Hence a discussion of the present activities of
normal schools in training high-school teachers is relatively unim-
portant.

Rapid increase of high schools may necessitate training of such
teachers in normal schools.The enorsious increase !it the number
of high schools during the last two deca&s, however, makes the train-
ing of teachers for them a very serious problem, and it is quite pos-
sible that in some States the careful development of special facilities
for training high-school teachers by the normal schools will be a part
of the solution. The phrase "careful development of special facili-
ties" in the last sentence should be emphasized, because the adequate
training of high-school teachers by normal schools demands just as
careful and thorough an organization of specialized, differentiated
courses as was described for elementary teachers in the preceding
chapter.

Would necessitate new advanced academic and professional courses
in normal schools. --Some normal-school authorities, in their enthusi-
asm foi- additional students and additional courses, and without re-
gard to efficient specific training and real per capita costs, maintain
that the training of high-schooll teachers by normal schools would
involve no additional expense to the State, since the normal schools
already have organized the departments necessary to give such in-
struction. This naïve assumption overlooks entirely the neoeallty of
organizing specific advanced courses in all high school subjects, as
well as specific professional rses in ,the historical, psychological,
administrative, and methodolo cal aspects of education. Unless
such advanced academic courses organized, the prospective high-
school teachers will not be adequa ly trained in subject matter, and
unless specific courses are organize in the history of secondary, edu-
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cation, in the psychology of high-school instruction, in Methods of
teaching in high schools, and in high-school administration the time
spent in professional study by the prospective high-school teacher
will be largely wasted as far as improving his efficiency as a high-
school teacher is concerned.

Academic high- school departments in normal schools tend to ex-
pand.Some of the State normal schools that seem to be the most
concerned about becoming colleges for training high-school teachers
have themselves barely graduated fronin the rank of high schools; that
is, approximately 50 per cent of their students are still of high-school
rank. Moreover, some of the same schools have been least successful
in developing the type of training courses for elementary teachers
which are generally admitted Lobe of first importance, namely, care-
fully differentiated courses with extensive provision for carefully
supervised practice teaching. Probably the fact that they have been
largely high schools, providing a large amount of purely academic'
instruction, explains the fact that they, want to become colleges doing
the same type of work. If they ceased to be high schools (as they
must when local high schools develop), and became strictly effective
normal schools for training elementary teachers, they would have to
abolish their departments of Latin, German, chemistry, physics, and
probably certain-other departments. Obviously, the teachers in th e
departments, many of whom have been connected with the school
for years (giving courses of high-schopl grade), do not desire to seek
high-school positions elsewhere; they would prefer to become college
professors. Needless to say, the necessity of transferring these teach-
ers to other positions in the State should not be permitted to interfere
for a moment with the abolishing of their department if this process
seemed best to unprejudiced expert central State authorities who were

;looting plans to have the State institutions serve the Staite most
mically and effectively.

Should investigate per capita costs before establishing new ad-
vanced academic courses.Moreover, in any State where the prob-
lem of establishing iii State normal schools new departments of foreign
languages, advanced mathematics, physics, and chemistry was being
considered, the central State authorities would do well to look into
the probable registration and consequent per capita costs in such
departments.

The above argument is not intended to show that normal schools
should not undertake the training of high-school teachers. To do so
may be part of the belt plan to supply the State with such teachers.
It is merely intended to point out that it involves just as special an
assumption of new, extra, specific tasks by the normal school as is in-
volired- in the egablishing of new courses in any higher edueational
ilistittitkat
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Examples of discussions by State authorities of training high-
school teachers.In keeping with the discussion up to this point,
reference will be made to three States in which the problem of train-
ing high-school teachers is being given serious consideration, namely,
'Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Minnesota.

Massachusetts: Most high-school teachers are college graduates
without professional training.Massachusetts has been a leader in
educational development generally, and has certainly taken high rank
in the matter of training elementary teachers. It would not be pre-
sumptuous to infer that it will do equally well eventually in providing
professional training for high-school teachers. The whole problem
is discussed at length by Commissioner Snedden in his report for
1912-13 (pp. 36 -41). A few quotations will present certain aspects
of the situation. Concerning the present staff of high-school teachers
of the State he says (p. 37) :

In the main, the high schools of the Commonwealth find their teachers among
the graduates of the private and endowed colleges, of which there are nearly a
score In the State. These graduates vary greatly as to the kind and degree of
their professional preparation 'for the work of teaching. The fact that high
schools now rarely employ as teachers persos not possessing an academic liegree
insures that these teachers have a fair general education. In perhaps a niSjority.
of cases they have had considerable college Instruction in subjects closely related
to those which they are expected to teach in high schools. A minority of
them have had, In addition, college courses in such subjects as the theory and
practice of tenching,lhe history of education, educational psychology, and prin-
ciples of method given by the departments of education which, within compara-
tively recent years, shave been established in various higher institutions of
learning.

It must, however, be said that, In spite of the equipment described above, almost
all college graduates employed as teachers In high schools are, in relation to the
work they are expected to do, deficient in professional training. Even though
they have had courses in the subjects which they intend to teach, and also some
theoretical courses in education, they necessarily approach their work as learn-
ers, as apprentices, to whom practical means and methods of effectively teaching
boys and girls are as yet altnos wholly unknown. ,.

Continue to rely on co leges for high-school teachere.--Concera-
ing the desirability of the State organizing special facilities for
training secondary teachers, Mr. Snedden says (p. 39) : .

In Massachusetts, however, it seems inexpedient for the State to enter upon
such work until existing institutions shall have had full opportunity to demon-
strate their capacity to deal with this problem. They have heretofore trained
substantially all such teachers, and have met the demands of the State and
local communities In so far as these have been expressed in law or through
Such formal requirements as certification atandards.

Stimulate profeisional training by certification requirements.
In order to make sure that graduates of existing institutions shall
have adequate professional training, Mr. Snedden recommends the
development, of a. scheme of certification of teachers which will
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necessitate the organization of adequate professional courses in these
institutions.

Supt. Morrison wotdd not train high-school teachers in normal
,kachools.The general issues discussed' earlier in this chapter are

clearly expressed by State Supt., Morrison, of New Hampshire, in
connection with the problem of training high-school teachers for that
State. In his report for 1913-14 he writes as follows (p. 163) : .

The question will perhaps naturally suggest itself, Why not train high-
school teachers In fhe State normal schools? There are several good repsons
why this is not practicable.

In the first place, the normal schools have enough and more than enough to
do in the training of teachersjor the elementry schools.

Secondly, teachers in the secondary schools need four years . of academic
as *ell as professional preparation, and riey need the ripening process which
comes out of four years of study. The normalschool program calls for two
years of strictly professional training. To provide for the academic training
of high-school teachers would necessitate the duplication of every existing
normal school faculty with an academic faculty.

Finally, even were this done, the normal schools thusenlarged could not hope
to offer the general advantages of the larger institutions, and the remit would
necessarily be an inadequate enrollt,Ient oQnferior material.

Minnesota: Cooperation of State auth,oritiet postponed training
of high-school teachers in normal sclools.--ln Minnesota we find an
excellent example of the various educational forces of the State
working together on the problem of giving degree courses in the
normal schools as well as the matter of training high-school teachers.
The StIte Normal School Board of Minnesota, of which the State
superintendent is ex officio president, seems to cooperatl wih the
presidents of the several State normal schools so as to develop effi-
ciently the general normal-s&ol situation. Moreover, the present
president of the State univeriny is an unusually broad-minded effi-
cient educational anoi administrative expert. This situation makes
it almost certain that any development in the training of teachers
will be for the best interests of the State.

Attitude of the president of the Winona State Normal Sch())l.As
regards the training of high-school teachers, President Maxwell, of
the Statenormal school at Winona, states tnat the Minnesota normal
schools have no ambitions in this direction. The following para-
graphs, quoted from his report for 1910-12, contain his statement
(p. 105):

There is no ambition on the part of the Minnesota normal schools to direct
their efforts toward the preparation of high-school teachers. Our field is
the elementary school. The elementatty school alone, with increased salaries,
with 'demancb; for better-prepared teachers in all grades, \teachers of depart-
itleetar4eek4 and trained specialists and supervisors sufficiently justified the
Warped facilities. The 80 or 90. high-school normal -taming department* are

n$ teaeflrfa tTo .4arng the number of ixPerielleed 4017,17001,1
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graduates and have already created a demand w111.11 normal schools are unable
to supply. Indeed, there Is no tkeld where die service of scholarship is more needed
than In elementary education, rural and graded, none where the problems will
continue to grow more as years go by, none whose solution wig more fully min-
ister to the welfare of the State. The normal school should regard these prob-
lems of elementary education as distinctly and quite exclusively its own and
attack them with the euthusiasin and ener spired by a great mission.

Four-year degree courses fo,r element ry teachers considered. A
part of the history of the movement to deN lop four-year courses for
elementary-school teachers and supervisors by the Minnesota State
ntormal schools, and a description of the cooperative manner in iThiCh
the problem was attacked are given in the following paragraphs
quoted from the report of the president of the State normal school
board for 1911-12.:1

The hi,rmonious relations between the normal schools and the State University.
and the unity which is haracteristic of the State's educational institutions is
evidenceti by the arra ement made between the normal schools and The univer-
sity, whereby nitwit I normal graduate. receive credit for two years of study
upon entering the college of education. Through this arrangement, by two
years' additional work in the college of education, the advanced graduate may
earn the degree of that college. It is thought that this will have the effect of
encouraging a larger number of young men to enter the normal schools, teach
for II' period, and at the same' time afford an opportunity for both men and
women who complete the advanced normal course to apply their training toward
the earning of a college degree.

At the last session of the legislature a bill was Introduced which had the
approval of this hoard aiming to extend the present normal-school course by
two years, thus making it possible to give the normal students a more thorough
and complete tra ning, and to train principals fort graded schools, teachers for
the training depa ments in high schools, and make the normal schools more
effective agencies in the leadership and direction of public-school work.

This act failed to pass largely because of the fear that It would make possible,
In time, the conversion of the several normal school./ Into normal colleges,' At
its meetlrfk in August of the present year the normal board and the presidents,
after a full discussion of thia,-subject, decided to renew the request. In this
connection a conference was held between the normal hoard and the presidents,
with representatiVes V the State university, the private colleges, the members
of tje high-school board, and Its inspectors. This conference developed a very
friendly spirit and woperative interest on the part of the educational institutions
of the State and resulted In the,normal hoard, upon the recommendation of the
normal-school presidents, postImming for the present further activity In the
effdrt to secure a law necessary to make the proposed ettended course of study

',attractive to the students desiring to obtain the degree of bachelor of education.

Normal schools may soon give four-year degree courses for ele-
mentary teachers.These quotations from the Minnesota reports
illustrate the fact that (a) the training of high-school teachers and
(b) the conferring of degrees by State normal schools may be sepa-
rate problems. Several normal schools now give three-year courses

!Report of Superintendent. of Public Instruction for Minnesota, 1912, On
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for high-school graduates who expect to teach in elementary schools,
and it is quite conceivable that similar four-year courses will even-
tually prove necessary or desirable, and that bachelor's degrees should
be conferred on the completion of, such courses/ These degrees should
not be given for three-year courses, however.

Three-year degree courses discredit normal schools.It is very
unfortunate for nor* schools some of them have given or are
giving bachelor's degrees for the completion of three years of work
beyond high school. The fundamental reason for giving such degrees
is not easy to ascertain, but the practice is probably related to the
fact that it is difficult to get many student's to attend most normal
schools beyond the third year of collegiate work. They prefer to go
to the State university. Even to 'get them to do three years of col-
legiate work in the normal school the degree must be offered as a
special inducement. This has had the very bad.effect of discrediting
normal-school work in the estimation of many persons. They assume
that since normal schools give a "cheap" degree, therefore all of the
work of the normal schools is " Cheap," unthorough, and incomplete.
As a matter of fact, a normal school giving a bachelor's degree for
three years of collegiate work may be superior to many standard
colleges in the strength of its faculty and of its individual courses.



Chapter XIII.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

DispropOrtionately large discussion of a small function. The
training of special teachers constitutes a small part of the work of
State normal schools. Such training, however, excites an amount of
discussion and planning that is proportionately much greater than the
total amount of normal-school energy devoted to it. To read the re-
quests of normal-school authorities for funds for new buildings and
special equipments for the training of special teachers, and to survey
the elaborate courses of study found in ninny of the catalogues, one
would infer that these courses were intended to train a great many
teachers. When the statistics showing the number of new special
teachers employed in public schools, as compared with the number of
getleral ones, are examined, and the number of graduates in the spe-
cial normal courses compared with the nutnber in the general courses,
a better perspective view of the situation is obtained.

Only 8 per cent of new teachers are in special and vocational
subjects.yThe relative numkier of new general and special teachers
employed during a year in a representative Eastern State may be seen
from the following statistics, taken from the report. or State School
Commissioner lineszdall, of New Jersey, for the years endingAne 30,
1912, and June 30, 1913 (p. 130) :

Total number of new teachers: In 1911. In 1913.
In rural schools 1 1,008 1, 055
In city schools 721 763

This
Total

Thls number was divided as follows :
1,727 1,81g

In high schools ._ 217 800
In elementary schools = 1, 510 1,518

Total 1, 727 1,818

.Of this total, teachers of vocational subjects, such as manual train-
ing, domestic science, btc., and of special subjects, such as music,
drawing, etc., were as follows:

Teachers of vocational subjects: Is 1919. In n11.
In rural schools 14 24
In city schools 46 51

.

Total 00
105
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Teachers of special subjects: Ls 1912. In 1913.
In rural schools 23 55In city schools 42 18

Total 65 73
Number of vocational and special teachers combined 125 148

Titus the number of new vocational and special teachers needed in
New Jersey in a year constitutes only about 8 per cent of the total
number of new teachers needed.

A new special subject creates temporary demand for teachers.
4 further item that must be kept in mind in determining the relative
number of special and general teachers needed is the fact that when
special, courses are being rapidly introduced, there is created an in-
creased ,teniporizry demand for such teachers, which will decrease
after most of the new positions have been filled. Such a situation
has developed during the last few years in the preparation of teach-
ers for home economics. The large temporary demand for teachers
in this subject will probably soon decline to the proportions of the
demands for teachers of music, drawing, and manual training.

Very small number of graduates in special c5urses in normal
schools.The relative number cif graduates in the general and the
special courses of the normal schools gives us evidence concerning the
proportion of normal-school energy consumed in the training of
special teachers.

Perhaps the most pessimistic' account of the number of students
graduating in the special courses is the following paragraph from
the 1912 report of the president of the Mayville (N. Dak.) Normal
School, which was opened in 1890. After stating that students do
not take the advanced course for high-school graduates, the president
says (p. 217) :

Nor have any students graduated as yet from any of the special two-year
courts for high-school graduates. The foremost reasons are (1) the sensible
unwillingness of students to specialize at an age when the need of general edu-
cation Is so great, and (2) the relatively small demand for teachers of special
subjects, especially in the smaller communities, where nearly all graduates at
first go. There are, however, a great many students who take, as parts of gen-
eral courses which they may be pursuing, from oue to three terms' work In the
special subjects and who are thus fairly well qualified to give elementary in-
struction in the subjects studied.

The following statistics from the Winthrop (S. C.) Normal and In-
dustrial College throw light on the relative nutnber*of general and
special positions secured by its graduates. The board of trustees in
their report for 1913 (p. 16) state that from May to December the
school had received 301 applications for teachers and had placed
graduates as follows:
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Positions secured by

General positions:

OF SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

4'Winthrop graduates.

Special positions:
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In high-school grades 16 In domestic science and re-
In grammar grades_, 20 f lated subjects 6
In elementary grades 32 Dietitian in hospital 1
In kindergarten grades____ In music and inannul train-
In rural schools 38 ing
In mill schools 6 Expression in col I ege_ _ _ _ 1
Supernumerary in Charles-

Tots I 9
_ ton schools 1

Total 124

Further evidence concerning ti e number of special and general
graduates may be obtained from the following statistics of graduation
reported for the Mount Pleasant (Mich.) Normal School in the re-
port of the State board of education for 1912 (p. 29) :

Graduates from Mount Plertiant (Mich.) Normal School, July 1, 1911, to July
1, 1912.

In the general courses (life certificate, kindergarten-primary, graded school,
advanced, and elementary rural-school courses)

112 courses for special teachers:
Public-school music course
Drawing and manual-arts course
Music and drawing course
Manual-arts course

, Special drawing course

2
6
4
3
1

226

16

Total graduates -GP.; 242

In this school the graduates in the courses for special tlachers con-
stituted only 7 per cent of the total number of graduates. Moreover,
the number in any special subject was so small that the maintenance
of adequate special courses to give this number specisl training must
have been relatively quite expensive. As we shall notice below, the
Michigan State Board of Education adopted a plan to go into effect
in 1913 that corrected thiS situation.

A slightly greater proportion of special graduates is shown in the
following statistics of graduation fretn the Northrn Illinois Normal
School, at De Kalb, based on thetarterly announcement for August,
1914:

Senioralqhf 1914 in NorthentIllinoia Normal School.

In courses for general teachers (1, 2, 8, and 5 year courses) 1t8 .

In courses for special teachers :
2-year cause in vocal music 8
2-year course for teachers of drawing., 5
2-year course for teachers of manual training 4
2-year eours-for teachers of domestic science 16

28

Total number of seniors 148
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Apart from the prospective teachers of domestic science, however,
the situation at De Kalb is practically the same as at Mount Pleasant,
Mich.; that is, the seniors specializing in music, drawing, and manual
training constitute only 8 per cent of the senior class, and in no one
of these subjects is there a sufficient number of seniors to compose a
class large enough so that the teaching of it would not be relatively
expensive.

Finally the statistics from one of the largest normal schools in the
o country, namely, the California State Normal School, at Los Angeles,

should be noted. Only graduates of four-year high schools are ad-
mitted to this school, and the annual number of graduates is over
500. Students may graduate in December, March, and June, but to
simplify the calculations from the data given in the announcement
for 1914-15, the number of candidates for graduation in June, 1914,
will be used, as given below:

Candidates for graduation in general course, including ichalergartners_____ 325
Candidates for graduation In special courses:

In the department of art 23
In the department of home economics 40
In the department of manual arts 16
In the department of topic 18

92

Total candidates for graduation in June, 1914 417

In this large institution the candidates for graduation in art, the
manual arts, and music constitute 12 per cent of the total candidates
for graduation, a slightly larger proportion than was found in the
cases of the Michigan and Illinois .normal schools. Moreover, the
number of graduates specializing in each of these subjects is suffi-
cient to make a large enough class to be taught at the average expense
of normal-school instruction.

Three methods 'of organizing special training , courses within a
State.Methods of meeting the definite but restricted needs for
trained special teachers wiry with different States. The following
types of provision may be distinguished :

1. The establishment of separate normal schools for the training of
special teachers. The Boston Normal Art School and the State
Manual Training Normal School at Pittsburg, Kans., are examples.

2. The development of adequate facilities for the training of spe-
cial teachers in certain of the existing general normal schools of a --
State, with definite restriction of the development of similar facilities
in other schools of the same State. The arrangements in the States
of New York and Michigan are examples.

8. The permitting of any normal school in the State to develop
facilities for any special courses that it cares to give. Many of the
States present examples of this arrangement.
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Concentration of facilities versus duplication.In general, the
economical concentration of adequate facilities for training special
teachers is likely to prevail where there is centralized expert control
of the normal schools of a State, based on an objective study of the
needs of the State. The development of uneconomical, inadequate
facilities in a number of schools of the same State is likely to prevail
where each State school is free to multiply courses according to its
own ambitiops. We shall take up the discussion of each of the three
types of organization with typical examples.

I. SEPARATE NORMAL SCHOOLS FOR SFEC16.1, TEACHERS.

Massachusetts Normal Art School earliest example.The most
striking example of the establishment of a separate State normal
school for the training of special teachers is the organization of the
Massachusetts Normal Art School in Boston. An excellent account
of the history, work, and possibilities of this school is given by David
Snedden, commissioner of education, in the seventy-seventh annual
report of the Massachusetts Board of Education (January, 1914).
The opening paragraph reads as follows:

The Massachusetts Normal Art School, unlike the opier State normal schools, v-
trains teachers only for special departments, namely, drawing and manual train-
ing. It was organized in 1873, primarily because there existed no other agency
in the State capable of training special teachers of these subjects; and tok
ondarlly to make possible the artistic training of artisans. Since 1873 the school
has grown steadily, until at present its attendance is in the neighborhood of 325.
It has gradually added in a variety of ways to its original functions, especially
in the direction of offering courses in industrial and applied arts for prospective
Industrial workers (page 43).

Organized to meet definite industrial needs in Massachusetts. The
definite relation of the organization of this school to the economic
needs of the State as these were reflected in the introduction of a new
subject into the elementary curriculum is shown in the following
quotation:

About 1870, various persons in Massachusetts, a number of them identified
with the larger commercial enterprises of the State; became convinced that if
local industries were to be further developed, more attention must be given to
instruction in drawing. In 1869, a petition was presented to the legislature,
asking that provision be made by State law for Instruction in industrial art.
The petition contained this statement:

Every\hranch of manufacture in which the citizens of Massachusetts are
engaged requires, In details of the processes connected with it some knowledge
of drawing and other arts of design on the part of skilled workmen engaged.

The legislature of 1870 made drawing a requilrEZ:1 study In the public schools of
the Commonwealth, and also provided for the opening of evening industrial
drawing schools. After a considerable campaign, ptiOvIsion was made for the
establishment of the Normal Art School In 1873. From the discussion that took
place at this time It was evident thpt several objects were In view on the pert
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of those who favored the founding of this school. First, it was essential that
special teachers and supervisors of drawing be provided to make possible the
(teaching of drawing in the schools, as required by State law. Second, It was
expected that young persons preparing for work in the trades should, in some
cases In this school and in some cases in the evening drawing schools in the large
cities, receive that special equipment in drawing and other phases of industrial
art which the industries of the Commonwealth seemed to require (page 46)..

The Massachusetts Normal Art School wtis the first institution of its kind in
the country. Since 1873 it has graduated a large number of students, many of
whom have figured prominently in the artistic and educational activities of the
Commonwealth. Some of Its distinguished graduates have become heads of stint-
lar or larger institutions in other States, as New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, and Illinois. Some of these schools now greatly. surpass the parent
institution in Massachusetts in extent and in variety of work carried on
(page 47).

The most important function of the Normal Art School, namely, to train spe-
cial teachers and supervisors of drawing for the public schools of the Common-
wealth, is now well defined. During the 40 years of its history the school has
:graduated a large number of students who have followed teaching as a career.
The results of their influence are apparent in all the public schools of Massa-

.. chnsetts. The course of study for prospective teachers is four years in length.
It is probable that special courses, occupying an additional year, will soon he
addedby means of which experienced teachers of drawing who wish to become'
supervisors of this subject in public school systems can obtain the required
special equipment. The details of the program of instruction for the training
of teachers and supervisors of drawing have been worked out and tested on the
basis of experience. In selecting a new principal for the school the board has
arranged that he should also serve the State as director of art education, so that
the Normal Art School would have a direct relation to the Supervision of draw-
ing and of manual arts in the schools of the Commonwealth (page 50).

State Manual Training Normal School of Kansas.A second
example of a normal school established for the training of special
teachers is the State Manual Training Normal School established at
Pittsburg, Kans., in 1903. While this school makes very special pro-
vision for the training of teachers of technical subjects, it maintains
at the same time the courses for general teachers found in most normal
schools. The relative amount of energy consumed in these two lines
.of activity may be estimated from the following statistics concerning
members of the faculty as outlined in the catalogue of the school for
June, 1914:

Faculty ,f the ICansaa State Manua/ Training Normal School.

Teachers of technical subjects related to manual training :
, Of manual training_

Of home economics
_Of graphic and plastic art

Teachers of other spkial subjects in which certificates are given :
Commerce 2
Agriculture

8
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Teachers of other subjects generally found in normal schools (education,
English, history, mathematics, science, physical education, music, lan-
guages

Critic teachers
President
Not stated

a

111

19

Total 41

The number of graduates of the Kansas State Manual Training
Normal School in June, 1914, is shown in the following table:

Courses
Nairn-
ber

of de-
grecs.

Per
cent,

Life
di-
plo-
Mag.

l'er
nt.

Graduates of the technical courses related to manual training and leadhtg toe
bachelor's degree:

Of C- industrial arts course 5 9.8 23 10.8Of the tiorne economics course 21 41.1 67 98.9Graduates of other special courses:
Of the special language course 2.3Of the oommeroe course 3 1.6Of the agriculture course 3 1.5Of the industrial physics course 8.0Of the drawing supervisor's cause. 2 .9Graduates of the general oourse:
Of the general course for the bachelrw'sdegree 41.1 48.9Of the kindergarten teacher's course

1 .4Of the primary teacher's course 13 8.2
Of the grade teacher's course 7 1 3

Total number of graduates 61 103. 0 212. 1000

Provides also a large amount of general training. These data make
it possible to calculate roughly the proportion of normal-school energy
that goes into the lines implied in the name "Manual Training Nor-
ma! School." Using the number of teachers as the basis, we may say
that 31 per cent of the teaching energy is devoted to technical subjects
related to manual training. Using the number of graduates as the
basis, though the issue is somewhat obscured by the different forms of
graduates, we niay say that only a minority of the graduates are pre-
pared to teach technical subjects related to manual training. In
contrast with this number a very appreciable part of the whole body
of gsrarluates go into general teaching.

Excellent mechanic arts building and equipment. The thorough-
ness of the equipment for technical work in manual training and
related lines in the, Kansas State Manual :Training Normal School
is suggested by the accompanying picture of the Mechanic ArtsBuild-
ing, which cost $82,600 to erect. Its equipment cost $20,000. The
work in wood, iron, clay, and in drawing is done in this building.
Classes in domestic science and domestic art are housed in the general
academic building, and there is a large separate power plant. These
points are worth noting, since so-called manual training buildings are
sometimes erected at normal schools, but are used extensively for gen,
eral classroom purposes, administrative offices, etc. This is due to the

; 15807,-;-10--8 ,
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fact that it is easy to get money from a legislature for buildings for
the "practical" arts; but there is seldom any special agency to see
that the building is used exclusively for the purpose for which it was
constructed.

North Dakota State Normal and Industrial School.In North
Dakota, in the Ellendale State Normal and Industrial School, we
find another example of a normal school established especially to
train manual-training teachers. Under the heading "Purpose and
scope of the school," the catalogue for June, 1914. states that the
school
was established by legislative enactment in 1893, In accordance with a section
of the State constitution providing for Its creation. The revised law of 1907
relating to this school reads as follows (p. 10 of catalogue) :

That the institution located at Ellendale, Dickey County, N. Dak., be designated
the State Normal and Industrial School, the object of such school being to pro-
vide Instruction In a comprehensive way in wood and iron work and the various
other branches of domestic economy as a coordinate branch of education, together
with mathematics, drawing, and the other school studies, and to prepare teachers
in the science of education and the art of teaching in the public schools with
special reference to manual training.

The accompanying pictures show the Mechanic Arts Building and
a class in farm engineering.

Trains as many general teachers as special teachers.The extent to
which the school trains teachers of the special type for which it was
especially established, as compared with the extent to which it pro-
vides training for general teachers, may be seen from the following
statistics of the senior class given in the catalogue for June, 1914:
Seniors in the special courses:

In the normal manual training and the mechanic arts courses 8
In the normal home economics and the home economics courses__ 8

Total special seniors 16
Seniors In the general normal course 20

Total number of seniors In above courses ae

Thus we see that only 44 per cent of these seniors are specializing
in the subjects which were emphasized in the official statement of the
purpose of the school.

Exclusive manual training normal schools not justified.In each
of the two special manual training normal schools that have been dis-
cussed (namely, the one at Pittsburg, Kans., and the one at Ellendale,
N. Dak.), it has been seen that a large part of the teaching energy,
perhaps the major part, goes into the training of general teachers.
This fact might suggest that there is not sufficient demand within a
single State for teachers of manual training and related subjects to
justify the State in maintaining a separate specialized normal school
to train such teachers.

Normal and industrial schools train few industrial teachers. A
few States maintain normal schools which have names similar to the
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one at Ellendale, N. Dak., namely, " the State Normal and Industrial
School." Some of these are for whip students and several are for
Negroes. In none of the schools for whites does the training of
special industrial teachers play a very large part. Examples of such
schools are those at Harrisonburg, Va., Ellenda le, N. Dak., Aberdeen,
S. Dak., and the " Winthrop Normal and Industrial College," in
South Carolina. Statistics showing positions secured by graduates
from the latter were given aboV'e on page 107. At Harrisonburg, Va.,
in June, 1913, the graduating class was divided as follows (catalogue,
1914) :

Candidates for the general and the kindergarten diplomas 40
Candidates for the household arts diplomas 2
Candidates for the industrial arts diplomas 5

Similarly the senior cl at Aberdeen, S. Dak., for 1913-14 was
divided as follows (catalog 4) :
Seniors in the advanced general normal course_. 80
Seniors In the household arts course 5
Seniors in the industrial normal course 1

Thus we see that relatively few students of these schools complete
the special courses for "industrial teachers in the " State normal
and industrial schools" for white students.

State normal and industrial schools for negroes.Among the
schools for negroes are those at Frank-

fort, Ky.; Nashville, Tenn.; and Prairie View, Tex. Similar insti-
tutions are found in nearly all of the Southern States. Judging from
the alumni lists, most of the graduates of these schools go into gen-
eral teaching in elementary schools for colored children; but the
industrial courses play a much larger part in the training of these
graduates and of other students who do not graduate than is the cam
in the corresponding schools for whites. The amount of teaching
energy devoted to industrial subjects in such an institution may be
inferred from the follpwing classification of members of the faculty
at the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College in Texas
(catalogue 1913-14) :
Teachers of special industrial subjects:

Industrial economics
Agriculture 4
Mechanics 2

'Cooking 8
Sewing 8
Tailoring 1
Shoemaking 1
Plumbing 1
Carpentry 1
Blackamithing 1
Broom and mattress making 1

Total teachers of special industrial, subjects, le
Teachers of other general subjects commonly found in normal schools lair

4
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These schools are reproducing on a small scale the excellent work
for improving the Negroes that is carried on so extensively at
Hampton and Tuskegee.

Stout Institute, highly specialized and successful. Perhaps the
most influential of the State normal schools which are organized
especially to train teachers of special subjects is the Stout Institute, at
Menominee, Wis. This school was organized in 1903. .

For a long time it has ranked, with Pratt Institute, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Bradley Polytechnic Institute, of Peoria, 111., among the
best schools for providing superior two-year courses for high-school
graduates who are preparing to teach manual training and related
subjects in public schools: Later Stout Institute was acquired by
the State of Wisconsin and is now governed by a board of trustees,
including as ex officio members the State superintendent of public
instruction of Wisconsin, the secretary of the board-of trustees, and
the dean of the college of engineering of the University of Wisconsin.
The board, also includes three employers of labor and three skilled
employees.

The highly specialized nature of the training offered at Stout Insti-
tute is suggested by the folloWing statisOcs concerning its faculty
(announcement, 1914-15) :

Diatribution of trachurs' in Stout Institutc.

Teachers of woodwork V:` 53 s,
Teachers of ironwork 2
Teacher of bricklaying 1
Teacher of plumbing and gas fitting 1
Teachers of printing and primary handwork_ 13
Teachers of sewing, etc 6
Teachers of cooking 7
Teachers of home and social economics 2
Teachers of drawing, design, etc 53
General teacher5 (education, science, English, physical education) 73
Critic teacher 1

Total 40
It is evident from the above table that the teaching energy of the

faculty of Stout Institute is directed almost exclifsively to the giving
of specialized courses for training teachers of manual training, draw-
ing, cooking, sewing, and trades. About 80 per cent of the teaching
energy goes into these technical subjects. The same impression is
gained from the following list of courses of instruction offered:

GENERAL 00IIRSEG.

Psychology and pedagogy.
Observation and practice teaching.
Bnglish.
Physical training.

Applied science.
Physiology and hygiene.
General chemistry.
Microbiology.
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TECHNICAL COURSES.

Manual training department :
Organization of manual training.
History and literature of manual

training.
Industrial economics.
Elementary mechanical drawing.
Projection drawing.
Machine drafting.
Elementary architectural draw-

ing.
Advanced architectural drawing.
Manual training design.
Freehand drawing.
Elementary woodwork.
Upper grade woodwork.
Joinery.
Pattern making.
Elementary carpentry.
Advanced carpentry.
Millwork.
Cabinet making.
Elementary wood turning.
Advanced wood turning.
Elementary wood finishing.
Advanced wood finishing.
Saw filing.
Elementary forging.
Advanced forging.
Elementary machine shopwork.
Advanced machine shopwork.
Miliw righting.
Foundry practice.
Cement work.
Elementary bricklaying.
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Manual training department Con-
tinued.

Advanced bricklaying.
Elementary plumbing.
Advanced plumbing.
Special shopwork.
Primary handwork.
Elementary printing.
Advanced printing.

Home economics department :
Food study.
Elementary cookery.
Dietetics.
Advtanced cookery.
Food chemistry.
Chemistry of nutrition.
Plain sewing.
Mpilel sewing.
Dressmaking.
Art needlework.
Textiles.
Trade dressmaking.

lome economics(14 department Con-
tfnued.

Millinery.
Drawing and art work.
Mechanical drawing.
Drawing and design.
Intericr decoration and furnish-

ing.
General organization and manage-

.* ment.
Emergencies and home nursing.
Household management.

Not merely a local 'Wisconsin institution.The Stout Institute
should not be regarded as merely a local institution of the State in
which it is located, as most State normal schools may lxIktegarded.
Its students come from many States, and the catalogue for 1914-45
states that its graduates are teaching or doing supervisory work in
27 States and in Canada.

2. SPECIAL COURSES AUTHORIZED IN CERTAIN SCHOOLS.

Usk

The second policy in organizing training for special teachers is to
provide for the development of adequate facilities in certain of die
existing general normal schools of a State, with definiW restriction
of the development of similar facilities in other schools of the same
State. Inasmuch as a normal school that restricts itself to the train-
ing of general teachers'for elementary schools needs for this purpose
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teachers of music, drawing, and handwork, the necessary development
of small departments for this purpose is permitted in all of the normal
schools of the State.

This policy favored in New Jersey.A general expression of this
type of policy is found-in the 1913 report of State Commissioner
Kendall, of New Jersey. It reads as follows:

The State should utilize its norital schools for the special training of teachers
for various kinds of special activities. The normal school at Montclair, for ex-
ample, could train teachers for mentally defective children. The State board
of education and the principal of the school are maturing plans for this purpose.

The State normal school at Newark might be utilized for the training of
teachers for State-aided vocational schools and also for the training of teachers
for manual training. The training of the former class of teachers should per-
haps be mainly carried on in evening classes for men and women engaged during
the day in the industries. Upon such men and women we must depend for
teachers in these State-aided vocational schools.

The normal school at Trenton Is already training teachers for domestic science
and commercial branches, and the school which it is hoped will be established
in the southern part of the State should have a course for the adequate training
of teachers In agricultural-activities.

The above is not so much the statement of a definite program as related to
each particular school as it is the declaration of two principles : First, that the
State, by means of its normal schools, should train, and train adequately, for the
special activities in which the Stitineeds teachers ; and, second, that there should
not be a duplication of training in two or more schools. Such duplication is not
only wasteful, but liable to Impair the quality of the instruction. Moreover, so
many teachers might be trained in a given field that the demand for such.teach-
ere would be exceeded (pp. 134-135).

Authorization of special courses in certain New York schools.
The policy advocated by Commissioner Kendall is being carried out in
New York and Michigan. In the bulletin of the New York State de-
partment of education of October 15,.1911, the latest issued dealing
with normal schools), the following statement is found (p. 25) :

SPECIAL NORMAL-TRAINING COURSES.

To provide normal training for teachers of special courses In the public schools
special professional courses have been authorized In thq State normal schools.
It is not he policy of the State toVive all special courses In each of4he State
normal schools, but to assign to each school the special work for which it is best
adapted by reason of its location, organization, and equipment. Such special
.course have been authorized as follows:

Buffalo.--Mechanical drawing; machine-shop practice; printing, pattern
making.; joinery and cabinet work ; cookery ; sewing and millinery.

Cortland.Agriculture course.
Fredonia.- -Musts and drawing. .

Octseseo.--TeacherlibrarianN course.
Oswego.tmanuai arts.
rifitabitrpCommercIal course.
,PSidatn..-74usic,and drawing..
The graduates of these courses will receive a diploma which will be a license

to'teeeh in the public seboots of the.State the .subject completed.
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The detailed content of each of the special courses listed above is
outlined by the State department of education.

The amount of teaching energy devoted to the organization of
these special courses may be inferred from the data given below.

In the Buffalo normal, school, which is designated as the one to
develop vocational courses, the faculty. contains for this purpose the
followitig instructors :1
One man, principal of the vocational department.
One man, teacher of drawing and penmanship.
One woman, teacher of drawing.
Three wont n, teachers of dotnestic sciences and arts.

At Osw o, where special courses in manual arts are authorized,
the facult includes: 2
One man four director of manual arts, criticism, drawing, and shop aministra-

tion.
One man for woodworking, art metal work, molding.
One man for printing and supervision of pripting and cotbnnercial lettering.
One-third of a man's time for " for) and drawing methods."
One woman for domestic science.
One-third of a woman's time for " sewing* basketry, weaving."

At, ,Plattsburg, which is especially authorized to give commercial
courses, two teacl2ks are employed for this purpose, but one of
them of school. However, this faculty
also includes teachers of manual training. one of drawing, and
one of domestic science and artalmost as large a staff in these
lines for which it is not authorized to train special teachers as is
found at Buffalo and Oswefo.

Michigan assignment of special courses to different schOols.The
Michigan plan for assigning to different normal schools the function
o: training special teachers for certain subjects is described in the
report of the State board of education for 1912, as follows (p. 7) :

A new plan for the training of teachers for special subjects has been formu-
lated. As at present arradged, each of the normal schools maintains depart-
ments in the special subjects. Beginning with the fall of 1913, the State
Normal College at Ypsilanti will prepare teachers, in the household arta; t
Central Michigan Normal School, at Mount Pleasant, will prepare teachers of
agriculture; and the Western State Normal .School, at Kalamazoo, will train
teachers in the manual arts and trades. The normal school so designated for
each subject is the only one empowered to hue diplomas or teachers' ceitill-
cotes in the given subject. This will not curtail the usefulness of the depart-
ments already organized in other than the given subject, since It will continue
to be desirable to provide all the special fiubjects as electives. The new ruling
will insure, by means of this concentration of effort, greater uniformity and
thorough technical training for the special teacher

The faculty of the Ypsilanti normal school, as given in the year-
book for 1918-14, contains about 86 teachers, excluding the faculty of

Circular of information, ,1914 -15? Catalogue for 1914-15.
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the training school. This includes about 20 professors,' 5 associate
professors, 10 assistant professors, 20 instructors, and 30 assistants.
In the department of household arts, which is assigned to Ypsilanti as
a special department, there are five teachers. One of these is listed
as head of the department (rank not stated), 2 are instructors, and
assistants. This number of teachers is sufficient to provide strong
courses-in home economics and household arts in an institution where
there are strong related departmtnts in the natural sciences and the
fine arts, as is the case at Ypsilanti. As regards material equipment,
the yesrbook states that in the near future a household-arts building
will be erected. When this occurs...the number of instructofs in this
special department will probably be increased, since so large an insti-
tution would probably develop an enormous registration itithe house-
hold-arts department.

3. DUPLICATION OF SPECIAL COrRSESIN SEVERAL 5(11001 S.

The third type of policy in the organization of training for special
teachers within a given State is to permit any normal school in the
State to dexelop facilities for any special courses that it cares to give.
This is the policy followed in most States, and, under it, most normal
schools are likely to develop special two-year courses for teachers of
music, drawing and manual training, home economics.

Sometimes done to use time of special teachers.In the large
schools where two or more college teachers are employed in anyone
of these subjects, 41 fairly adequate course can be given. In the
smaller schools where only one college teacher of each subject is
employed, the special two-year course which he can offer is not likely
to he strong. Unless such a special teacher is also employed in the
practice school or the normal high-school, however, he is likely to have
to offer a course for special teachers of his subject in order to employ
his tune; for in a small normal school the amount of instruction
required in music, drawing, manual training, and home economics,
for students in the general courses, is very slight.- The general stu-
dents seldom take more t 'han two periods a week of music through two
years, or two periods of drawing through one year, or two periods of
manual training or home economics through part of one year. Yet so
extensive is the discussion of these .objects that every school feels it
must have a special teacher of each. This sometimes results in a
rather anomalous situation in a small normal school, where there will
be four special teachers for these special subjects, and only as many
more teachers for the general subjects of education, English, hittpry,
sciences, and mathematics, which 'necessarily consume much more
teaching energy in the preparation of general elementary teachers.
For example, according to the 1914 catalogue of one of the New Eng-
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land normal schools, there are on the faculty four teachers of the
general subjects (pedagogy, science, English, and sociology) and four
teachers of the special subjects, one teacher each for art, domestic
arts, music, and manual training. No doubt these teachers also teach
the children in the practice school; yet they find time to offer " a three
years' curriculum to prepare for teaching and supervising music,
drawing. and domestic arts."

Specifically authorized in some States: Minneiota.In some
States each normal school is independent of any central control in
organizing shell special courses as it pleases to give. In other States,
hqwevv, the State normal school board may specifically authorize all
of the normal schools to offer all of the specialized courses. For
example, in the case of Minnesota, we find the following action
recorded in report of the State normal school board for 1911 -12:

0
The normal schools have' responded to Me demand. which has became very

evident in the State, fur leachers of speclaiStial training. Upon the recom
m(40[1110118 of the presidents (of the normal schools), the normal - school board
has authorized the establishment of special courses for the training of super-
visors. of BONI( anti tirawiiw, of Rpecial primary teachers, and teachers
home (wonomles nod manual training.

in

The normal schools of Minnesota are large enough, oh the average,
so that slightly more than the time of one instructor is employed in
the four standard specialized subjects, namely, music, drawing, man-
ual training, and household arts or home economics. Consequently,
instead of only four teachers for these subjects Nmibined, from five
to seven are employed.

Examples of duplication in large normal schools of Missouri
Among the normal schools maintaining larger special departments
under the third type of policy4vhich we are discussing are those' of
Missouri. AtWarrensburg the catalogue distinguishes the academic
and the special or technical departments as follows:

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Agriculture,
geog.aphy.

physiography, and English language and literature.
Frenth and German.

Biology. History.
Chemistry,

giene.
physiology, and hy- Latin and Creek.

Mathematics.
Economics. Physics.
Education. , Training school.

DEPARTMENT OF TEXIINICAL SUBJECTS.

Commerce. Manual training.
Drawing. Music.
Houseqlid arts. Physical education.

Poneofteoth Blen. Rept. of "opt. of Puh Intr. of Miaz000to. p. 96.
1r
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The number of teacheis at Warrensburg, excluding those in the
practice school, is about 40. In this numberare included 2 teachers of
drawing, 2 of manual training, 2 of home. economics, and 4 of music.
(Bulletin for 1914-15.)

' The number of teachers at the Kirksville (Mo.) Normal School is
also about 40 (excluding teachers in the practice schooPand "teaching
scholars"). In this number are included 1 full-time teacher and 1
part-time teacher of manual arts, 2 of drawing, etc., 2 of home
economics, and 3 of music. (Bulletin, 1914.)

Somewhat similar data are found in the faculty of the normal
school at Cape Girardeau, Mo: Thus each of three of the large
normal schools of one State devotes approximately one-fourth of
its teaching energy to these four special subjects. In the Warrens-
burg and Cape Girardeau catalogues there are outlined full three-
year courses for high-school graduates who plan to prepare to teach
each of these special subjects. The number of graduates of each of
these courses is not. indicated, however.

Second policy better than first or third.Of the three types of
policies in organizing courses for the training of special teachers in
the normal schools of a State, it shouldEbe said that the first policy,
namely, to establish a separate normal school for this purpose is.
probably not necessary in any State. This is shown by the fact that
some schools that have been established in this way have become
largely schools for training general teachers. The fact that all of
the new special and vocational teachers in a State may constitute less
than 10 per cent of the total number of new teachers shows that most
States can ill afford to establish a special normal school for some
part or all of this 10 per cent.

The third type of policy, namely, permitting any normal school
in the State to establish any special courses, is not bad where the
normal schools concerned are so large that two or more teachers
are employed in the special tubject in which special training is to
be given. In the smaller schools, however, it is likely to be inade-
quate, owing to the lack of sufficient equipment and teaching staff.
In any case, it is likely to prove expensive, through the unnecessary
duplication of equipment and teaching staff in the several normal
schools of the State. One of the most favorite bases 'for requests by
normal school presidents to the legislature for additional funds is
the plea for special buildings and equipment for these special courses.
Yet the statistics show that relatively few iraduates are produced
even when the faculties are provided.

Obviously, inmost States, the best policy is the second one, namely,
to develop adequate facilities for the training of teachers of a given
special subject in one'..1)f the regular normal schools of the State.
This avoids the Waste entailed in establishing a special school, which
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prevails under the first policy, and the waste from duplication under
the third policy. At the same time it may assure as thorough
training as does the first policy, and avoid the inadequate training
which may result from the third policy.

SAMPLE COURSES OF STUDY FOR SPECIAL TEACHERS.

The principal subjects in which normal schools provide training
courses for special teachers are music, drawihg, manual training,
home economics and household arts, and commercial subjects. Prac-
tically all normal schools have courses for general teachers in the first
four subjects mentioned, and most of them announce training courses
for special teachers in each subject The orgagization of training
courses for special teachers of commercial subject is not so common,
but the courses are found in a number of normal schools.

Difficult to analyze and classify courses.To attempt to classify
and describe the special courses provided in all these subjects would
be a difficult task and would not be worth while from the standpoint
of this bulletin. Certain general characteristics may be noted, how-..
ever, and a few sample courses in manual training, home economics,
and comme rcial subjects presented.

3

Two opposite types of curricula. 1. Muck general work in-
cluded.In general, the courses organized for the training of special
teachers fall into two main types. The first type of course is con:
structed by slightly modifying the regular course f6r general teach-
ers. This modification usually consists in permitting a prospective
special teacher to elect about one-fourth of his work in the special
subject in which he is interested. The remainder of his course will
consist 400.he usual courses in education, psychology, geography,
mathemirics, physical training, etc., taken by the students in the gen-
eral course. This type of course is common in the normal .'schools
where there is only one teacher for the special subject in question.
Needless to say, the graduates of such special courses have had very
meager training for their specialties.

A modification of the above type of course is to provide an addi-
tional year of more or less special training for students who have
completed one of the regular courses for general teachers. This addi-
tional year, however, often contains further work in general subjects,
such as the history of education or sociology,. and may not provide
any more thorough special training than the shorter course described
above.

e. Two or three years of highly specialized work.The opposite
type of course consists of two or three years of work devoted almost
entirely to the special subject that the student is preparing to teach,
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with such courses in other subjects as are definitely and specifically
helpful in the special subject. A few hours in education and prac-
tice teaching are usually included in such a program. When one
becomes familiar with the large amount of special and related sub-
ject matter that it is necessary to master in order to be well prepared
to teach an one of the special subjects under consideration, there
remains no doubt that these more highly specialized courses are
necessary in order to give adequate training.

Sample manual training course, Oxford, Ohio.As a sample
manual training course, there is outlined below the work required in
the two-year course for high-school graduates at the State Normal
School at Oxford, Ohio. There are about 5 teachers to give the
special instruction included in this course, and there were 6 gradu-
ates from it in 1915. It is of the last general type described above,
namely, almost entirely special in content.

Course for special teachers of manual arts.

TIES? YEAH.
boars. sgcoso YEAR.

Doom
Object drawing and sketching 2 Advanced mechanical drawing 4
Elementary mechanical drawing___ 4 (7onstructive design 2
Elementary design 2 Modern educational tendencies 3

Vsychology, principles of teaching_ 6 Organization and special method of
Rhetoric and composition 6 the manual arts 4
Handwork in wood 6 Cabinetmaking a
Sanitation and health:

a. Hygiene; first aid
Trigonometry ; anal yt ics ; shop

mathematics
b. Physical education 2 School organization and manage-

Elective 3 ment._ 8
Teaching manual arts_ 4

Credits required for first year__ 32 Credits required second year 32

All students are strongly urged to complete the full four-year course (see
p. 117) and receive the degree of bachelor of science in education, thereby
placing themselves In line for the better teaching positions. However, those
who must tench before completing the four-year course may take the course
above and receive a State diploma and State teaching certificate. All electives
in the course must be manual arts subjects.

Sample home economics courses, Valley City, N. Dak.The course
in home economics (domesticscience) in the State Normal School at
Valley City, N. Dak., is a good examplelof a two-year course for high-
school graduates which contains a large amount of general work.
There were either three or four teachers in the special department
(three in the faculty list, but four in the departmental description)
and 23 graduates from the course in June, 1914.1 The course of study
is outlined below.

1 Catalogue, 1914, p. 21.
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Domestic science course at yalley, City, N. Dak.

. FIRST YEAR.

Fall. Winter. Opting.

Psychology.
General methods and

enm imethods
each

PhYlkdogY.
Chemistry.
Domestic science.

Psychology.
Reading methods and sing-

Ing methods (each 6

Arithmetic.
Chemistry.
Domestic science.

Psychology.
HIstory
Household ldcchemistry.
Domestic science.
Home nursing and textiles

(each 6 weeks).

SECOND YEAR.

Fall. Winter. Spring.

History of education.
Grammar.

TrocInttsh4 biology.
Domestic science.

Philosophy of education.

Teac .

Economic biology.
Domestic science.

School management.
Teaching.
Economic biology.
Domestic science.
Millinery and art needle.

work.

Loa Angeles, C al.A much more specialized course in home eco-
nomics is the one in the State normal school at Los Angeles, CaL The
department of home economics in this institution had 2 teachers in
1914-15, with 2 student assistants, and a third teacher for part, of the
year. The number of candidates for graduation in the home eco-
nomics course in June, 1914, numbered 40. (Announcement, 1914-15.)
The department offered a two-year course for high-school graduates
and a one-year course for normal-school graduates. Only the two
year course is outlined below :

Home economics course at Los Angeles, Cal.

First year. Units.

Pint ferts.

Psychology 6
Cookery 3
Seerksg 3
Art 3
Textiles 4

Total 18

Second tens.

Cook
Sewing

ery 3
3

Art 3
Food production and manufacture
Home management 2
Supplemental 6

Total

nerd Inn.

18

d los

8
8

I

-"road 18

Second yier. Unita.

Firm term.

Education
Teaching and observation 4
Cookery 3
Millinery 2
Home emoomics education 4

Total 18

Second Urns

Teaching and observation
Cookery 2
Dressmaking 3
Supplemental 7

Total

nini terse.

Teaeteticsching and observation
Di
House furnishing and decantion
=of bone roononsics
Suppliant

Total

3
2
2

a

id
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4
Sample course for commercial teachers.. Salem, Mass.As a final

sample of courses for the training of special teachers, we shall pre-
sent a course for prospective teachers of commercial subjects, which
is offered in the State normal school at Salem, Mass. In this school
the time of about four teachers is devote A to instruction in commercial
subjects, and there were 15 graduates m the department in June,
1913. The fundamental course covers "three years of work for high-
school graduates. In a note in the catalogue for 1913-14 it is stated
that the State board of education had under consideration the length-
ening of the course to four years, which would include one year of
business experience under the supervision of the school. The three-
year course is largely specialized, but includes a certain amount of
work in closely related subjects. It is outlined below.'

Course for commerciirt teacher* at Rolm, Maas.

First year.
Hours
per

week.
Second year.

flours
per

week.
Third year.

Hours
per

week.

English 2 Engibh 2 Literature 4
Commercial correspond-

Shorthand 4 woe 1 Shorthand 3Typewriting 5 Shorthand 3 Typewriting 3
Genera hirtory 2 Typewriting 3 Commac law 2

American hbtory and
civics 3 Jittery of oommeroe,

economke, half year
each 3y 2 Commercial geography.. 1 Industrial geography... 2yaks and Commercial arithmetic.. a

2
3 Bookkeeping , 3 Bookkeeping 3
1 Fenmanalifi 1 Penmanship 1

ogy I Peycholog. 3 Pedagogy 2
Yaale 1 Musk 1 Musk 1

Total 23 Total 21 Total j 21

Observation and practice teaching, 9 weeks.

A carefully elaborated announcement, of normal-school courses for
the training of commercial teachers is the third annual commercial
catalogue of the State normal school at Wliitewater, Wis. In 1918
the board of regents established a special department at this school
for training commercial teachers, and very thoroughly organized
courses are offered.

Courses for teachers of trades.Special courses for teachers of
trades and related vocational courses.are not discussed here, because
the normal schools have not generally undertaken the task of training
such teachers and are probably not fitted to do so in most cases.
According to Commissioner Snedden, of Massachusetts, fife best plan
for training such teachers is to organize evening courses in the State-
aided industrial scfiools in certain of die larger cities. These-courses
would'give the necessary general and professional training to intelli-
gent skilled workmen who are engaged during the day in the trade.
'After completing the evening course they would be prepared for

I Catalogue, 1918-14, p.
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Teacking. Graduation from an industrial school and' experience in
the trade should precede the professional training. For further
discussion, see the annual report of the Massachusetts Board of Edu-
cation for 1912-13, pages 62-68.

Of the existing State normal schools, Stout Institute in 'Wisconsin
is the one that is most adequately equipped to train teachers of trades.
Tuskegee Institute, in Alabama, receives a small amount of State aid
and to that extent may be contidered a State school. Needless to
state, it provides the most thorough and efficient courses for training
teachers of trades, many of its graduates being engaged in similar
smaller schools for negroes. Likewise, Hampton Institute in Vir-
ginia provides excellent training for teachers of trades. If day
schools for this purpose are to be established for white teachers in the
North, they might profit by a study of the methods pursued at Tuske-
gee and Hampton.

Courses for special Millers of agriculture. A few normal schools
maintain well-organized special courses for teachers of agriculture.
A good example is the three-year course for high-school graduates in
the State Normal School at Cape Girardeau, Mo. The department of
agriculture in this school employs three men as teachers. Hence, it
is well-staffed to give the special courses to prepare teachers of this
subject in high schools. The three-year course is of the highly
specialized type. It is outlined below.

Course for special teachers of agriculture at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
FIRST YEAR.

Fall term. Holm. , Winter term. Flours. Spring term. Hours.

ThembUT 4 Chemistry a . 4Live stock 4 Live stock 3 Dairy 3Manual training.- 13 Manual training. If Manual t 13Education. 3 Education ........ .. 3 Education 4Forage crops 3 Field crops 4 Cotton 4

153 )4 154 174

SECOND TEAR.

Plant Rhysiology
zoology

m cePhysll practi
Boils
Education

Do
Forge

or
4
I f
4
3
3
13

Morphology or zoology..
ractPhysical p ice

Horticult
Education

ure

Do
Forge

4
13
3
3
3
14

Plant ecology oraoolagy
Physical praotioe
Farm mamgemtait
Education

I Do
Forge

3

3

16 116

THIRD YEAR.

Agricultural physics
Ral sooramke
Rour manic entomology
Eduattallt,'

4

4

Agricultural physics....
F

of breeding...

Do

..,

4
3
4
4
3

tuulpbeios
1

Ed

Ireata
Edits:nem, elective

ucation

4

2
4
3
3
a13

17
11



Chapter XIV.

PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NORMAL-SCHOOL
STANDARDS.

Reiteration of the demand for standardization.All the studies
reported in the preceding chapters of this monograph make it clear
that there is great need of a movement to standardize normal schools.
Again it may be said, as in an earlier paragraph, that this demand
for standardization is not to be confused, with the demand that all
normal schools be made alike. The organizations and entrance re-
quirements of various normal schools may vary in accordance with
the local demands and spheres of operation of the different institu-
tions. In each case, however, th6 characteristics of the school should
be defined. The student body will then find that other higher insti-
tutions can deal equitably with their ciai ; the legislature will
know more definitely the purposes for whit it is appropriating-
funds; superintendents throughout the State wi l know more fully
what kind of products they are to look for; and the community
will underitand and respect the normal school more fully than
ever in the past.

Standardization should be from within.The question arises at
once, Who is to do the work? Outside agancies re not likely to suc-
ceed, because wherever these agencies criticize n institution they
stir up antagonisms rather than bring about ref ms. Furthermore,
if outside agencies compel reform through th arousal of public
sentiment or through legislative action, there is likely to be a half-
hearted or even unfriendly attitude on the part of normal-school
faculties. Even a State superintendent or commissioner finds him-
self unable to change normal schools as a result of his investigations
without a long struggle, during which he has to bring the officers of
the normal schools to take his point of view.

This is equivalent to the demand that in all respects normal schools
become scientiffe.There can be no question whatever that normal
schools ought to standardize themselves. These institutions would
gain many indirect advantages, as well as direct advantages, from
an effort to understand and define themselves. The normal school
ought to be a center of vigorous study of all kinds of educational

126
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institutions. Teachers who are going out into rural schools ought to
learn during their normal courses td understand rural schools.
Teachers who are going into urban schools should have these institu-
tions clearly defined during their period of training. Teachers in
service ought to be given courses in normal ssl)ools which will improve
them in professional equipment. This task oi defining other institu-
tions will be most intelligently undertaken by :hat 'normal faculty
which has made a serious effort to understand a d define their own
work. When an officer of any educational institution begins to study
his own functions, he develops an attitude and a method which carry
him out to deal with all the problems of all educational institutions.
There is nothing that will cultivate in normal-school teachers and
presidents the attitude of scientific study of education more quickly
or more completely than the study of the functions of their own
insti ton.

Th indirect advantages above re' ferred to would furnish sufficient
justifi ation for the urgent plea that normal schools study their own
functions. The direct advantages need hardly be enumerated again
in the concluding chapter of this study. It remains only to outline
the methods which may be followed.

Reports on organization and operations needed.It is suggested
that normal schools add to their publications a president's report.
This report could be made a part of the annual catalogue, or it could
be published separately, after the manner of most university presi-
dents' reports. 4a some cases it might he desirable for the presidents
of the normal schools in a given State to unite and issue a single
joint report.

Characteristics of the student body.This president's report
should give full information about the student body. A table should
be given reporting explicitly the amount of training of each student
at the time of his or her admission to the normal school. There
should be explanatory statements indicating how these facts are
ascertained at the time of admission, how far irregularities are toler-
ated, and how 'these irregularities are administered. In short, the
whole problem of admissions should be exposed to the light of unre-
lenting publicity. There can be very little doubt that one of the most
serious difficulties in transferring students from normal schools to
colleges or universities arises directly out of the irregularity of
admissions. It is not here argued that admission requirements should
be of one sortor the other, but it is argued that they should be clearly
defined.

Geographical studies should emphasize academic matters.Further
information about the student. body which is valuable, althOughnoV
'so valuable as that relating to admissions, is the information regard-
ing geographical. distribution. This is important as alp:Ting*

14907*-18---0
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range of influence of the institution. This study of geographical
distribution can be made academically the more pi oductive if a
study is made of the high schools and other institutions with which
the normal school comes into contact. Thus, if a normal school
draws its students from a region liberally supplied with standard
high schools, its attitude toward secondary courses within the walls
of the normal school should be very differeRLfrom that of an institu-
tion drawing its students from a region in which there are no standard
high schools. The whole problem of standardizing high schools is
thus seen to be one with which the normal schools should concern
themselves. ljp to this time normal schools have been satisfied to
leave the high schools to the supervision of colleges,- In no less degree

it important that normal schools should study neighboring Obl-
1eges. The time is rapidly passing when communities will support
rival institutions of higher education. Economy dictates that there
be clearness of definition in dealing with colleges. It is not surprising
that up to this time normal schools have been out of contact with col-
leges, for the normal schools have been different in organization and
support from the colleges. In iecent years, however, the differen-
tiating characteristics have been more and more eclipsed by those
common purposes and modes of operation which have grown up in
all higher i itution,s. Normal schools in some quarters are demand-
ing admissi n to organizations to which they have not up to this
time been a mitted. The normal schools undoubtedly have a fair
case, but th y can be fully recognized only when they define them-
selves. Like all late corners, they will have to make their case; no
one is going to do the work for them. It is urgently recommended,
accordingly, that a geographical study be made, emphasizing the
academic relations which the geographical surroundings impose on
the school.

Other tables showing the ages, sex, and rate of progress through
the normal-school classes would be most illuminating.

Studies of faculty should be detailed and explicit. A second
general line of information which should be supplied relates to the
faculty. The faculty should be described in detail with reference to
its training, experience, present activities, and-literary or scientific
productivity. In earlier chapters comment has been made oh the
relatively small number of faculty members with academic degrees,
when normal schools are contrasted with universities and colleges.
There are doubtless other compensating facts in many cases, but at
present these facts are inaccessible) Furthermore, there is a wide-
spread skepticism on the part of colleges and universities with regard
to the qualifications of normal faculties. Normal schOols can not
afford to ignore this skepticism or remain silent with regard to the
requirements that are set up when new members of the faculties are
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being chosen. The facts should be brought out. Either each member
of the faculty should be fully described or tables should be presented
showing training and experience.

-What does the faculty do besides teaching? Productivity is one
of the surest signs of intellectual vitality, and strength. This pro-
ductivity takes the format times of scientific er literary output.- At
other times productivity means work on committees or lectures in
extension courses or at teachers' meetings. There is on the part of
many practical school people a fine scorn for research, it being held
by them to be a mark of ndue absorption in abstractions when a man
carries on investigations. The answer to those who criticize research
is that research is at present. one of the best-defined evidences of in-
tellectual vigor. Doubtless there is great intellectual vigor exhibited
in other ways. It is legitimate to ask that thr, normal school bring out
this fact in defining the activities of its faculty. If the best membes
of each normal school faculty could be defined in such a way that the
educational profession at large could know what activities are legiti-
mate and demanded, there would perhaps arise a new professional
class superior to the research professor now so eagerly sought in
higher institutions of learning. In the meantime one notes that the
undefined class of normal-school teachers does not produce so much
useful general intellectual material as ought to be expected. One
would naturallz expect textbooks and courses of study and new
methods and carefully evaluated descriptions of school work issuing
from normal schools. The fact is that very little material of this
type comes from such sources. Furthermore, what does come is not
clearly exhibited, so as to become a professional ideal. It is recom-
mended that lists of outside activities be published.

AS'tudies of faculty activities will lead to better conditions for pro-
ductive work.It was pointed out in an earlier chapter that the
teaching programs of members normal-school faculties are longer
than the programs of facultie in other higher institutions. The
policy of each normal school in this matter of hours of work should

......---be clearly set forth. The commbnity has of late been much interested
in criticisms passed upon higher institutions because of the supposed
delinquency of university professors. There can be no doubt that the
normal school ought as a public institution to concern itself in this
problem of defining the duties of an academic servant of the com-
munity. The failure of the public and of higher institutions to define
clearly the legitimate demands in this matter affects the intellectual
life of all grades of schools. No one knows how to frame demands
which may be properly imposed on faculty members. Often a nor-
mal-school president does not know how much ,professional study
goes with any of the positions to which he appoints. `Members of
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the faculty have no adequate professional standards. In public
schools attention is being given to such matters in rapidly increasing
degree. Normal schools should assume leadership.

The course of study more in need of standardization than.any
other aspect of normal-school organization.The third general
problem which should be taken up in the report is the problem of the
course of study. For purposes of this discussion a sharp distinc-
tion may be-made between the courses in education and the other
courses which deal with the subject matter to be taught in schools.
The education courses in American normal schools have traditionally
consisted of the history of education and a course or series of courses
in psychology, with some courses possibly in general methods. It is
the general consensus of opinion in most school systems that the nor-
mal-school work given in the history of education is very barren of
results. Hardly less common are the criticisms which are made of
the kinds of psycliology usually taught. It would seem in the pres-
ence of these criticisms that it is altogether desirable that the various
normal schools describe to each other clearly what they are under-
taking in their courses in education. The name of the textbook used
is very frequently helpful in determining what has been accemplished.
The American Psychological Association, through one of its com-
mittees, made an elaborate report some.years ago showing what is un-
dertaken in psychology in normal school's. There can be no doubt at
all that the normal schools are very vitally interested in a definition
of the subject matter of these courses, and yet it is quite impossible
to gather from any of the reports that are at hand any clear state-
ment of what is undertaken.

New courses in education needed.It is probably true that the
courses in education should be of a somewhat different type, and there/
is a large demand at the present moment for the drafting by expe-
rienced normal-school teachers of outli which may be used in
training immature students Most of the students fresh from
the high school do not realize at all the problems that are to con-
front the teacher. They should probably be given an introductory
course in which. educational problems and methods are defined.
There should be a very great emphasis upon the empirical material
which is now at hand in superintendents' reports and in the special
studies which have been made of such matters as retardation and
elimination. Problems of industrial education, the problems of the
modification of the course of study, are all vital problems which the
teacher Ought to understand. And yet, the ordinary normal school
gives very little attention to these great reform moVements which
are going forward in the schools, and the professional courses deal
with:the remoter periods of the history of education and with the
reformers that are so far,baek in time and in spirit that the normal
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school student has-no contact through these remote studies with the
community and the classrbom problems with which he or she will
come in contact immediately on graduation. Whether psychology
shall be taught as a separate subject or in the modified form as an
examination of the mental processes which appear in school children
during school processes can, of course, be discussed as an academic
issue, or it can be discussed as a very vital problem of the course of
study. A comparative statement of what is undertaken now in
various normal schools would be very helpful in br.inging about a
rapid modification and an enlargement of this type of work.

Subject-nuitter courses. should be organized so as to stimulate pro-
gressive thinking in. mature students.Even more chaotic conditions
are found in the subject-matter courses in arithmetic and grammar and
geography. There are some normal schools in which the subject is
frankly reviewed, on the theory that the student has forgotten since
his elementary course everything which he knew about the subject
Matter itself. In other normal schools there is relatively very little
review, or such reviewing a3 is undertaken is recommended to the
student tis the subject of private study. In these normal schools it
is the method which is for the most part discussed. Sometimes this
method consists in the exploitation of some particular scheme of

which is the hobby of the normal-school teachers. In
other cases the discussion df Method is on a somewhat broader basis,
and- a comparative study is made of the different methods of pre-
senting the different distributions of time in different school systems,
etc. Here again there ought to be a full discussion of principles.
Each year a report from the normal school ought to be made of the
fundamental principles which are recognized in organizing these
courses in subject matter. It is perfectly evident that a course in
arithmetic is not a suitable subject on which to exercise the growing.
intelligence of a student who has graduated from high school. He
ought presumably to have a very large partof the equipment that is
necessary for the course in arithmetic. On the other hand, there can
be no doubt at all that a study of arithmetic can be formulated in
such a way as to give the student some knowledge of the principles
of number as well as an experience that will be of very great value
to him in his teaching and the organization of this material. We
have no adequate series of textbooks dealing with this problem. The-
ingenuity of normal-school teachers should be turned in the direc-
tion of formulating this material, and one of. the most stimulating
methods of turning attention in this direction would be a discussion
by able leaders in normal-school education of the problems and.
methods of this type of course.

The problem of "culture" courses or "general"' couratis not
soleotiv,--Finftlly, in dealing with the normal- school course of stndy,
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the question always arises, How much academic matter should be
introduced? It has been indicated in an earlier report that some
normal schools give a good deal of academic matter. Courses in Latin
are not uncommon in these normal schools, even when it 13 not ex-
pected- that the students who take the courses will ever teach the
subject. The relation of this academic material to the problem of the
training of secondary-school teachers is also an importan question
which certainly in many normal schools needs very much more com-
plete discussion than it has at. the present time. There should be a
report of the distinctions between academic courses and rofessional
courses. When the North Central Association of Colleffls and Sec-
ondary Schools asked the normal schools reporting. to it to define
clearly their courses, distinguishing between those that were academic
in character and those that were professional, a very unsatisfactory
set of replies was received. Evidently the distinction had never been
drawn to the minds of some of the normal-school presidents who
made the reports to the association. This distinction should be made
the subject of discussion and definition, so that ultimately it will be
perfectly clear what is needed for the professional and what is needed
for the academic training of students.

Practice teaching as a central factor in. the course of study.Great
emphasis was laid in an earlier chapter on the problem of practi6e

teaching and its organization in the practice school. What the laliora-
tlky is to the course in science, what the shop is to the course in en-
gineering, the practice school is to the normal school. And yet it is
very difficull, indeed from the reports of many normal schools to ex-
tract satisfactory information with regard to the actual conduct of
practice work. In an article entitled Practice Teaching in Model
Sch4ole, published by Mr. E. E. Lewis, of the State Normal Schoid
of Charleston, Ill., in the Elementary School Teacher of May, 1913
(pp. 434-444), it is brought out clearly that there is the widest diver-
gence among the model schools connected with normal schools
throughout the country. Foni,example, Mr. Lewis makes one sum-
mary, as follows, on page 438 of the Elementary School Teacher:

To summarize, 53 per cent of the State normal schools replying require the
equivalent of three terms, or one full year, of practice teaching; 34 per cent,
the equivalent of two terms; 8 per cent, the equivalent of one term; and 5 per
cent, less than one term. There are possibly two Institutions which require
more than one year of practice teaching. The median Institution requires three
terms or one year.

Mr. Lewis also goes further in his article to show that the distribu-
tion of this practice teaching with reference to the methods courses is
very different in different institutions: "The two prevailing tenden-
cies are, first, to have practice teaching taken simultaneously with
methods, and, second; to have practice teaching follow immediately
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the course in methods. The second plan is more common." Further
details of the article need not be repeated here. Enough to say the
practices of different normal schools differ widely, as indicated also
in the earlier chapters of this report. Why should there not be in
accessible form for every normal school a definition of its laboratory
and of the way in which it requires students to attend the exercises
of this laboratory ? Furthermore, a definition of the policy of the
it s';ittitifa and its relation to schools would .be of very great value.
It is noted in an earlier chapter that some schools do give a defini-
tion of this sort, but it is very desirable that all the normal schools
should make a clear statement of their relations to public institutions
with regard to their practice work.

Especially has it been shown in this report that there should be
clear and explicit tables setting forth the number of children accessi-
ble for practice work and the number of practice teachers who are
supervised by a single critic teacher or normal instructor. There
should also be a clear and explicit statement of the way in which this
supervisory work is related to the other engagements of the normal-
schoolteacher. If critic work is conjoined with instruction in the
subject matter given in the normal school, this should be set forth in
such a way that the policy of the school will be perfectly clear. In
short. a definite statistical statement, together with a descriptive
justification of the practices of the school, should be made a part of
the regular report of each normal school, and it is recommended that,
thi material be worked out in such fashion that a general comparison
shall easily be possible.

-Stwlent's program, is closely related to the type of work which he
can do.There is another body of information with regard to the
administration of the course of study which shoul be brought out.
in these normal-school reports. A statement shoul be made of the
amount of work which a student is expected to do in a year of work.
There can be no doubt at all that in many normal schools the
faculty, relying on the maturity of the students, administers a very
heavy course of. .study. In all probability, it would be found that
more hours are taken each week by normal-school students than are
commonly taken by college students. It may be entirely legitimate
to call upon normal-School students who are taking a professional
course to exert themselves more strenuously than college students do.
On the other hand, there can be no doubt at all that the student who'

' would take advantage of leisure for reading and for general prepara-
tion of himself along the lines of his own selection is deprived of
this opportunity by the heavy course which he is required to take in
regular routine. Some definition of the policy of institutions in this
matter would help greatly in adjusting the relation of normal cqursea
to college courses: Very fftquently s student who presents himself
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aof
for advanced standing in the university brings from the normal
school a prodigious number of courses. This immediately arouses
the skepticism of the university :acuity, because they recognize
the impossibility of taking so large a number of courses without
curtailing the work in each. A definition, therefore, with regard to
the amount of work of the student should parallel the definition that
is called for above on the amount of work that is required of mem-
bers of the faculty. An explicit tabular statement of the number of
students who are-taking four hours, five hours, six hours, etc., each
day, would give a definite body of information which is not now at
hand. That such information is not supplied by the colleges should
not furnish justification for its omission from this report. The

.appearance of this type of material in normal-school reports would
undoubtedly stimulate a discussion of the same p.roblem in laigh
schools and in universities, and anyone who makes a study of these
institutions realizes that it will very shortly be necessary to canvass
the whole problem of. the amount of work that a student can prop-
erly be called upon to do each day. The relation of this discussion
to outside activities is also clear. A definition of the social life of
the students can hardly be given with clearness unlesi some atten-
tion is given to the amount of work which is required in the courses
of the institution itself. By initiating this study, the normal schools
can become leaders in an important general educational study.

Another general educational problem is that of the elective
course. A further item of information with regard to the students
and tlieir:places in various courses is especially profitable when one
considers the contrast between a normal school and the ordinary col-
,lege course. In recent years the college course has come to he more
and more an elective course. On the other hand, the professional
schools hale all required a much more rigid adherence to a prescribed
series of studies. In the normal schools the conflict between academic
and professional courses has frequently expressed itself in the fact
that certain courses are required, while others are made elective, and
the difference in equipment between different normal schools may fre-
quently consist in the larger number of elective courses which are of-
fered. These elective courses open the way for a wide differentiation
of the course of study pursued by individual students and undoubt-
edly constitute the phase of normal-school organization which has
brought these institutions most into competition with neighboring
colleges. Furthermore, elective courses always bring with them the
problem of the distribution of students of diffelynt degrees of ma-
turity. When an elective course is open to students who have for.some
time been pursuing work in a given institution and at the same time
to students who have just entered, there is likely to so great a clif-
fs-jam* in the maturity. of, the atudentbody that the Lion of
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the course is seriously complicated. Tables showing the kind of
students admitted to certain courses, the emphasis which is laid in the
natural course of election upon certain parts of the work in the nor-
mal school, and a clear statement of the registration in all of the re-
quired Work would give a view of the distribution of the student
body which it is very desirable to have.

Cor-.se8 for mature students.Furthermore, it is also important in
estimating the work of the normal school to draw a sharp dfstinction
between those students who are preparing to teach for the first time
and those who are preparing in a larger way to increase their profes-
sional usefulness. In general it may be said that the summer school,
or the summer quarter of the normal school, is very different in its
character from the regular quarters, and throughout the year there
are students who are taking courses of an advanced type because they
wish to become supervisors rather than because they wish to enter the
profession for the first time. A distribution of students throughout
the year and a distribution of the students with reference to the ends
which they wish .to achieve through graduation should be made in
such a way-that one who examines the registration of a normal school
shall distinguish between these different types of students and their
length of residence during the year.

Problem of costs.The period during which a student remains in
the normal school is very important in determining the cost of normal-
school instruction. It is desirable that every community should know
what it costs per capita to educate students in any public institution.
At the present 'time it is almost impossible, as indicated in an earlier
chapter, to determine from the statistics of registration how many
students are present in a normal, school at any given time. The
average attendance or the attendance for each month Ototi ld be given
in such a clear-cut way that it will be possible to determine what the
actual instructorial activities of the institution are. A large summer
quarter does not legitimately represent the actual work of an institu-
tion. On the other hand, there can be no doubt at all that the con -
stituency which comes to normal schools during the summer is very
important in determining the character of work that is done in the
schools around that normal school.

Clearness in these matters is all that should be required. It is not
necessary to lay down any rule, and there should be no effort to
restrict the activity of a normal school in dealing with the different
types of students which come to it. But it is desirable that these
different types should be clearly defined.

Distribution of graduates.Finally, a normal school should in-
form itself, and should inform the State which it serves, definitely
with regard to the distribution of its graduates. The first question
which here arises is the question of distribution to elementary or *sec-
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ondary schools. In the second plitce, the question immediately arises
whether these normal-school graduates go into city schools or into
rural schools. A clear statement on these matters wiaAild do much to
determine the policy of the State with regard to appropriations and
with regard to the maintenance of normal schools. There can be no
doubt at all that in the majority of cases graduates of normal schools
go to those city systems which are much better qualified to provide
themselves with experienced teachers than are rural districts; and
there can be no doubt at all that the number of graduates of normal
schools who go into high schools constitutes a very genuine problem
of public policy. In some quarters there are small high schools which
can not draw their staff from the neighboring State universities. The
normal schools are here called upon to perform a very genuine service

V to the community. To what extent this service is demanded we do
not at the present time know, and we shall not know until definite
statements can be made of the actual disposition of graduate of our
normal schools.

The problem of the relation of normal schools to high-school
training classes appears also at this point, for if the normal school
can not supply the teachers' necessary for rural districts, other means
will have to be devised for the training of teachers. The whole
probleni of an adequate supply for the State, therefore, connects
itself with this investigation of the disposition of the graduates.

Some diagrams of geographical distribution ought to be given, but
here, as in an earlier instance, it is important to keep in mind the fact
that an academic distribution is of more significance than the merely
geographical distribution. What kind of schools these graduates
serve is a much more important question to rail and answer than the
mere question of the geographical distribution in terms of miles away
from the institution that trains them. ,Tables of this sort should be
clearly presented in the reports of the normal school.

Standardization is an elaborate process and may be slow.The
recommendations which have been made in the foregoing paragraphs
tall for a number of elaborate studies, and it will doubtless be objected
by those who are in charge of the normal schools that it is not easily
possible to supply the information which is here demanded. It will
especially be objected that to supply all of this information in a single
report would require a devotion on the part- of the president and
faculty of a normal school to investigation which is altogether out of
proportion to their leisure and to the demands which are made upon
them for routine work. It must be admitted immediately that an
effort on the part of any given normal school to answer all of these
questions in one year would entail a great amount ef labor. It is the
meaning of the authors of this monograph that the labor would be
amply repaid in the establishment of general confidence in theNadmin-
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istration of the school and in the classification that would come as a
result of all of these investigations of all of the relations of the insti-
tution and of the student body. But if the recommendations can not
all of them be acted upon at once, it is still urged that a gradual accu-
mulation of all of these types of information is certainly possible.
If one or two of the tables above recommended could be prepared in a
given year and could be inserted in the catalogue of the normal school,
and if the practice of collecting such information became general,
comparison would immediately arise which would stimulate further
investigations and would help to secure the necessary appropriations
from legislatures to carry on these investigations on a larger scale.
The experience of every State has, in recent years, made it clear that
there is public demand for a clearer definition of these institutions.
The necessity of maintaining relationships with other institutions has
been dwelt upon again and again in this report, and the desirability
of supplying a larger body of teachers is becoming one of the impres-
sive problems of modern educational life.

Lack of .uniformity is advantageous if this is supplemented by
careful scientific studies.The United States does less train its
teachers than any other great civilized nation, and t a less uni-
formity in the treatment of requirements for the sc cools than lu
any other nation. To be sure, these variations in organization and
this lack of system bring certain advantages and give the school
system of the United States a certain flexibility which other sys-
tems do not exhibit, but there is no reason m hy with the advan-
tages of flexibility there should not come a clear definition of
purposes and a clear account of the actual achievements of such
system as we have. The recommendations made in this chapter are
made with a view to securing this type of information. Flexibility
which is of a thoroughly self-conscious type is greatly to be desired.
Flexibility which' is controlled by accidents and by chance require-
ments in particular localities and is not understood and is not clearly
defined in any general way is a disadvantage rather than an advan-
tage, and all of the recommendations which have been made in these
paragraphs aim to eliminate so far ns possible the purely accidental
character of normal-school organization.
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